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Byde your time
2012 will be a corker

Northern hemisphere winter and southern hemisphere summer
solstice is eleven days away as I write. Father Christmas is a northern
hemispherical concept. Christmas shopping is a commercial concept.
My response is abject; please, I’ve had enough.
Yet this is a time to acknowledge old friends. The effort must be
made. I am compelled by the inner voice that says ‘Write.’ This year
Joan and I will go to Christchurch to be with the southern family. I am
wary of me. I have Jeremy Clarkson moments when, in an attempt to be
jocular, I hit the doom bell.
Fate attends me. A couple of weeks ago I was pottering through the
assembly of ﬁles labelled ‘Humour’. I selected one I haven’t viewed
for several years. In it a cartoon character called Billy Bass sings several
songs and ends in fragments. I know the feeling. If you Google killfrog.
com and select ‘Dumb Ass Bass’ you can view what makes me smile.
Fate struck. Two days later I had a Facebook invitation to view a
video that a friend from Saõ Paulo suggested might amuse me. It is the
song ‘Take me to the river, put me in the water...’ That’s the one that
Billy Bass sings at ﬁrst before the little pigs place explosives where the
sun don’t shine and Billy is reduced to his component parts as he tries
to sing ‘I feel like a virgin all shiny and new...’ By their songs shall ye
know them?
2012 is a special year. Google ‘Mayan Calendar’ and discover why.
21/12/2012 is not when the world ends, only the calculations that the
Aztecs made many years ago. How they knew I can only guess. The
spinning disc of the Milky Way becomes coplanar with the solar system’s
disc; it happens every 26,000 years or so.
Our chances to see the Milky Way are rare as light pollution dims
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it. I saw it a few times during the war as a child when the lights went
out in England. In August 1969 Joan and I were on Inishere, one of
the Aran group in Galway Bay. There are two bars on the island which
open around ten pm, chucking out time in UK. Feeling mellow with a
sufﬁciency of Guinness on board, I ambled back to our tent, 02.30.
There was no moon so the heavens were ablaze with stars. I needed
to rest a while and admire the Luciferian light show. Supine on the dew
wet grass I saw the Milky Way.
Fast forward to September 2009. I was on Baz’ yacht moored in a bay
off Durville Island on Cook Strait. It was 9 pm. Baz called me up on
deck to see the night sky. The Milky Way was way out there and I knew
Eternity and the power that made it.
Wikipaedia: An epiphany (from the ancient Greek επιψανεια,
epiphaneia, ‘manifestation, striking appearance’) is the sudden realization
or comprehension of the (larger) essence or meaning of something. The
term is used in either a philosophical or literal sense to signify that the
claimant has ‘found the last piece of the puzzle and now sees the whole
picture,’ or has new information or experience, often insigniﬁcant by
itself, that illuminates a deeper or numinous foundational frame of
reference. This concept is studied by psychologists and other scholars,
particularly those attempting to study the process of innovation.
There’s a dark patch in the centre of the Milky Way where energy
is emitted. Cosmic energy, big stuff, eternal. It’s like a lighthouse beam;
it illuminates all within its path. 21/12/2012 is when the sun, our sun,
receives a jolt. For a decade or two the Earth receives an enhanced solar
wind which excites Earth’s magnetosphere and that gees up the weather,
temperature etc.
The politicos have a great scam going to raise yet more taxes, blaming
humankind as solely responsible for global warming. Utter tosh! It’s
a scam! They never mention the Mayan calendar and cosmic energy
inputs. So, buckle yer belts; 21/12/2012 is a corker and the next time
after that is 26,000 years on.
‘Lang may yer lum reek.’

Alan Byde
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Cover: A self built
Greenland kayak, a birch
bark canoe replica, three
coracles and a century old
double from the Canadian
Canoe Company on the
water together. It could only
have been the Beale Park
Boat Show.That was not
all.This year there was the
Cordless Canoe Challenge,
the best thing we have seen
since cardboard canoes at
Llangollen. All is revealed
on page 40.

In the 1980s, concerned that the BCU policy on access seemed to be
following what some anglers wanted rather than what canoeists needed,
Canoeist tried unsuccessfully to obtain BCU Council minutes to see
who was saying what. It was not even possible for members outside
those closed doors to ﬁnd out what decisions had been made.
Over recent decades there have been
two incontrovertible facts. Access (except in
Scotland following federalization) has made
negligible progress and the BCU is one of
the best funded sport governing bodies in
Britain for its size. Many people believe that
those two are linked. CRACK made the
allegation openly that the BCU’s silence on
access had been bought.
You might expect access to be a main
issue for the BCU yet they have not
encouraged those who want to see progress.
CRACK presented a petition to the European Parliament and ran
mass rallies which received media coverage for the problem but were
pilloried in consequence, rather than the BCU frowning officially
at some of their methods while saying that it was inevitable that
frustration would lead this way. We have faced BCU HQ opposition
and frustration since the late 70s, when White Water Magazine was still
an ofﬁcial BCU magazine. Even the Canoe Wales Raw Deal campaign,
which was making headway, was quickly displaced by a campaign run
from Nottingham.
The BCU are part of the British Marine Federation’s Boating
Alliance, which attends political party annual conferences. Press releases
by the BMF listing topics raised don’t mention canoeing issues as being
discussed. It has been noted how progress grinds to a halt whenever
Nottingham become involved in access campaigning issues.
The most important development for years has been Douglas Caffyn’s
Master of Laws thesis, showing that the law on river access is being
applied wrongly by DEFRA, his work convincing his university
examiners. It was submitted to DEFRA lawyers for comment in 2005.
Six years later they have failed to ﬁnd any fault with it yet remain
silent. Knowing DEFRA’s lack of support for canoe touring, it is
inconceivable that they would not speak out if they could see any errors
in Caffyn’s work.
In order to progress this, my MP, Culture Secretary Ed Vaizey,
proposed a meeting with Waterways Minister Richard Benyon for an
interested group, who were unanimous in wanting Nottingham not to
be included. Benyon, who had written a letter on access on behalf of
Paddlers International four years earlier when an Opposition backbench
MP, refused to meet us, saying we did not have a mandate to speak to
him. The implication is that he will only speak to Nottingham. This
takes us back to where we came in, the nature of the relationships
between the BCU and successive Governments, of whom the Waterways
Minister has usually been an angler in recent times.
In Appleford we were 2km from the grave of George Orwell. Animal
Farm has a certain resonance.

Down
on the
farm

Stuart Fisher

Best wishes for
Christmas and
the New Year to
all contributors
and readers

Please note our new address
Longcroft
Mill Lane
Corston
Malmesbury
Wilts
SN16 0HH
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Club newsletters

For many years Canoeist has had the largest accessible archive of
canoeing material in Britain. Sadly, with our recent move we have had
to rationalize some of this. In particular, we have had to part company
with most of the club newsletters which have been so informative
although we still have the national magazines which you have sent
us. While we have thanked clubs individually, now is a good time to
give a communal vote of thanks to all those who have compiled and
distributed club newsletters, not least Northampton Canoe & Kayak
Club, whose BreakOut has been the most proliﬁc of all.
Alpine Kayak Club Waterworld
Baldock & District Canoe Club Newsletter
Birmingham Canoe Club
Brussels Kayak Club Pagaie
Club Paramount News Letter
Clwb Canw Colwyn Newsletter
Canoa Club Milano Fiumi
Chalfont Park Canoe Club Times
Chelmsford Canoe Club
Durham University Canoe Club
Dyffryn Conwy Paddlers Newyddion
Forth Canoe Club Kayak
Garnock Canoe Club
Glasgow University Canoe Club Newsletter
Grimsby & Cleethorpes Canoe Club Mag
Halifax Canoe Club Recorder
Hayle Canoe Club Newsletter
Hemel Hempstead Canoe Club Newsletter
Hereford County Canoe Club News-Sheet
Highland Triathlons Triangles
Houston Canoe Club
Killingworth Canoe Club News Letter
Kingﬁsher Canoe Club Daily Trasher
Leeds Canoe Club Aire Waves
Leicestershire Canoe Club Newsletter
Lowestoft & District Canoe Club Dig Deep, Dig, Hard
Manchester Canoe Club Newsletter
Marlow Canoe Club Newsletter
Meridian Canoe Club Newsletter
Midland Canoe Club Newsletter
Millbrook Canoe Club Canews
Northampton Canoe & Kayak Club BreakOut
Nottingham Kayak Club Information Sheet
Porthcawl Waveski Club Newsletter
Proteus Canoe Club Newsletter
Reading & Leighton Park Canoe Club News Sheet
Regents Canoe Club Newsletter
Riverside Centre Newsletter
Royal Leamington Spa Canoe Club Leamington Canoeist
Scottish Hostellers Canoe Club Newsletter
Shefﬁeld Canoe Club Newsletter
Shepperton Slalom Canoe Club Newsletter
Shrewsbury Canoe Club Bimble
Smoothwater Wilderness Canoe Club Smoothwater Quarterly News
Solihull Canoe Club Canews
Stafford & Stone Canoe Club Newsletter
Surrey Canoeist Group Calendar & Newsletter
Swindon & District Canoe Club Magazine
Telford Canoe Club Newsletter
Tonbridge & West Kent Canoe Club Newsletter
Viking Kayak Club Paddler
West Yorkshire Canoe Club Backpaddle
Westel Canoe Club WestWard
White Rose Canoe Club Damp Patch Bulletin
Windsor & District Canoe Club Hubnews
Worcester Canoe Club Waterline
Wychavon Canoe Club Newsletter
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Paddlers ﬁnd
hanged man

Paddlers near
Sacramento found the
body of a man hanging
from a noose round his
neck attached to a tree,
his hands tied behind
his back. The sheriff’s
deputy was treating it as
suicide although tying
his own hands together
ﬁrst must have been
quite challenging.

Odd boating

A group calling
themselves Odd
Boaters enjoy taking
their powered craft
off the beaten track.
It is a concept that
would appeal to some
paddlers.

130km portage

A peculiarly
masochistic tribute to
environmentalist Kirk
Whipper took the form
of a 130km canoe
portage over four days
from the University of
Toronto to the Canadian
Canoe Museum in
Peterborough by a team
of carriers. It was to raise
funds for the university’s
Kirk Whipper Award and
for the museum.

Part of the River Weaver has been designated as a
canoe trail. This notice is at Winsford where there is
a slipway by a carpark.

Trips

The Río Huallaga has now been run, meaning that all
tributaries of the Amazon have been completed.
Gerry Moffat’s ﬁrst descent of the Kuru Chhu is part
of his achieving becoming the ﬁrst person to run all the
large river systems in Bhutan.
An attempted circumnavigation of Tierra del Fuego
was abandoned after a total of eight days on the water
because Barry Shaw got tendonitis and the authorities
refused to allow Justine Curgenven to continue alone.
Dougie MacGregor offered to pull out of school to join
her for the trip but his mother had other ideas.
Mark Byass and Mike Sayer are hoping to cross the
Atlantic from La Gomera to Antigua in 38 days in their
self designed Torpedalo. The 8.3m boat has 1.5m beam
and its propeller is driven by pedals. In carbon ﬁbre, it is
self righting and has a sleeping compartment in the stern.
They hope to raise £250,000 for Make-a-Wish and the
Motor Neurone Disease Association. The bow looks
worryingly long for use in a steep following sea.
Russell Belcher and Aaron Price planned a 90 day
circumnavigation of Britain from Mersea Island in winter
conditions, starting in February and using a kite to tow
their double. They reached Brixham before Aaron’s back
gave out and they had to abandon the expedition.
Edward Bassett’s challenge in June was a double
Channel crossing to raise funds for Equal Adventure. He
was not the ﬁrst person to attempt this but, at 52, was the
oldest.
Aleksander Doba has completed his 5,384km crossing
of the Atlantic from Dakar in Senegal to Acaraú in Brazil
in 100 days, only the third kayak crossing. Unusually, his
sealed sleeping compartment was at the bows and he had
a large buoyant frame over the top of his 7m Kevlar/
carbon kayak to prevent complete capsize. His automatic
desalinator failed and the cloudless skies and equatorial

The Torpedalo.
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The Yukon team.

Ian Lockyer

Sweden’s Karlinska
Institut has discovered
that mitochondria
in muscles beneﬁt
from nitrates, proliﬁc
in vegetables such
as spinach. It seems
Popeye was ahead of us.

Simon Parker

Eat your spinach

Jay Ratchy

The Droitwich Canal
and Droitwich Barge
Canal have now been
fully reopened to give a
route from the Worcester
& Birmingham Canal
to the River Severn.
This also allows a 34km
circular loop.

sun forced him to paddle at night. Poland’s ambassador to
Brazil was there to meet him when he landed.
Eight Canadian students have paddled canoes 7,000km
from Ottawa to Inuvik in nearly six months, raising
money for the Canadian Parks & Wilderness Society
and Ottawa River Keeper. By the mid October ﬁnish
they were fast running out of daylight and temperatures
were dropping. Most of the paddlers are working for
environmental degrees and they took enough musical
instruments to form a small orchestra.
Jeff Allen, Chris Millington and Harry Whelan have
tackled the Irish circumnavigation in an attempt to beat
the 33 days taken by Mick O’Meara’s group in 1990.
They were also raising funds for Ovarian Cancer Action.
David Cornthwaite is planning 25 self propelled
journeys over 1,600km at about yearly intervals. This year
it was paddleboarding, the fourth in the series, although
he has been practising since 2008 by paddling to work
in his suit along the Kennet & Avon Canal. He paddled
240km from Bath to London this year with Sarah Outen
in preparation for his 2,400km trip down the Mississippi
from Itasca, carrying his kit on the deck.
Sarah Outen, who has already rowed across the Indian
Ocean, is undertaking a global circumnavigation by
kayak, cycle and rowing, including crossing the north
Paciﬁc and Atlantic Oceans. Gill are sponsoring her with

Suzie Procter

Droitwich canals
reopened

clothing for the ocean sections, which could involve
being at sea for 11 months of the 850 day trip, starting
last April from London.
Jon Turk and Eric Boomer tackled Ellesmere Island,
the ﬁrst kayak circumnavigation of this frozen land. They
were recipients of Polartec Challenge Grants. These
are awarded to low impact teams who respect the local
culture and environment and serve as role models to
other outdoor enthusiasts. Applications for 2012 grants
close on Dec 31st.
Nick Hunter, Tom Raper and Jay and Dazza Ratchford
set themselves the challenge of canoeing 3,200km from
Atlin in Canada to Alakanuk in Alaska via the Bering
Sea to raise a target of £1,000,000 each for Marie Curie
Cancer Care and Help for Heroes. The 60 day trip was
planned to include bushcraft and living off the land. A
full length TV documentary was being prepared.
Hugh Turner, the lock keeper at Paper Mill Lock on
the Chelmer & Blackwater Navigation, set himself he
target of paddling round all 35 islands off the Essex coast
in seven days, about 110km. His aim was to raise £2,000
for the new floating boathouse for the Burnham on
Crouch inshore lifeboat.
Another lock keeper, Della, paddled 50km down the
Trent from Nottingham to Newark to raise funds for
Beaumond House Community Hospice in Newark.
It would have been no bad thing for her to have
encountered some of the evil portages on this stretch of
river.
Sandy Robson is repeating the 1932 foldboat voyage
of Oskar Speck from Germany to Australia, a journey
which took seven years and three kayaks. She expects to
avoid a disadvantage of Speck’s trip, being interned on
arrival with a Nazi swastika on his deck, unaware of how
the political situation had developed while he was away.
Stuart Trueman has completed his Australian
circumnavigation in 16 months. He used a sail but
took the longer route round the Gulf of Carpentaria
for the ﬁrst unsupported trip round. He had problems
with sharks hitting his stern. At Nhulunbu he removed
a shark’s tooth from his rudder. He has had two PLBs
become waterlogged, their speciﬁcations being much
lower than EPIRBs.
The Engelandraarder expedition was set up to
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Sarah Outen prior to leaving London.

Ed Cooper, Alec Greenwell and Harry Franks at
Orwell Quay before the trip.

commemorate all the Dutch who tried to cross to Britain
to join Allied troops in the Second World War. 1,700
Dutch people attempted this, including 95 attempts
by water in various craft, 31 of these attempts being
successful with 179 people getting across. 32 tried by
kayak, of whom 8 made it. Included were Henri and
Willem Peteri, who crossed in a folding double in 56
hours from Katwijk to Sizewell in September 1941.
The route this time was as in 1941 but aiming at 30
- 35 hours for the 190km. Standard Horizon supported
the journey by supplying HX 891E VHF radios. The
memorial team comprised Alec Greenwell, Ed Cooper,
Harry Franks and Olly Hicks, the latter having been the
ﬁrst person to row solo across the Atlantic from America
six years ago when he was 23.
Earlier in the year Olly had attempted to make the ﬁrst
recorded kayak crossing from Scotland to Norway with
Patrick Winterton and Mick Berwick. Another Second
World War repeat, they were following the Shetland Bus,
run by Norwegian ﬁshermen to take arms and special
troops to and from Norway. They paddled 50km but
sickness and various equipment failures resulted in their
retreat to Shetland and abandonment of the attempt.
Freya Hoffmeister is undertaking a 24,000km
circumnavigation of South America from Buenos Aires.
Starting in September, she hopes to complete by May
2014.
Tim Taylor abandoned his attempt to circumnavigate
all three of New Zealand’s islands in a season when
within a month of home. Cape Reinga was the problem
and he had the skills to know when to call it a day.
Tim Bond, manag ing director of National
Recruitment Agency Upfront & Personnel, assembled a
team to paddle from the PSP Southampton Boat Show
round the Isle of Wight and back to the show. The three
day 127km trip was to raise funds for the Encephalitis
Society and Leukaemia & Lymphoma Research.
24 year old Cumbrae instructor Bruce Jolliffe has
paddled 500km from Largs to Stornoway in memory
of a Hebridean friend who died from a bone tumour,
raising funds for the Royal Marsden Hospital, Beatson
Oncology Fund and the RNLI.
Christian youth group Adventure Plus again ran their
tour from Witney to Westminster. They have been able
to call on publicity support from their local MP, David
Cameron.
After paddling from Kendal to London on the canals
as a 17 year old, Peter Woolsey has again undertaken the
journey, this time from Tewitﬁeld because the canal is
rather hit and miss above this. This trip was to celebrate
his 70th birthday.
Andy Robinson, James Woods and Chris Capon
claim the ﬁrst full passage of the Chesterﬁeld Canal in a
century, attempting to raise £3,000 for the Chesterﬁeld
Canal Trust. OK, there’s more water now than when
I paddled it for our 1994 two part guide and less
challenging fences to be climbed or squeezed under. Did
someone spot that I didn’t walk over the tunnel?
Comedian David Williams swam down the Thames
from Lechlade to Westminster in September. He raised
£1,200,000 for Sport Relief with his efforts, attracting
much media attention but also suffering a bad stomach
upset after ingesting river water. He was accompanied by
paddlers and by a RIB on the tideway.
The Munro Mission team, Tom O’Connell and Alex
Robinson, have climbed all 283 of Scotland’s Munros
in 49 days, covering 2,600km on foot and by cycle and
kayak to reach them. They climbed a total height of
130km and spent an average of 17 hours per day on
the go. The mission was dedicated to services personnel
killed in Afghanistan and the people who joined them
varied from bomb disposal teams to the Duchess of
Cornwall and families of victims. All money raised went
to SSAFA Forces Help and BLESMA. Anyone donating
£20 to DecAid before Christmas will receive a £50
voucher towards the cost of any watch by Nite, one of
their sponsors.
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CCPR renamed

The Central Council
for Physical Recreation
have changed their
name. They are now
the Sport & Recreation
Alliance.

Crouch and
Roach plan

The Crouch & Roach
Estuary Project is a
management plan
which intends to
increase canoeing at
the Wallasea Wetlands
with a new creek at the
east end and paddling
over newly drained
areas at high water.
Canoeing is considered
unsuitable at the mouth
of the estuary but is
known to take place in
the upper reaches of the
rivers, especially in the
winter.

Guinness raft
cancelled

An attempt by
Cleveland Metroparks
to regain their Guinness
raft record was called
off. It was clear from
bookings that the
requisite number of
paddlers were not going
to attend.

Quick tour of
London

According to Enjoy
England there is no
better way to enjoy the
Thames than speeding
round London on a RIB.
Do you agree?

What the
fortune teller
told Huw

Janet Brackenbury
says that the late Huw
Evans of White Water
Consultancy once saw
a fortune teller who told
him that he wouldn’t
ever be rich but he
would have a good
life. Janet thinks she
got it right but doesn’t
know if she told Huw
anything else.

Starting in
Scotland

As part of the Year of
Active Sport promotion
the SCA organized two
weekends of low cost
introductory sessions
for beginners. These
took place in October
at 11 centres from
Ballachulish to Loch
Ken.
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Peter Sandground

Tamsin Loveless photographs

The Enys canoe and its removal to the NMMC.

Lifeboat
statistics

RNLI ﬁgures for 2010
show that of 8,713
launches around the
British Isles 750 were
to manually propelled
leisure craft with 462
of the 8,313 people
rescued being from
that category. 37% of
launches took place
during darkness.

Scottish touring
calendar
cancelled

The SCA Touring
Committee all resigned
and the touring calendar
was cancelled when
they were told that
tour leaders would
need to get ﬁrst aid
qualiﬁcations. Following
a meeting in Stirling the
SCA have now backed
off and it will only be
necessary for someone
on a tour to be qualiﬁed,
not necessarily the
leader.

Staying up

I don’t know if this
is true but it seems
that Viagra is being
tried to increase blood
circulation in combating
altitude sickness. This
is nothing to do with
the excuse of having a
headache.

Canal trafﬁc
news

It was good to hear
Radio Stoke covering
the Trent & Mersey
Canal as the ﬁrst item on
their trafﬁc news. One
suspects this was not a
normal service, though,
more a reﬂection on the
fact staff were to have a
canal trip that evening.
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18th century canoe
found in Cornwall

Possibly the oldest birch bark canoe in existence has
been found in a shed in Cornwall. Estimated to be over
250 years old, the canoe has been stored on the Enys
estate near Penryn, housed in one of the Enys family’s
barns.
Laid to rest for a number of years, the canoe saw
daylight for the ﬁrst time in decades when it was moved
from its shed to its new temporary resting place at the
National Maritime Museum Cornwall. The museum’s
boat restoration and curatorial team lifted and transported
this rare ﬁnd to be conserved, preserved and put on
display to the public before being repatriated to Canada.
Andy Wyke, the boat collections manager, said ‘Moving
the canoe is the beginning of a whole new journey back
to Canada for this incredible ﬁnd. For over 200 years
the canoe has belonged to the Enys family, having been
brought to Cornwall by Lt John Enys after his time
ﬁghting in the American War of Independence in 1776.
‘Lt Enys sailed from Falmouth in a packet ship to join
his regiment in Canada to relieve the city of Québec,
which was under siege from the Americans. He fought
many military campaigns and toured the area for his
personal interest, discovering this canoe along the way.
It’s incredible to think its legacy has been resting in a
barn in Cornwall all this time.’
Wendy Fowler, a descendent of the Enys family,
whose records date back to the 13th century, called the
Maritime Museum to request they look at the canoe
lying in the estate’s barn. She said ‘The estate is very
special to us and holds many secrets but I believe this
is the most interesting to date. The grounds hold a host
of wonders but this really is very special. The Maritime
Museum are brilliantly ensuring and repatriating another
element of our great family history and I’m most grateful
that my great, great, great, great, great uncle’s travels have
led to such a major chapter of boating history being
discovered in Cornwall.’
Captain George Hogg, archivist and trustee of the
National Maritime Museum Cornwall, said ‘When we
received the call from the Enys family to identify their
canoe in a shed we had no idea of the importance of
the ﬁnd. We knew we had something special but, having
worked with the British Museum on the artifacts and
the Canadian Canoe Museum in Peterborough, Ontario,
we now believe that this is one of the world’s oldest
birch bark canoes. This is a unique survival from the 18th
century.’
Prior to its arrival at the museum, the canoe was
digitally recorded by the curatorial team and during the
canoe’s time at the museum, teams researched its history,
conserving the remaining wood and preserving what was
left as well as preparing it for the trip back home and
representing what it might have looked like over 250
years ago.
The native American canoe has been repatriated to

The Dalriada Project has a 100km walking trail to
connect 800 ancient monuments around the Crinan
Canal in Argyll, attracting tourists. It was opened by
VisitScotland chairman Mike Cantlay with a reminder
that walking is not the only way to enjoy the area.

Canada where the Canadian Canoe Museum will extend
further research to see where the boat may have been
built and by which tribe. Curators from the Canadian
Museum are especially excited to receive this rare and
unique part of their history as rarely do they have live
historic canoes of this far reaching history to help them
reveal their own past.

Tamsin Loveless

Paddler surveys

A 2010 survey of New Zealanders says 40% own a
canoe or kayak, up from 17% in 2006. Of these, 17% own
more than one canoe of kayak. 53% of paddlers also own
a power boat. Lifejackets are carried by 86% of boaters
and 85% have some form of communication on board,
of which mobile phones are the most common at 53%.
51% have more than one form of communication. Only
3% of kayak or canoe owners carry pumps, 52% carry
ﬂares, 18% carry locator beacons and a similar proportion
carry ﬁre extinguishers. Paul Caffyn thinks the ownership
ﬁgures are not has high as claimed here. His fatal accident
statistics over 29 years show the average victim to be
a 35 year old male paddling solo, a 50% chance of not
wearing a buoyancy aid and an 89% chance of having no
communications.
A survey of sea paddlers by the SCA drew 392
responses. The most popular venues visited were Skye,
Arisaig - Sound of Sleat, Scarba - Kerrera, Oban - Fort
William and Glasgow - Bute. St Kilda had been visited
by 6%. 83% live in Scotland, including 24% each from
Strathclyde and the Highland Region, and 36% were in
the 45 - 54 age group, the most active.

JKA survives quake

John Kirk-Anderson, who contributed our Kiwi View
series from Nov 03 to Jan 04, had a near miss during the
Christchurch earthquake. He dived under his desk, saving
his life when the ﬂoor above his ofﬁce caved in. He
pulled a colleague from under another desk and the pair
made it outside before an aftershock brought down more
the building. Others in the building were killed or badly
injured. John’s personal losses were his computer with
much sea kayak material on it and all his important keys,
which he had taken to work that day to have duplicates
made. Local cliffs and caves were amongst the features
left in an unstable condition.

The German Jetlev-Flyer is, perhaps, a bit like a
jetpack but using water rather than air or gas for
support and propulsion. Water is sucked up a hose
from a following ﬂoat and then ﬁred down to give
elevation. Meeting shallow water or dry land results
in embarrassing loss of altitude when it is least
wanted.

Shows have
mixed fortunes

Route 81 take prize

The Outdoors Show takes place at London’s ExCeL
again on Jan 12 - 15th. The Active Travel Show is a
new event to take place at the same time. Careers in the
Outdoors is something which could be important with
the present state of the employment market. Together
with the bike show, these have all been tacked onto the
Tullett Prebon London Boat Show, which takes place
over Jan 6 - 15th, where the pool action will include
polo and stand up paddle boarding.
Crick Boat Show, being promoted by Waterways World
for the ﬁrst time, drew the highest numbers for four years
and the on-water exhibition space sold out. This goes
against the trend of other exhibitions and, indeed, the
economy in general, reﬂecting the fact that more people
are staying at home for their holidays.
The North and South Wales Boat Shows have been
withdrawn. Organizer Ben Sutcliffe lost money on both
shows. The new Liverpool Boat Show was cancelled
before it saw the light of day.
Outdoor Pursuits Scotland will be back for a second
time, based at the Royal Highland Centre at Ingliston on
Apr 21st/22nd. Against the trends, it will have a larger
floor area and hopes to increase on this year’s 3,000

The Route 81 Project is based in a former outdoor
education centre in Garelochhead, bought by a group
who have refurbished it with the support of Dunbritton
Housing Association and Communities Scotland.
Facilities include a youth club, gymnasium, sports hall,
café, IT room and conference centre. The icing was
added to the cake when they won the RBS Community
Fund Awards to secure funding of £3,000. The money
is supporting their youth programme which makes
such activities as canoeing available to local youngsters
regardless of their ﬁnancial circumstances.

Fees ahead of inﬂation

In this time of economic trouble BW have announced
that their licence fees from April 2012 will rise by 6.4%,
ahead of inﬂation. BW canoe licences will remain free of
charge in Scotland. The EA will have the same increases
as BW. Although they have had large price increases
in the past, the Broads Authority are increasing theirs
by 2.85%, less than inﬂation, so a £28 canoe annual
licence will increase by 80p. Broads boat hire numbers
are increasing as British Waterways’ decline.

Malaria on the increase

Malaria is the world’s second biggest killer and infected
British residents have increased by nearly 30% in two
years according to the Health Protection Agency. Having
had a neighbour with the illness and having had an
unidentiﬁed illness with the symptoms of malaria after

Paddling is taking on
a higher proﬁle at the
PSP Southampton Boat
Show. Public lectures
this year included
Paddlers International/
ISKA on the less
accessible parts of the
coast and canal system
and Andy Benham on
kayak ﬁshing.

Orton Lock
upgrade

The area below
Orton Lock on the River
Nene at Peterborough
has been upgraded,
including incorporating
a canoe launch point.
This is opposite the
weirpool used for Orton
slaloms.

Disused canal
tunnels from
the inside

In the May 1980 issue
(p21) we published an
article and photographs
by Robin Witter
exploring the inside
of the disused bore of
Harecastle Tunnel on
the Trent & Mersey
Canal. In fact, he
explored a number of
canal tunnels by canoe
and his photographs
have been published
this year by Waterways
World in a series of
articles.

Paddleboard
workouts

It seems that standup
paddle boards are not
just for going places.
Fashionable people are
using them as places for
workouts, sometimes
on the beach and
sometimes aﬂoat.

Duck hunting kayak

After kayak angling the Americans are moving on to
kayak duck hunting. Is this a way of getting the shooting
and angling lobby on side or does it mean that we lose
the moral high ground and can be put under suspicion
as being possible poachers? Furthermore, will it begin
to make wildlife nervous and undermine our ability to
paddle up close to wildlife. much closer than we can get
on foot?
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visitors. A family ticket for two adults and three children
under 14 costs £16 online or £20 on the gate.
On the other hand, Ocean Media have cancelled the
50 year old Boat & Caravan Show for 2012 in the face of
competition from a new London show.

Talking about
canoeing

Aqu
pictures

Joseph Burﬁtt.
CANOEIST December 2011
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The ban on carrying
liquids on aircraft
in containers larger
than 100ml has been
withdrawn. As well as
permitting such items
as sun tan lotion to
be carried, duty free
alcohol will now be
available again on
ﬂights. These items will
have to be carried in
clear plastic bags but
will remove the need
for such activities as
decanting sun tan lotion
into smaller plastic
bottles bought at airport
chemists.

Keep your head
down

The Ekranoyacht, an
Australian design, is
intended to ﬂy up to
3.5m above the water
at up to 400km/h. It is
not a yacht as we know
it and the question of
who gives way to whom
would be academic. It
is based on the Russian
Ekranoplan concept, a
550t beast ﬂying 20m
above the water, ﬁne as
long as it stays at that
height.

Council
priorities

Hillingdon Council
have made cuts of
£26,000,000, not an
unfamiliar picture at
present. However, at
the same time they
have spent £15,000
on stocking a lake
with carp for anglers.
Conservative council
leader Ray Puddock is a
keen angler.

Party toys

The Boating Alliance,
which includes the
BCU, took a paddling
machine to the party
conferences, providing
lots of entertainment
for bored politicians,
especially for Dan
Byles, who managed
103.2m in 20 seconds.
This compares with an
average of 100m for Tim
Brabants, who might
not have been trying as
hard as he might. Access
was discussed with
politicians, access to
funding.
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Louise French

Aircraft liquids
ban goes

tremendous enthusiast, coached Paul Farrant to become
world slalom champion when Britain was nowhere
near the leading edge of competition and was an early
enthusiast for making canoeing ﬁlms. He played a central
role in developing surﬁng, polo, lifeguarding and dragon
boat racing. On the day the Holme Pierrepont slalom
course was opened he was by far the oldest paddler to
take a run down.

Health approaches
which do or don’t work

Newcastle Clinic has the ﬁrst open sided MRI scanner
in the north of England. About 10% of referred
patients are too large or claustrophobic for enclosed
models, don’t like the noise of a conventional
scanner or don’t get treated for other reasons. The
new machine is quicker, more accurate and better at
scanning limbs. It even has a riverscape backdrop.
visiting a malarial area I am only too aware of the reality
of the problem.
The Healix Travel Vaccination App is available free
to iPhone users. Selecting countries to be visited and
answering a few simple questions gives advice on
vaccinations required and some travel tips. The search
history is stored and can be retrieved by email from
around the world.

In the dark about clocks

Research by the London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine and University College London suggests that
putting the clocks forward by an hour throughout the
year will encourage children to take part in sport in the
evening and make them ﬁtter. Their research was all done
with children in the southeast of England. Having been
in the north of Scotland when BST was last taken right
through the year I would like to see them widen their
research and look at child accident rates further north
before they jump to conclusions about moving us to the
central European time zone.

Oliver Cock recognized

Oliver Cock has been included in the International
White Water Hall of Fame in San Francisco. As the
BCU’s ﬁrst national coach he was responsible for the
small cockpit white water kayak being the boat to
introduce beginners to canoeing, rather than the large
cockpit touring kayak or open canoe used elsewhere. This
required capsize drill at an early stage, not to the taste of
all potential canoeists. On the other hand, Oliver was a

Researchers at Texas’ Baylor University have carried
out research that suggests nutritional supplements
containing arginine-alpha-ketoglutarate to enhance
blood ﬂow to muscles during resistance training do not
work. The AAKG supplements produced the same results
as a placebo.
On the other hand, Columbia University Medical
Centre researchers have found a similarity between
sarcopenia and muscular dystrophy. Sarcopenia, muscular
deterioration which begins about 40 and increases over
75, responds to the experimental drug S107 which may
help reverse the process.
Other researchers at China Medical University
Hospital and National Health research Institutes in
Taiwan, after a review of 400,000 Taiwanese, found that
90 minutes of brisk exercise per week could increase
life expectancy by three years and cut death risk by
14%. Beginning with moderate exercise encourages
participants to increase what they do.
Harvard School of Public Health have found that at
least 3 hours a week of vigorous exercise cuts the risk of
heart attack by 22%. In particular, vitamin D production
is enhanced, which could just be an effect of being
outside more. Levels of beneﬁcial HDL cholesterol also
increase.

C&RT Council
members sought

DEFRA held a public consultation on the future of
BW as a charity. Paddlers International’s input related
mainly to the scope of the new body, whether it would
just cover the canals and deep water river navigations or
whether it would cover navigation on all rivers. If just
the former, it would need to consider relationships with
a body to cover the latter. We also called for the future
name to reﬂect the option chosen, even if this is not an
immediate priority.
Unfortunately the name has been selected as the
Canal & River Trust, a name which does not mean the
same to the general public as it means to powered craft
users. Already we have had contradictory statements. A
DEFRA deﬁnition says ‘”Inland Waterway” includes any
river, canal, inland navigation, feeder channel, reservoir,
dock, basin or harbour (in any case whether or not tidal
or artiﬁcial) together with any associated land and works
(including paths) and land formerly used for all such
purposes’ (our emphasis). For BW Fran Read says it will
only cover the present powered craft navigations. We
foresee years of confusion ahead, as we have had in the
past with repeated ambiguous information from IWAC.
Some stakeholders have been opposed to the
change of status in the light of previous inadequate
Government funding. These concerns have deepened
as the Government have announced further signiﬁcant
cuts, their £51,300,000 of 2010/11 dropping to
£39,000,000 for 2012/13 to 2014/15. The EA have had
their navigation grant cut by 50%. The IWA have called
on their members to write to protest once again about
the level of cuts.
An online petition protesting about BW directors’
bonuses drew 650 signatures, 100,000 being needed for
a Parliamentary debate. If they had protested against all
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directors’ bonuses they might have had more support. It
seems the management were listening and there will be
no more bonuses in normal circumstances; that’s BW, not
the city.
The Waterways Trust is to merge into the C&RT
in England and Wales but will not do so in Scotland,
where the canals will be managed by BW Scotland with
continued funding from the Scottish Government.
Nominations for the Canal & River Trust are being
invited from Dec 12th. Four of the 35 members will
be elected from licensed boaters and two from boating
businesses. In addition the BCU will have a seat because
of their compulsory licence purchase. A C&RT employee
will be elected by employees. That still means someone
is needed to represent the great majority who are
independent canoeists.
BCU membership has now reached 32,800, trebling
in recent decades. Employed staff in Canoe England have
shot to 120. A national survey suggests 48,000 people
paddle every week.

Firearms legislation
and the coroner

Following the death of Elizabeth Ashbee off the
Anglesey coast, ISKA contacted Dewi Pritchard-Jones,
the NW Wales district coroner, to discuss dangers
caused by the way the Home Ofﬁce are interpreting
ﬁrearms legislation, as applied to such safety miniﬂares
as the Nicosignal. While his response paints a picture of
confusion amongst the legislators, a lack of willingness
to address the issue and a low priority for safety, it shows
that he has his own ﬁnger on the pulse as far as the issues
are concerned, an encouraging situation.
He writes ‘on the conclusion of the Inquest I made a
recommendation that people kayaking off shore should
have with them a means of communication be it in the
form of ﬂares, radios or mobile phones or a combination
of all three. I made the recommendation that ideally
the larger candle and/or parachute flares should be
carried but as these are rather large and difﬁcult to keep
waterproof they are not ideal and therefore mini ﬂares
should be considered. I did not refer speciﬁcally to the
Nicosignal device as there are mini ﬂares on the market
that do not fall foul of ﬁrearms legislation.
‘The problem that you refer to in your letter has been
with us for a considerable period of time. In the 1970s I
was advocating the use of WISCHO ﬂares by divers and I
was of the opinion that as signalling apparatus they were
exempt from ﬁrearms control. Police forces generally
did not accept this view as the ﬂare container was an
aluminium tube and therefore was a barrel but police
forces generally said that they would not hinder the
distribution of such ﬂares by issuing ﬁrearms certiﬁcates
speciﬁcally for this type of device free of charge. Wessex
then produced their mini flare which did not have
a barrel but ﬁred a container from a spigot. This was
considered to be a signalling apparatus outside the scope
of ﬁrearms legislation, the issuing of ﬁrearms certiﬁcates

virtually ceased and the problem disappeared by people
buying the Wessex type ﬂare. I understand that over the
years police authorities have been challenged by people
wanting to possess the WISCHO or the Nicosignal type
ﬂares but to my knowledge no appeals have been made
to Crown Court as the person concerned has either been
put off by the cost of such an appeal or has been given a
free ﬁrearm certiﬁcate by the police making the appeal
unnecessary.
‘Your difﬁculty is that although signalling apparatus
is exempt from ﬁrearm legislation when kept aboard
a vessel that is not a practical proposition with a kayak
as such apparatus will have to be kept either on the
person or ashore when not in use. I am not in favour
of legislation to resolve the problem as the introduction
of a ﬁrearms bill will only give those who are in favour
of the police state an opportunity to further restrict the
activities of law abiding citizens. The issue should be
dealt with by a decision of the Court but I am not aware
of anybody who would be prepared to cover the cost of
such action. An application to the Court could produce
the result you seek as the application of the law at present
is inconsistent.You are having difﬁculty with a Nicosignal
because it has a plastic barrel. Parachute ﬂares ﬁre from a
plastic tube which is in effect a barrel and yet these can
be freely purchased and possessed. Many if not most
ﬁreworks used on bonﬁre night ﬁre from either plastic
or cardboard tubes which are also barrels and these are
not subject to control. The Court might take the view
that your Nicosignal is no different from a ﬁrework or a
parachute ﬂare and ﬁnd in your favour thereby clarifying
the law for others. You need to ﬁnd somebody with
sufﬁcient funds to make such an application.’

Mindbender
recalled

Loyal readers will recall our Mindbender
series which ran from 1983 to 1989. It
was based around the activities of the
ﬁctitious Tutts Clump Canoe Club. Tutts
Clump itself is real enough, however, just
round the corner from Kate Middleton’s
home, and has enjoyed some further
limelight in coach tours laid on around
the area ahead of the royal wedding.

Francis Prout dies

Francis, the younger of the two Prout brothers, has
died at 89. He and Roland were 1952 Helsinki Olympic
sprinters who later rigged a pair of sprint K1s with
a mast to create a catamaran which won local sailing
regattas, to the disgust of purists. This led to professional
catamarans, produced from their yard on Canvey Island.
They were early users of glassﬁbre and built the ﬁrst
catamaran to circumnavigate the globe. During the
Second World War Francis had been a Hurricane pilot
and surely he must have met Canvey Island’s Gironde
Raid survivor, Bill Sparks. He also became chairman of
the Ship & Boat Builders’ National Federation, now the
British Marine Federation.

Underground advertising

Moving advertising is g rowing. An advert at
Paddington station on London’s Underground, placed
by an insurance company, showed a white water kayak
accident. More to the point, it showed the subsequent
recovery and helicopter exit to hospital, together with
the bill mounting to £14,000.
‘Try indoor rowing. We’re giving our young people a
chance to try before 2012’ proclaimed an Underground
poster by the Mayor of London at High Street
Kensington. Accompanying it was a logo showing crossed
canoe paddles.
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Auckland trail

The new mayor of
Auckland, Len Brown,
planned to undertake
100 projects in his ﬁrst
100 days in ofﬁce. One
of these was a kayak
trail for the city to
promote paddling.

The best coach

Insurers Perkins
Slade are running the
Coach Your the Best
competition, in which
the coach with the
greatest number of
votes will win £1,000
of sports equipment. To
nominate your favourite
coach, vote or see the
details go to www.
perkins-slade.com/
insurance-blog before
Jan 31st. Leaside’s
Darrel Woodhead is the
ﬁrst canoeing coach to
be nominated.

In philosophical
mood

Hardly had we
arrived here when it
was announced that
Malmesbury would
be bidding to become
the UK’s capital of
philosophy, much as
Hay is known for books
or Padstow for Rick
Stein restaurants. This
includes fair living,
which is something the
country desperately
needs at this time with
the loss of various
political grand schemes.
Something better than
good intentions will
be required for this but
nobody else is rushing
forward as a contender.

Ulva logistics

Paddlers crossing
from Mull to Ulva are
asked to park as far as
possible from the ferry
as the carpark is paid
for by the local trip
boat operators and,
not unreasonably, they
wish their customers to
have the best spaces.
There have also been
sanitation problems on
Ulva so wild campers
should be aware of the
SCA’s guidelines. Before
leaving the Mull shore it
is worth planning ahead
and visiting the cabin
by the ferry, which
offers what is arguably
the best British loo with
a view.
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Upgrading work taking place on the Tees artiﬁcial slalom course.

The course back in water, the new conveyor and the
Archimedes screws.

Tees Barrage course
upgraded

Including Bob Collier/PA photographs
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The Tees Barrage slalom course is now back in use
following a makeover. In the past it has been shallow
in places but is now to full Olympic standard and it
is hoped to attract teams to train ahead of next year’s
Olympic Games. At what has been the tidal limit since
the construction of the Tees Barrage, it is unusual in
having a set of Archimedes screws which can be used
to generate electricity, the sale of electricity to the grid
funding pumping at times.
Archimedes screws are being installed at some
Thames weirs to generate electricity. The largest so far,
at Mapledurham, will generate an average of 57kW.
Two more have gone in near Romney Weir. What goes
down the screw does not go over the weir, a blessing at
Romney with its dangerous anti scour weir but not so
good for those wish to play in weirpools. Two more are
being installed on the Great Ouse at Bedford.
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Lee Valley course
completed

The Lee Valley slalom course was the ﬁrst London
Olympic venue to be completed, 18 months before the
2012 Games. It has been open since April with Foxy’s
50th birthday party being the ﬁrst time it was hired out
for private use, the only London Olympic venue open
for public use ahead of the Games. After concerns about
pollution, the course is fed by a 1ha lake supplied by a
borehole and cleaned to swimming pool standard on site.
The main 300m course has 5.5m drop fed at 13.5m3/s by
ﬁve pumps. The 160m training course has 1.6m of drop.
Obstacles can be moved. There are a return conveyor,
changing facilities, a café, boat storage and solar panels
for heating.

The 2012 Olympic slalom course has been open to the public since April for
rafting and has enough power to ﬂip rafts. The return conveyor is also wide
enough to take rafts.
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Another Wilts
& Berks section
reopened

Another 3km
section of the Wilts &
Berks Canal has been
reopened between
Pewsham and Reybridge
near Chippenham. None
of the restored canal is
connected to the main
canal network so it is
important for canoes
and other portable boats
to be seen using this
water. That includes us
as it is now our nearest
piece of undisputed
water.

Free canoeing
for Melksham
youngsters

Following unwanted
attention at an isolated
adventure centre,
Melksham Canoe
Club and the police
put on a series of free
canoeing sessions for
youngsters, supported
by a £500 Sport England
grant for instructors
and equipment. The
youngsters enjoyed the
sessions and it is hoped
that respect for the club
will result from the time
on the water.

Warning against
drinking too
much

Conventional wisdom
says that if you feel
thirsty when you are
paddling then you are
already dehydrated
and should have been
taking on liquid earlier.
However, a Loyola
University Health
System study claims
that nearly half of
marathon runners drink
too much ﬂuid. The only
reason for taking on
sodium is to counteract
excessive dilution of
sodium by too much
liquid, including sports
drinks. This could lead
to fatal hyponatremia,
fortunately not
something we see
amongst ﬂuid drinking
racers.
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MCZ restrictions
still secret

Well, would it meet with the approval of the
European standards people and should he have a
hard hat?

This craft, inspired by the recent invention, the
tank, appeared at a regatta on the Thames after
the First World War. It would appear to have all the
directional stability of a coracle except that it would
not be possible to do draw strokes in the direction
one wanted to go, something which would be
obvious to spectators.

The only change since the extended report on Marine
Conservation Zones in the last issue (Dec 10, p12) is that
a map of the proposed zones has now been issued to the
Science Advisory Panel. Otherwise nearly all of its still
applies. The repeated assurances about imminent advice
on how we would be affected have proved disingenuous.
It is clear there never was any intention to tell us and we
can only suspect why. The sailors have been up in arms
about information leaked on Studland Bay but, generally,
the wall of silence has been unbroken. Hundreds of pages
of submitted reports list only species, not how humans
will be ‘managed’. We are to be told only after the
ﬁnal public consultation and once all the ‘management
measures’ are in place and it is too late for us to challenge
them. How we can be consulted without being told

what is proposed is something else which has not been
explained.
The one signiﬁcant change is a six month delay to
give more time to try to find scientific evidence to
support some of the planned actions. The quality of the
database has been criticized from both inside and outside
the panels allocating the designations. For example, the
Countryside Council for Wales have revealed that, during
the course of the study, thirty new varieties of sponge
have been found growing around the British coast. These
are hardly species which can hide away when researchers
go near them.
There are clear indications of power being given
without responsibility. The excuse is that these
developments are required by the EU, although DEFRA
itself played a signiﬁcant part in drawing up the rules.
Environmentalists will be able to impose their wishes on
the oil, gas, wind generation, military, ﬁshing and shipping
industries. Recreational boating, which has been a public

Demonstrators
arrested

Seven young Chilean
paddlers were arrested
after unfurling a banner
calling for President
Sebastián Piñera to
resist a HidroAysén
hydroelectric project
and retain free rivers.
They had evaded
all the security and
set themselves up in
front of a grandstand
prepared for the
opening of the Museum
of Light.

101 uses for a dead canoe: this ﬂower trough is at
Hilgay on the River Wissey.

SAR services cut

The Sea King SAR helicopters are to be retired by
2016, to be replaced by faster Sikorsky S92s. Boulmer
is to close for SAR operations in 2015 and Portland in
2017. The military will no longer be involved in this
work. Who will do it is open to question as the plug was
pulled on Soteria’s winning bid when it was discovered
that they had inside knowledge to assist in its preparation.
The new operator will be expected to provide at least as
good a service as at present while operating from only
10 bases.
The Maritime Rescue Centres are to be slashed from
18 to just a Maritime Operations Centre at Fareham
and eight 24 hour hubs at Falmouth, Milford Haven,
Holyhead, Belfast, Stornoway, Shetland, Aberdeen and
Humber. The small Thames station will be retained.
To close by 2015 are Swansea (the busiest in Wales),
Liverpool, Clyde (the busiest in Scotland, with the
longest coastline of any centre), Forth, Yarmouth,
Portland and Brixham. Swansea, Liverpool, Clyde and
Portland were each the subjects of Adjournment Debates.
Brixham had a 6,500 signature petition handed in,
Portland had a 22,000 signature petition and Swansea’s
100,000 signature petition was brought to Westminster
by a ﬂotilla. A report by MPs said the earlier plan to
reduce the number of stations to just three raised ‘serious
safety concerns’ with chairman Louise Ellman saying it
was ‘seriously ﬂawed’. While bringing the technology up
to date and paying staff proper wages has been needed,
much local knowledge will be lost and there is likely to
be confusion and wasted time, especially where names

The ofﬁcial non tidal section of the Medway
has been declared a canoe trail. The temporary
sign while lock repairs were carried out below
Tonbridge and the new canoe chute by passing
one of the dangerous weirs (apart from that nasty
metal upstand and corner) show a new level of
cooperation from the EA.
are duplicated, particularly off the beaten track, the sorts
of places we go.
The Maritime Rescue Centres are the only places
accepting out of date ﬂares, now that police stations no
longer do so.

Soar booms in Leicester

BW have installed booms at Freeman’s Meadow,
Pillings and Sileby Mill lock weirs. However, the only
time a narrowboat has gone over a weir was when the
River Soar was in spate and the boat should not have
been using the river. Booms do not help those who wish
to shoot weirs deliberately on the safest lines.
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Following discussion
with Paddlers
International, the
Minister for Tourism
& Heritage, John
Penrose, asked for
information about the
access problem on
inland rivers in England
and Wales. This was
supplied in March
by Douglas Caffyn
although there has been
no reply so far.

Llyn beach
cleans

The Pen Llyn a’r
Sarnau group’s Turning
Tide project has run a
series of beach cleans,
each with an activity at
the end for participants.
One of these was a
kayak safari.

Welsh path to
open

The Wales Coast
Path opens on May
5th. There is a strange
difference in attitude
from enjoying the land
to enjoying the water
but there are places
where it could help
getting on and off the
water.

Loch Lomond
camping

New by-laws
prevent wild camping
on 14km of the east
side of Loch Lomond
between Drymen and
Rowardennan from
March to October
inclusive. Exceptions
are for advanced
bookings with the park
authority or if driven
ashore by the weather.

Unsung
achievements

The WWF have been
celebrating their 50th
birthday with lots of
pictures of rainforest
and similar animals. We
have not heard mention
of their charity money
being given to anglers
to prevent boats from
using the Yorkshire
Derwent.
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right since the ﬁrst boat was launched onto the sea many
thousands of years ago, will now be subject to the whims
of environmentalists, many of whom do not seem to
have a great depth of knowledge about how wildlife and
people interact, simply assuming that anything involving
humans is bad for wildlife. Recreational decision making
on panels has been minimal and sea kayak input non
existent on some panels. Matthew Sutcliffe of Irish Sea
Conservation Zones says ‘Marine Conservation Zones
are not automatically “no-go” areas’ (his emphasis).
For a proposed MCZ between Allonby and Dubmill
Scar in Maryport Roads it suggests ‘Restricting the
[outer] boundary to 2km offshore may also minimise the
impact upon existing ﬁshing and recreational activities’
which hints at problems for the inshore users here and
perhaps elsewhere, adding to worries raised by the tone
of previous reports. There is no mention of how paddlers
will know when they have gone far enough out to sea to
satisfy the environmentalists or what safety measures will
be put in place to deal with the inevitable incidents.
Of greater concern than the MCZs to us are the
statutory Reference Areas, of which there are 65 around
our coast. These will operate for an indeterminate length
of time and are intended to see what happens when
humans are banned, regardless of how disruptive this will
be for people. Totally forbidden activities will range from
recreational angling and the ﬁshing, oil, gas and defence
industries to beachcombing and picking pebbles off the
beach. Navigation, transit, anchoring, mooring, ports,
harbours, personal watercraft, unpowered boats, use of
existing structures and even low ﬂying aircraft will be
‘managed’ in these areas.
For regulatory measures, the relevant authorities would
be responsible for implementing them ‘at the time or
as soon as possible after MCZs are designated.’ Users
will be kept in the dark about management options and
legislation affecting them until late in the proceedings.
Only after the ﬁnal consultation will they know whether
they are affected. This is an issue which has already
caused concern even within the groups themselves.
Irish Sea Conservation Zones have already suggested
bans on anchor ing, fishing, cockling, kitesurfing,
windsurﬁng, diving and rowing, use of a sailing area and
walking on a popular beach.
Most restr ictions are still blank, especially for
contentious inshore locations. The interests of
conservationists take precedence over all other human
activities.
Hannah Carr of Finding Sanctuary in the southwest
told ISKA ‘human activities in MCZs... can continue...
as long as they do not prevent conservation objectives
from being achieved’, which sounds a bit like DEFRA’s
attitude towards rivers. She says ‘there is no certainty over
what restrictions will be put in place when MCZs are
designated.’
Net Gain in the northeast warned ‘There is concern
that once MCZs are designated there will be a gradual
increase in the management at the sites so that more
activities are restricted.’
The Finding Sanctuary report admits ‘The reference
area discussions [where all human activity is banned]
remained difficult throughout, with many JWG
representatives feeling uncomfortable at the high levels
of restrictions on human activities. Fishing representatives
have stated that they will not support any reference area
options.’ They could not agree on whether cetaceans and
seabirds were to be part of their remit at all.
Proposals are frequently to allow stocks to ‘recover’
rather than ‘increase’ despite there being no evidence of
declines.
Balanced Seas in the southeast continue to criticize
the poor quality of data on which restrictive zones
are being based. Repeatedly their zones record that
vulnerability assessments have not been completed in
time for stakeholders to decide whether to withdraw
their support. The Thames Tideway is proposed as an
MCZ and several virtual no-go Reference Areas are

proposed around the coast of the Isle of Wight including
Bembridge Ledges, Osborne Bay, Newtown Harbour,
Alum Bay and St Catherine’s Point.
The ﬁnal sentence of a Finding Sanctuary 583 page
report says ‘We have also asked Natural England and the
JNCC to provide us with a “reality check”’.
‘A huge outcry’, ‘anger’, ‘genuine outrage and concern’
and ‘passion’ were all terms used in a Westminster End of
Day Adjournment Debate led by Sarah Newton (Truro
& Falmouth, C) on October 18th about the new Marine
Management Organisation. Natural England and the
Joint Nature Conservation Committee are intended
to protect and conserve the environment but their
remit does not include balancing social, economic and
environmental needs, as the Marine & Coastal Access Act
clearly intended.
Dr Thérèse Coffey (Suffolk Coastal, C) reported that
‘constituents feel that designations are being slapped on
top of existing special protection areas’. Proposals for the
Fal estuary, including a Reference Area, “threatens 350
years of history and shipping power in this port” Newton
claimed, quoting Falmouth town council.
She said that ‘Putting 25% of England’s marine
environment under “protection” in a relatively short
time... is deeply concerning’, especially as ‘much of the
evidence to be used in designation is subject to medium
or low level of conﬁdence.’
She asked the Minister to give additional guidance so
that other sources of data could be put on equal terms to
that obtained by NE and the JNCC. She also called for
an appeals procedure with an independent investigator
available before designation of areas.
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for EFRA
Richard Benyon said there would be an appeals
process for marine licensing, needed for construction.
If independent investigations are needed for a marine
plan these will take place after consultation but before
adoption by the Secretary of State.
It may be that our fears are unfounded and that
DEFRA’s track record will not apply this time but there
would seem to be little point in raising the worries of
great swathes of the public if reasonable behaviour is
planned. The longer DEFRA go on refusing to give
assurances the more reason they must have for failing
to do so. Members of the public who enjoy wildlife, as
most of us do, might not be too concerned about the
damage to industries in the marine environment but may
be less happy if it results in being banned from their local
beaches. There will be a backlash and the danger is that it
might be directed against wildlife rather than against the
people responsible for all this.

Recipe for nothing

A Chartered Institution of Water & Environmental
Management brieﬁng report, Integrated Water Management,
says of recreation ‘CIWEM considers that the sustainable
recreational use of inland water and adjacent land
should be protected and increased where it will not
adversely impact on
existing users and
uses, conservation
or
economic
interests now or in
the future’, words
which could almost
have been written
for them by the EA
and effectively close
off most possibilities
for refor m. They
have no intention
of budging from a
policy which appears
to be immoral, illegal
and fattening.
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Sustainable
economic growth?

Hilary Franzen photographs

No response
from Penrose,
either

The Government have announced a Mainstreaming
Sustainable Development package. Sustainability is
deﬁned as meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs. By deﬁnition, DEFRA’s river policy
is unsustainable. Far from Energy & Climate Change
Secretary Chris Huhne’s promise ‘to be the greenest
government ever’ we have the Government with the
world’s least sustainable policy on river use.
Environment Secretary Caroline Spelman’s claim that
‘Genuine sustainability will never again be an add-on
or afterthought’ can be read in more than one way
as Waterways Minister Richard Benyon refuses even
to discuss the issue and Marine Conservation Zones
and Reference Areas are threatened all around our
coast. Decide for yourself whether the Government are
delivering ‘sustainable economic growth’ and improving
our quality of life as they claim.

An interpretive panel has been unveiled on the River
Waveney at Geldeston, a lock which allowed trading
wherries to reach Bungay for 150 years until closed
in 1934. The sign has been installed after input from
the Norfolk & Suffolk Broads Charitable Trust, the
Broads Authority and the Geoffrey Watling Trust.
The section upriver was subject to a restrictive EA
access ‘agreement’ which they claimed to have
imposed in place of a more open one already in
existence.

Erroneous press release

A press release headed Killer Shrimp by the Non-native
Species Secretariat with assistance from the Freshwater
Biological Association and EA claimed ‘It is spread... by...
The cancellation of wind farms in the Solway Firth, kayaks.’ Paddlers International followed this up. Mark
Wigtown Bay and off Kintyre following widespread Diamond of the EA admitted there was no evidence that
objections has been welcomed. Far more popular is a it had been spread by kayaks and amended the text on
10MW tidal scheme in the Sound of Islay. This gives a their website.
minimum 20m clearance below the surface so there is
no effect on surface navigation, power is reliable, there
is little seabed disturbance for foundations and, most
importantly, it does not desecrate the scenery.
Following the Wye registration inquiry (Dec 10, p21),
the EA report that they had 297 responses with 71%
opposed to any form of craft identiﬁcation on the River
Wye. Even so, they are to proceed with a voluntary
The Kennet & Avon Canal has been reclassiﬁed by registration scheme, targeting commercial hirers who
DEFRA from Remainder to Cruiseway status, which account for 80% of the canoes on the river and most
will help to ensure its survival. This is the one canal for of the alleged problems. Some of those who did want
which canoeists can take signiﬁcant credit. Without the registration were more interested in identifying users of
Devizes to Westminster Race it would not have survived. the catchment outside the section approved by the EA.
The change in status is welcome as the canal begins its The EA feel that they need to communicate better with
third century. The Forth & Clyde and Union Canals have users. Perhaps reinstating press releases might be a start.
also been upgraded from Remainder to Cruiseway status
The document Craft Identification on the River Wye
by the Scottish Government.
which reports these ﬁndings and the reasons given would
be a useful one for users to have in case such a scheme is
proposed elsewhere.

Acceptable turbines

Wye inquiry response

Canals reclassiﬁed

Exploding jellyﬁsh

A jellyﬁsh monitoring scheme in the Mediterranean
has noted a signiﬁcant increase in jellyﬁsh numbers and
there are increasing reports of jellyﬁsh blooms. Jellyﬁsh
are also increasing in other seas. Ferdinando Boero of the
University of Salerno thinks the problem is overﬁshing
with jellyﬁsh expanding to ﬁll the vacuum. They cause
problems for swimmers and have clogged up a power
plant in Scotland. It is suggested that they could be
harvested as a food source, being considered a delicacy in
China and Japan.

Cape Cod has been
described as one of
the best places in the
world to see whales.
The Stellwagen Bank
sanctuary increases the
likelihood of meeting
them.

Parliamentary
Waterways
Group
discredited

Uproar over
Canadian canoe licensing

The requirement of Transport Canada for canoes to be
licensed has caused uproar, not only catching instructors
but also unpaid leaders of bodies such as Scouts, Guides
and church groups. Each boat in a ﬂeet needs to be
photographed and registering a canoe or kayak can
involve much more time and paperwork than registering
a car. Private canoes and kayaks used only for pleasure
are excluded. Transport Canada said there were no new
registration plans and it was a misunderstanding but that
is not what various documents say. Furthermore, the
Canadian Marine Board proposed making all sea kayak
trip leaders, commercial or voluntary, have their boats
inspected, a plan abandoned in the face of a torrent of
emails.

Cod for whales

Flood protection schemes

A prototype tidal energy barrier has been proposed for
the River Yare in Great Yarmouth by 4NRG. In some
conditions it would be closed to act as a ﬂood barrier to
protect the Broads.
DEFRA have announced 39 new ﬂood protection
schemes including the Derwent at Keswick, the Trent
at Nottingham, the upper Mole and coastal schemes at
Redcar, Felixstowe, Pevensey Bay and Shaldon.
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I have commented
at length (Apr 09,
p23) on a misleading
presentation made
by the EA to the
Parliamentary
Waterways Group.
Concern now seems
to be widening with
meetings held less
often, at short notice
and even some of the
paid up members not
being invited although
non members have
been.

Mentieth
problems
addressed

After four access
incidents in two years
on the Lake of Menteith
the national park
authority have taken
legal advice, which
supports the case for
Scottish access rights
on the lake. The park
authority are now ready
to deal with any further
problems.

Glendoe to be
reactivated

The Glendoe
hydroelectric scheme
was shut down in 2009
after a tunnel collapse.
Two new tunnels have
been bored to bypass
the collapse and
reﬁlling is taking place
this winter with power
generation restarting in
the ﬁrst half of 2012.

Angling
numbers

An EA survey shows
about 3,000,000 people
to have been angling
in the last year. This
is claimed to be 7%
of the population by
ignoring those under
12. The ﬁgure is a
25% drop from ﬁgures
normally quoted, some
50% above canoeing’s
numbers although it is
not clear how many of
those are kayak anglers.
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Doonholm Weir on
the River Doon has
partially collapsed and
is likely to continue to
do so. This leaves debris
in the bed of the river.
The SCA have put up
warning notices but the
position remains subject
to change.

Bedford access
attempt

Bedford Borough
Council are attempting
to negotiate access for
non powered craft from
Bromham Old Bridge
to Kempston Weir, 3km.
The accepted public
right of navigation
begins below the weir.
Installation of a lock for
powered craft is seen as
a lower priority.

MP backs Avon
navigation
extension

Stratford MP Nadhim
Zahawi is backing
proposals to make the
Avon navigable for
powered craft between
Warwick and Stratford,
linking the navigation to
the Grand Union Canal.
Locals are claimed
to give 95% support
but the proposal has
long been vigorously
opposed by some
riparian landowners.
The river is already
suitable for canoeists,
who are prevented
from using it except for
those taking part in the
annual Doggy Paddle
to raise funds for Guide
Dogs for the Blind.

MP says EA bordering
on blackmail

Ian Beecroft

Doon weir
doomed

The footbridge on the bottom stretch of the
Swiss Durance at Le Borgeaud has collapsed and
is obstructing the river. Ian Beecroft recommends
taking out 100m upstream on river left.

Broads take
sustainability
forward again

The Broads Author ity have been awarded the
European Charter for Sustainable Tourism for a second
time. Main strengths listed include the canoe hire
network and ‘its water-based opportunities for disabled
people... is still outstanding and can serve as an example
of good practice.’ Indeed, the Broads, are years ahead of
any other British national park. £268,000 of grants have
been given to 31 projects from the Broads Authority’s
Sustainable Development Fund. These include £20,000
for a quay and slipway for a new rowing and canoeing
centre at Whitlingham. The Broads Plan has a pair of
girls in kayaks as the heading picture for its sustainability
section and several other canoeing pictures. When did
you last see human beings in anything about sustainability
by the EA or similar bodies?

Lethal Trent weir
needs inspecting

Cromwell Weir at the tidal limit of the River Trent
below Newark was built in the 1950s to a dangerous
design with closed in ends and a long towback. Not
surprisingly, it has killed, not least 10 Royal Engineers
in a single incident in 1975. It has only limited records
relating to its construction and is too dangerous to
inspect so local people are being asked if they can
remember. Perhaps the answer is to build another weir
nearby to a safe design and then dynamite this one.

A large no-go nature reserve already exists at the
mouth of the River Parrett but the EA want to ﬂood
farmland at a cost of £28,000,000 to make it much
bigger and encourage more seabirds. In an Adjournment
Debate, local MP Ian Liddell-Grainger (Con) had
some telling things to say about them. He claimed ‘the
Environment Agency is suffering from delusions of
grandeur. It regards itself as guardian of the planet – we
know that anyway – with its dangerous mixture of King
Canute and old mother nature, pushing back the tide
and issuing pompous decrees all the time. It is, as the
Minister knows, unelected, untouchable and, in many
cases, unloved. It does not seem to take any notice of
Ministers’.
He added that ‘the Environment Agency is also a
fearsome land-grabber, quite capable – I say this advisedly
– of using dirty tricks on unsuspecting victims... One
farmer was approached and warned that if he did not sell
up straight away, there would be a compulsory purchase
order later. That has now gone from one farmer to a few
farmers. In my book, that is sharp practice, bordering
on – again, I say this advisedly – blackmail.’ He claimed
the EA could not produce scientiﬁc evidence for the
flooding. EFRA Under Secretary Richard Benyon
replied that the scheme was needed to provide ﬂood
defences and meet EU environmental objectives and
many local people had written letters to support the
scheme.

Astonishing A46 design

The A46 is being upgraded to dual carriageway
between Widmerspool and Newark with grade separated
interchanges rather than level road crossings. The A46
crosses the Grantham Canal at adequate level. However,
a connecting road has been designed to cut the canal at
low level 900m along the canal. At this point the canal is
awaiting restoration, as has been proceeding elsewhere
along the line of the canal. On the M6Toll, arrangements
were made for crossing the Lichﬁeld & Hatherton line
at a suitable level for when restoration arrived and it
is a normal requirement these days to make allowance
for canal restoration even when it is not known when
this will take place. Despite a public inquiry inspector
coming down in favour of making changes at this stage,
Transport Minister Mike Penning refused his support,
leaving the restorers with a potentially far larger bill for
disruptive restoration later.

Clyde access
points restored

The Clyde access
point at Stonebyres
has been restored. An
obstructing fence has
been removed from
the path and South
Lanarkshire Council
have installed some
steps. Another access
slipway is being made
available at the mouth
of the Kelvin where cars
can be parked for up
to three hours or six if
double parking tickets
are displayed. Other
parking options are
available if vehicles are
taken away from the
immediate vicinity after
unloading.
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Inﬂatable weirs
for River Aire

canoeists and will seek to accommodate them wherever
possible’, a promise quickly cast aside.

Because of the risk of ﬂooding in the centre of Leeds,
it has been proposed to remove the weirs at Knostrop
and Hunslet and replace them with inflatable weirs.
The ﬁxed weirs ensure there is adequate water depth
for navigation and it is suggested inﬂatable weirs could
do the job, being deﬂated at times of ﬂood. However,
inﬂatable weirs would be much less safe for anyone going
over them if designed as tubes.

Elliot Morley discusses river access
with Paddlers International once
more in 2006.

Morley jailed

Former Environment Minister Elliot Morley has
been jailed for 16 months for fraud. It was Morley
who promised Canoeist in 1997 ‘A Labour government
will certainly give active consideration to the needs of

Heart condition leads to drowning

A 13 year old drowned after capsizing on the Usk near Brecon. A
keen sports enthusiast on a rugby and hockey tour with other sports
included, he had an unusual heart condition. On a previous occasion he
had fainted in a swimming pool and had to be resuscitated. His mother
had signed a swimming consent form but had not expected him to be
on the river in November.

Animal attacks

Hendri Coetzee has been killed on the River Lukuga in the Congo
by a crocodile. A paid paddler with Fluid Kayaks, his ﬁrst descents
included the full length of the White Nile and a solo run of the Congo.
A couple have been subject to what is believed to have been the ﬁrst
crocodile attack in Florida, near a crocodile reserve. Their kayak was
tipped over while they were paddling pre dawn. He received a leg bite
and a torn shirt and she had a chest graze, possibly from a claw. They
were able to get back onto the kayak and race back to land. Canoes
have been tipped before and a reﬂex bite and release would be expected
although it is the ﬁrst time it has happened to a human. The attacker
was not seen. The area also has alligators.
Not having attacked a kayak, as far as is known, was what is believed
to have been the world’s largest crocodile, captured at Bunawan in the
Philippines. It measured 6.4m long and weighed 1.08t, uncomfortably
larger than the previous biggest, a 5.48m saltwater crocodile from
Australia.
A Hawaiian kayak angler has had the stern of his kayak grabbed and
spun round by what was thought to have been a great white shark.
This follows two other such attacks, close together but three years
apart, at Bean Hollow in California. There have been a number of cases
where a shark has come past for a close look. A total of 22 shark attacks
on kayaks have been recorded in the last century or so, the latest off
California in November. Being in shark waters with a line which has
been holding food may not be such a good idea, sharks’ sense of smell
being as acute as it is.
A Pyranha employee in his 50s died in a rotomoulding canoe oven he
was cleaning. Alan Catterall was trapped inside when it appears to have
started. No other workers were about and there was no way of stopping
it or opening the oven from the inside.

Water fatalities

The National Water Safety Forum have issued water related fatality
statistics from 2009. Of 405 fatalities, 15 involved manually propelled
boats. In addition there were 155 suspected suicides, two of which
involved unpowered craft.

Big fall injury
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Hydro Brakes are
conical devices which
hold back ﬂoodwater.
The world’s ﬁve largest
at 8m long x 6m
diameter have been
installed on the White
Cart to prevent ﬂooding
south of Glasgow. A
grill across the river
prevents users from
being washed in.
Two more have been
installed on the River
Douglas near Wigan.

INCIDENT FILE

Oven tragedy

Cromwell Weir on the Trent.

Cart brakes
applied

Tyler Bradt has had major back surgery with an assortment of
metalwork being inserted and several months of recuperation. He came

to grief running the 31m Abiqua Falls on the Oregon. Earlier, he had
shot the 58m Palouse Falls in Washington state.

Hiker not revived

Wonder Woman Lynda Carter, canoeing on the Potomac, found the
body of a 47 year old hiker who is thought to have slipped into the
river. She alerted other boaters who rang for assistance but CPR by
paramedics was not successful in reviving the woman.

Danish dragon boat capsize

A school dragon boat with a pair of teachers and 13 pupils capsized
while attempting a crossing of Denmark’s Præstø Fjord. After 300m they
decided to return because of deteriorating conditions but were capsized
by a wave. The pupils, in their early teens, were wearing lifejackets but
no thermal clothing to protect them against the February conditions,
2˚C with ice on the water. There were severe hypothermia cases despite
rescues by four helicopters and six of the pupils were in comas in
hospital. It was claimed that they had no radio to make contact. One
of the teachers was lost in the incident, being found by a woman in a
kayak nearly two months later.

Ullswater deaths

A pair of paddlers in a racing K2 capsized in Sandwick Bay on
Ullswater in early April when winds were increasing. One of the
paddlers made it to safety but the other was dead on arrival in hospital
after a rescue involving the coastguard, mountain rescue, RAF, air
ambulance and police. The pair were from Dorset and were attempting
to paddle the length of three lakes. The dead man was 22 and a
noted rugby player. Patterdale Mountain Rescue said the pair were
experienced and well equipped and that paramedics had been able to
respond quickly in the incident, which saw response at 8.40am, but took
about 20 minutes to ﬁnd the paddler.
There had been another fatality on the lake in January when a group
of friends went with two kayaks they had bought on Ebay a fortnight
before. An 18 year old from Leyland capsized some 80m from the shore
but drowned while swimming back to land. He was not wearing a
buoyancy aid, the cause of death being recorded as drowning.

Eamont fatality

Canoe instructor Grant Kinnie was pulled unconscious from the
River Eamont in September after he capsized. He was ﬂown to hospital
in Newcastle but died later.

Dragon boat stampede

A stampede on a footbridge in Phnom Penh left 350 people dead.
There were up to 8,000 people on the new bridge at the time and it
was thought that the crowd tried to move from one side to the other
to see a dragon boat race going underneath, causing the bridge to sway
with fears of collapse. Some of those who ended up in the water tried
to grab cables which proved to be live electric cables.
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Simon D Platt photographs

Canoening
It all seemed so peaceful! The blue barrel
was to keep clothes etc from getting wet!

Surstromning, trying not to gag

It had seemed a good idea at the time but there I was, semi-naked
with soaking wet clothes, trying to get dry in the rain!
The idea of getting on the water (like all good ideas) had been
formulated the previous night after several beers! The team were
cordially invited for dinner by a couple of the Swedish guys with
whom we were working! They were going to prepare a Swedish
delicacy known as surstromning and, from all accounts, it was delicious
and a Swedish staple diet. This had been said with a hint of a smirk
so I might have had second thoughts of attending if I had known
that Surstromning was actually fermented herring and that you aren’t
allowed to take the tins on board an aircraft, just in case they explode! I
thought that this was just one of those urban myths but is actually true!
After several beers the ceremony of opening the tin began. This
involved someone holding the rather rotund can over the sink wearing
rubber gloves whilst someone else gently attempted to pierce the top.
After several stabs they succeeded and the can hissed for a second or
two, followed by a squirt of ﬁsh juice, and the stench of surstromning
immediately pervaded everything! ‘Phew!’ said Göran, our Swedish host,
‘I thought it was going to explode, for sure!’ The tins of Surstromning
have a limited shelf life and are usually found in the refrigerated areas of
the Swedish supermarkets. When the tins look more like a sphere rather
than being cylindrical then it is time to throw them out although I was
told that the real surstromning aﬁcionados reckon they taste best at this
time!
We all sat down for dinner and the meal began. To eat surstromning
you ﬁrst take a couple of the ﬁsh. They have had their heads removed
but that is all. The next job is to remove the guts, skin and bones and
when you have ﬁnished you are left with 4 small ﬁllets of fermented
herring! You then take a Ryveta type crispbread, crush several new
potatoes onto it with some butter, sprinkle raw red onion on top and
ﬁnally top it off with the ﬁllets of ﬁsh.
You very gingerly and tentatively pickup the crispbread and try to
eat it! It all goes to plan until the ﬁsh is just across the threshold of your
front teeth and then the fumes get to you. The smell of rotten ﬁsh stabs
you deep in the nostrils and you have to withdraw the offending item
from your mouth! Trying not to offend the hosts, you try again but
gently hold your nose and take a bite. It was the most disgusting thing I
have ever tried! A friend mentioned going to a BBQ in Iceland where
the delicacies on offer were shark meat that had been left in a gravel bed
for six months, followed by ram’s testicles, washed down with the local
homemade distilled hooch (virtually 100% alcohol), brennivin! He said
it tasted like the smell of diesel! That sounded bad but it is impossible
to describe the taste of surstromning, not an enjoyable experience, but I
lived to tell the tale!
Trying not to gag, I casually scraped the ﬁsh off and enjoyed the rest
of the meal which included glasses of ﬁery schnapps and ice cream with
snow berries. These are similar to a hard bitter orange blackberry and
were picked by the mother of one of the Swedish guys from a local
swamp!
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Warm for swimning, for sure!

It was after several more beers that it was decided that we should all
go white water rafting the following day! After the said beers I was a
little unsure whether this was a good idea or not but in the morning,
after making numerous enquiries, it transpired that there had been
insufﬁcient rainfall in the summer with the rapids now being a mere
trickle. The remaining option was to go canoening down a local river,
an hour’s drive from Umea where we were working. The Swedes put an
‘N’ at the end of most words ending with ‘ing’, hence the canoening!
An allotted time was arranged to meet up with the guy in charge of
the Canadian type canoes. I had never been canoening before but they
had proved to be stable and easy to paddle. The idea was to drop one of
the cars off at a predetermined position downstream, drive the other car
back and paddle several miles down the river and get a lift back in the
ﬁrst car. The canoes were stored in lockers at the water’s edge and we
soon had them aﬂoat with a large waterproof barrel in one of them to
keep our spare clothes dry. Little did we realize the importance of this at
the time! I had asked the chap in charge if the water was warm enough
for swimming and had been assured that, because of the drought
conditions, it was indeed ‘Warm for swimning, for sure!’
We had all seen the ﬁlm Deliverance and so, clenching tightly onto the
seats, paddles clutched with sweaty hands, we duly set off! The current
was sluggish, even in the shallow areas, and this made paddling easy.
Every so often the depth would only be a couple of inches and we
would all grind to a halt so a little paddle bending pushing was required.
After an hour or so a large sandbank virtually blocked the river so we
decided to stop for a rest and roast marsh mallows on a driftwood ﬁre!
After feasting on molten mallows we duly set off just in time for
the rain to start! The country also seemed to change from mountains
to ﬂat lands where the river had actually cut through the banks and
we were effectively twenty foot below the top of the bank! With the
onset of the rain the wind had dropped and even the birds had stopped
singing! The whole character of the river had changed. It had gone from
meandering shallows to foreboding dark depths although the paddling
was easier and the riverbed wasn’t struck on each stroke. On and on we
paddled until we thought we were at the car. The carpark looked totally
different when one was on the river rather than standing on the bank
and, getting muddy after climbing out and scrambling up the bank, we
realized that we still had a mile or two to paddle.
Rounding a bend, there was a jetty protruding into the river. Usually,
the jetty would be ﬂoating but the water level was a couple of metres
lower than normal and, consequently, the jetty was sitting at a jaunty
angle! The guys in the ﬁrst canoe got out and started monkeying about
on the jetty so my paddling colleague said ‘Let’s just ride the canoe onto
the jetty and we won’t have to get wet,’ (famous last words) so we struck
it at attack speed. It was a bit steeper than it ﬁrst appeared. The front of
the canoe reared up and for a brief moment I thought ‘Wow, that was
brilliant!’ However, with it not being designed to balance precariously
by the tips of its bow and stern, in an instant and without further ado
we were both dumped unceremoniously in the water. We had just taken
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our lifejackets off as well in anticipation of landing, a lesson there for
sure!
As I surfaced the ﬁrst thing I thought was ‘Hope I haven’t lost my
glasses!’ but a quick check revealed that they were still stuck on my
face like an alien. The water was about six feet deep but, fortunately
for me, there was a tree stump to stand on and it was only waist deep,
although being tall helped. My paddling colleague on the other hand
was ﬂoundering up to his neck.
‘Get the barrel! Get the barrel!’ our colleagues shouted, not really
concerned for our welfare and ﬁnding our situation rather amusing!
The barrel was swiftly retrieved and canoe righted. The most difﬁcult
thing was trying to climb out. All my pockets had ﬁlled with water and,
with waterlogged clothes, scrambling out was not particularly graceful
or elegant! A quick change to ‘dry clothes’ and a high speed blast back
to the hotel were in order.
This was actually the ﬁrst time that I had been in a canoe! When my
wife asked how I had enjoy my canoe trip I said that it was OK but it
had rained and I got a bit wet! A few days later we all drove back to
Blighty but went via Gothenburg to drop off one of the guys. The stop
at Gothenburg resulted in my nearly getting attacked by an electric eel
but that’s another story!
Would I go canoeing again? Well, let’s just say that I’m not in a hurry
to get on the water again!

Simon D Platt

The team warming our marsh mallows by the ﬁre!
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The Aerobed Pakmat
has a useful idea for
campers. The inﬂatable
bed packs away into its
own tubular pump.

Laura Hucker photographs

Shauna Burke

Self contained
airbed

Junior sit on top

Tidal app

The ChronGolbal
Tidal Chronoscope is an
iPhone app, extended
to the iPad and Android,
which gives current
tidal level data at 9,400
locations around the
globe plus lunar and
solar positions. It can
predict this data for up
to a week ahead.

Disposal of old
safety kit

Radioswap of
Wickersley, South
Yorkshire, have a
decommissioning and
disposal service for two
way radios. They offer a
free collection service
throughout the UK.
Romora UK
provided free ﬂare
disposal during Cowes
Week. It might save a
ridiculously long trip for
islanders to get rid of
them if the same service
if offered next year.
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Malawi developments

Stan Beer

A year after
joining the Fair
Wear Foundation,
Jack Wolfskin has
produced a social
report on supplies,
looking at such issues
as manufacturer
management,
purchasing, training
and promotion. Since
its ﬁrst audit, 40% of
its manufacturers have
improved their results.
In the one case where
there seemed little
chance of improving
serious problems the
supplier has been
dismissed.

Kayak Africa have been building a
Wharram Tiki 31 catamaran in their
carpentry workshop. It will be used for
island canoe cruises from their Malawi
base. Malawian Style have been working
with Kayak Africa to offer kayak safaris.
Malawi’s new Tongole Wilderness Lodge, with the
Nkhotakota Wildlife Reserve and the Bua River as
neighbours, is built from red earth, wood, rock and
thatch. The four open fronted riverside suites offer
panoramic views, super king beds, sunken baths, raised
decking and the kind of features to be found in an
upmarket lodge. Activities on offer to guests include
canoeing.

Go faster juice

GlucoJuice is a berry ﬂavoured glucose energy drink
claimed to give a 15g of quick acting carbohydrate
energy burst from a 60ml shot without using caffeine.
Chlorella is an algae which is claimed to double
muscular endurance. With competitors willing to
cheat and take drugs to get that extra ﬁne margin of
performance this seems to be a dramatic claim by the
marketers.
Tubovite Whiz-Fizz is a ﬁzzy orange drink supplied
in sachets and containing ginseng, ginkgo biloba, fruit
sugars, calcium, magnesium and vitamins B and C. It
also has caffeine but less than you would ﬁnd in a cup of
coffee.
Now in compostable packaging, Mule Bars are
made only from natural ingredients and come in
strudel, liquorice, summer pudding, mango, hunza nut,
Pinocolada and chocolate ﬁg ﬂavours.

Ori Levin has
designed the Adhoc
Kevlar/carbon
folding canoe
which, although
not the ultimate
in performance,
weighs only 4kg and
can be folded into a
backpack.

Terra Nova’s Laser
Ultra 1 tent has taken
the Guinness record for
the lightest commercial
tent yet again, a mere
581g. It is also lighter
in colour, having a very
strong silver ﬂysheet.
The Voyager Ultra 2
is the lightest double
geodesic tent at 1.1kg.
Carbon/composite
poles will be an option.
Other lightweight items
include backpacks and
there are UV protective
hats which can be
folded very small
regardless of peaks.

Gul saved

Malawi Travel Marketing Consortium

Fair supplies

The See View is by Scott Adamson of St Paul,
who has set up the Clearly Canadian Canoe Co. It
has taken 23 years to bring to fruition this canoe
in Lexan, which is extremely tough and impact
resistant.

Bruce Fuoco has adapted a number
of kayaks for Seaward Kayaks in
Canada to allow them to be paddled by disabled
users, such as with only one operational arm. These
seem to be a useful progression from the work done
by Paul Vander-Molen thirty years ago as the user is
not strapped to the paddle.

David Ferguson

Pelican’s Solo is
designed for children
from six upwards.
The 1.8m kayak is self
bailing with moulded
footrests and handles so
that a swimmer can pull
up along the stern deck
to get back on board.

Ever lighter
tents

Peli Products UK now offer the full range of Peli
Storm Cases in addition to the Peli Protector case
range. This takes the number of options to 23, in
black, green and sometimes yellow.

Old Town Saranac 160XT.

Gul International,
which was in
administration, has
been saved by two
deals. These should
secure all 80 jobs and
bring positive returns
for investors. Gul
have ten shops in the
southwest in addition to
their manufacturing.

iPhone case
upgrade

Johnson’s range
increases again

In 1971 Tim Riemer of Malibu took a surf board
and added a seat and room to store his diving gear.
Forty years on, his company, Ocean Kayak, makes the
world’s best selling single sit on top, the Frenzy, and
the best selling tandem, the Malibu Two. New products
keep coming as well. This year the 3.8m Nalu 12.5
paddleboard has been available from Ocean Kayak, also
able to be paddled sitting down. It includes a bow storage
area. The polyethylene hull is self draining and comes at
£499. Available as well is a Carlisle paddle with two
lengths of T piece end and a kayak paddle blade to give
full options of size and scope. The Tetra series sit on tops
at 3.25 and 3.68m are low proﬁle but with clean lines for
ease of paddling. Comfort Hybrid seats are ﬁtted to give
easy paddling but fold down for storage. There is a bow
hatch, stern storage area, paddle keeper, drain plug and
side carrying handles. Prices are £569 and £629.
The Necky Vector 14 sit on top is, at 4.3m x 740mm,
a stretched version of the Vector 13, good for distance
touring with hatches at both ends and a Nylon tank
well covering at the stern. In rotomoulded polyethylene,
it sells at £849. At 3.66m x 460mm, the Necky Rip 12
is longer and narrower than the original Rip. There are
bow and stern bulkheads and a Comfort Flex seat. In
Polylite, it costs £579.
The Old Town Saranac 160 open canoe at 4.9m x
940m is longer and wider than the previous Saranac
models. It has two contoured seats plus a centre bench
seat and there are various small ﬁxtures and ﬁttings. It is
made in twinskin thermoformed polyethylene at £649.
All of these models are available from Johnson
Outdoors.
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Exclusive canoeing rights to Scar House Reservoir
near Lofthouse have been acquired by How Stean
Gorge. Access to rivers in Yorkshire is very restricted
but Yorkshire Water say they are committed to
opening up their reservoir sites, this one now being
available to How Stean customers.

S Jones Container Services and U Can
Store It Self Storage of Aldridge are
offering former shipping containers for
hire or sale, canoe clubs having found
them useful as storage units. Racking can be ﬁtted
to the sides for boat storage, Grafo-Therm is sprayed
on the roof to prevent condensation dripping,
increased security locks are ﬁtted and painting is in
neutral colours.

The Sports HQ have
upgraded their iDry
mobile phone cases,
waterproof to 5m. All
the iPhone functions
can be carried out
through the case on
land but buttons cannot
be pressed underwater
because of the pressure.
Then again, you could
not have much of a
conversation there
anyway.

Negative ions
for positive
performance

The Boat Building Academy at Lyme Regis have a course from Apr 24th to May 4th to build your own west
Greenland kayak and paddle using traditional methods. Participants camp or live in the farmhouse at Trill
Farm, a sustainable living centre, and are served three home grown organic meals a day. Woodworking skills
are not required although practical aptitude is. The course costs £1,700, £250 less than this year, including
instruction and the materials used in building your own kayak and paddle. If you can’t make it but want to
see what you are missing it is worth visiting the Beale Park Boat Show where previous year’s craft are usually
on display with their owners taking them on the water. A west Greenland kayak and a canoe yawl will be
amongst the craft launched on Dec 7th in Lyme Regis harbour made in the Mar 20th course. A wide range
of canoes and kayaks were constructed by students.
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Sports PLC are
offering the Hong
Kong manufactured iOnics magnetic sports
bracelet which releases
negative ions at a rate
of 1,700 per second,
more than twice the
next most powerful
band. These combat
positive ions emitted by
computers and mobile
phones, improving
concentration and
ﬁghting fatigue and
making the body
stronger, more ﬂexible
and less prone to
stiffness, it is claimed. It
costs £9.99, in a range
of colours and sizes.
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Julia Spence

Tracy Comer

CompeGPS’s TwoNav
handheld GPS units work
with topographic and
road maps. The maps for
Britain are 1:25,000 and
there are maps for many
other countries. There
are waterproof units and,
unlike some others, the
software is cross platform,
making it suitable for all
users. UK sales are being
handled by the SM Group.

Ian Coble

Marine DNA’s Night Vision Cap has three white
LEDs which give optional beams to 20m. There are
also two red LEDs for reading deck charts without
spoiling night vision. The cap costs £39.95.

Affordable satphone

Fantasea Line have housings for the Nikon Coolpix
P7000, FP7100 and AW100 cameras and their
website has ﬁlm from canoeing trips using this
equipment.

Icom claim their 130mm IC-M23 is the smallest and
lightest VHF radio. It is waterproof for 30 minutes to
1m and has a red light which comes on in water to
allow it to be picked up in poor light. The contacts
for charging have also been improved from previous
models. Cost is £192.

Recycled clothing

Henri Lloyd’s Blue Eco range is based upon continuously recycling clothing. When
these products are returned they are broken down and the polyester ﬁbres recovered
for reuse.
Their Cipher range is much lighter and more breathable than its predecessor and is
intended for warmer weather use.

Henri Lloyd’s Cipher Jacket at £90 and Blue Eco Fleece Jacket at £75.
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The H2O Audio’s Amphibx Fit armband takes
an iPhone or large MP3 player, is waterproof
and ﬂoats even with the device inside.
Fingertip control works through the front of the
£49.99 unit. Also available are Flex All Sport Buds at
£29.99. In four colours for three ear sizes, they can
be submersed to 900mm, withstand rinsing and take
anything thrown at them by the weather, including
suntan lotion.

Cindy Cooper

Iridium
Communications
have added the Geos
emergency response
service to their Iridium
Extreme satellite phone
at no extra cost. It
is possible to hit the
SOS button and have
a conversation with
the Geos International
Emergency Response
Coordination Center
in Houston who will
then direct the call to
the appropriate SAR
service anywhere in
the world, the GPS
system having already
supplied the location. A
translation service gives
capability of handling
200 languages and it
has served over 100
countries since 2007.

Mark Austin is an outdoor pursuits and canoe
instructor who has had experience of the Canadian
wilderness. He is now teaching his skills through the
Forest Bushcraft company in the Forest of Dean and
Wye valley area.

Howies claim their Aquatina is the ‘world’s ﬁrst
collapsible pocket bottle, made in the UK’. In fact,
it is similar to the American Popeets we reviewed in
Sep 89 (p13). An improvement here is that the folds
do not line up so the Aquatina folds ﬂatter but it
holds less liquid for its size.
They also have BFJs in stock, the name from Freezin’
January, £175 for men and £10 cheaper for women.
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The ContourRoam is a 140g camera taking moving
ﬁlm up to 1,080p or 5 megapixel still shots. It is
waterproof for 30 minutes under 1m of water and is
intended for hands free operation. There is already
an iOS app and this has now been joined by an
Android app which lets you align and preview shots,
adjust settings in real time and check the status of
the various camera functions.
Trevor King

Two way
emergency
phones

Paula Burrows

Iain Sinclair Design
offer the Eon Extreme,
an ultra thin pocket
ﬂoodlight with the
highest power to weight
ratio of any ﬂoodlight.
The Poco Pro is the
world’s ﬁrst credit card
sized video camera
with 1,080 pixel
deﬁnition and a 14
megapixel still camera.
Finally, CardSharp is
a credit card sized
knife which folds to
give a penknife with a
stainless surgical steel
blade but is rustproof as
it has no hinged parts
to rust.

Studio 2B

Ultra thin tools

Adventure Dolphin have smart new premises in
Pangbourne. They have also taken over the running
of the Waterside Centre in Newbury.

The Yak Tahu is made with 3D Supersoft foam to
wrap around the body and has a side zip for use
when changing layers on the water. Neoprene chest
contour panels ensure comfortable ﬁt for either
gender. There is a large front pocket, accessible knife
pocket and slimline pocket at the back plus plenty of
attachment points. The Xipe’s diagonal zip conceals
adjustment panels. There are two high volume front
pockets (one intended for a VHF radio) and the slim
rear pocket and attachment points. Both are made
to the new BS EN ISO 12402-5 standard and have
reﬂective piping and low proﬁle buckles which adjust
easily.

The Polar RCX5 GPS allows the user to set the
current state of fatigue, ﬁtness etc and set a pace.
The GPS unit keeps track of progress and the heart
monitor feeds in the physiological data.

With 90% of the Earth’s surface lacking
any mobile phone service, inReach is the
first affordable global communication
system. It delivers an arsenal of features
previously unavailable in the consumer
market, including send and receive text
messaging, interactive SOS, message delivery
conﬁrmation and true global coverage. It
can be used as a standalone messenger to send preloaded
text messages or to trigger an SOS alert. It can also be
paired with either an Android phone or a DeLorme PN60w handheld GPS to enable two way personal and SOS
messaging. In case of emergency, users can describe their
situation so proper resources are deployed and both users
and responders can provide ongoing updates until help
arrives. Message delivery conﬁrmation is available with
either a solo or paired inReaches, along with remote
tracking (which allows others to follow the users’ travels
online). The core communications component of the
inReach is the Iridium 9602 short burst data transceiver.
Through it, the DeLorme inReach provides two way
connections through the world’s furthest reaching
communications network. Compact and lightweight,
it is also waterproof, ﬂoats and is impact resistant. In
addition to Iridium satellites, inReach also connects
with the Global Positioning System for remote tracking
and embedding precise location coordinates in sent
messages. Suggested retail price is $249.95 with satellite
subscriptions beginning at $9.95 per month.

Heat control

Helly Hansen have an extensive range of new clothing
for active people.
The Pace series uses HH Cool, an inner layer of
Lifa Stay Dry with an outer layer of polyester to wick
moisture away, light and cool to wear.
For colder conditions the HH Warm Odin Half Zip
at £80 is made from Lifa and ﬁne merino wool, ﬁve
different Lifa formulations being used to suit different
parts of the body. A roll up neck is included for when
greatest warmth is required.
For holding the weather at bay but dissipating internal
heat the Stratos Windshirt has Lifa Stay Dry on the
inside with a light ripstop windproof fabric over the top,
elasticated cuffs, zipped pockets and reﬂective trim.
For the worst conditions the Odin Lightweight Jacket
is made with three ply O2 fabrics, breathable with a
20mm waterproof rating, attached hood with helmet,
minimal use of seams and water resistant front zip, zipped
pockets and underarm vents.
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Night camera

The FLIR MS-Series
thermal imaging camera
offers thermal night
vision in total darkness.
Prices start at E1,495.

London tourism
ﬂops for 2012

The European Tour
Operators Association
report that advanced
bookings for London
hotels in 2012 are
down 50% because of
the Olympics, some
saying demand is
running at only 20% of
normal. Taken with tax
and visa issues, some
operators are moving
business elsewhere,
even away from Europe.
The drop in London
hotel bookings over the
royal wedding weekend
supports their case.
The tourism industry
wanted Air Passenger
Duty removed as it is
driving tourists away
from Britain. Instead,
it has been more than
doubled in the Autumn
Statement.

Exposing
vehicle blind
spots

The Bierley RSS-V
is a bumper mounted
camera which feeds
a dashboard display
and lets you see what
is happening behind,
especially while
reversing. Having used
rear cameras on lorries,
I am now a convert,
especially where the
rear of the vehicle is not
visible while driving.
It would have been
useful on one occasion
when somebody
stopped a Mini behind
a team minibus about
to reverse out of a
parking space, not
visible through the rear
window or in either
wing mirror. The RSSV shows the rear view
across the whole width
of the vehicle, making
it more comprehensive
than single point
reversing sensors which
bleep.
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Berit Bergestig and Videoﬁlm photographs

The Pace Singlet at £26 in a
highly breathable design with
no seams, to avoid chaﬁng.

The Pace Stripe costs £36 for
men.

The women’s Airfoil Jacket
packs away into its own pocket,
priced at £60.

In the Celestial Kingdom
Beginnings
Wind and water, earth and sky,
nature’s seasons passing by.
The summer solistice, celebration,
tribal groups gathering, expectation.
In boats disguised as dragons celestial,
the beast is subdued by mortals terrestrial,
in races becoming organized festivals.
Duanwu,
on the ﬁfth day of the ﬁfth month,
a tribute to Qu Yuan,
a poet and patriot of ancient times,
whose dream, a world of harmony and rhyme,
an ofﬁcial who fought corruption,
his ﬁnal protest, self-destruction.
Carrying heavy stones,
walking into the waters,
slowly, deliberately,
ritual suicide, a sacriﬁce.
Through the mists of memory, sweetly true,
an absolute statement for me and you.
Qu Yuan, still honoured,
in offerings, races, dedications,
and times of triumph, exhaltation,
as cultures continue, the past sustains,
from tribal traditions, beauty remains.

The women’s Windfoil Jacket at
£80 adds zip pockets, reﬂective
trim and Lifa shoulders for
ﬂexibility.

Low key on the sea
From headland to headland I paddle
As I go on my investigative way
With my foredeck lifting and falling
In the rhythm of the salty seaways

And now, on Lamma,
the Dragonboaters are here, living and learning,
in training and technique, becoming discerning,
local ﬁshermen of Tin Hau fame,
expats and others seeking same,
foreign devils bedevilled by it all,
competing, comparing, answering the call,
looking for direction, practising perfection,
as we strive together in this great game,
in dragonboats and life, it’s all the same.
John Stuart is a Hong Kong-based Australian
author who has been working at Xiamen University
for several years.

All along by the great rocks that hold
Up the shores
Slipping carefully into inlets or cautiously
Into sea caves if I know they are
Not dangerous
And that I can get out once more.

Keeping
water out

Aquapac have two £20
water proof cases for Flip
video cameras, able to float
and waterproof to 5m in still
water.
In addition to their smaller
d r y b a g s , A q u a p a c h ave
extended their Noatak Wet &
Dry bag range to include a 35l
model at £38. In PU coated
fabric and ripstop Nylon, it
has a roll top, floats and is
guaranteed to keep kit dry in
the dry compartment, there
also being a compartment for
wet kit.
Their MP3 waterproof case
at £30 is good to 5m depth
in still water. Headphones are
the same price or £50 will
buy both together.
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The Stratos Windshirt.
Softshare
Manufacturing
Co of Hong Kong
make a range of inﬂatable products, including
these canoes.

Odin Lightweight Jacket.
The XS-Case has internal dimensions
of 120 x 75 x 45mm to take a mobile
phone or similar. In assorted colours,
it is made of ABS plastic, has a strong
latch and is water resistant. Cost is £30.

Dave Willis photographs

The Odin Half Zip.

Katie Parker

Up pops a seal which takes so very little
Notice as such,
Her pup lying on the low rocks
And each of them so near that
If I didn’t know better I might probably
Reach out and touch.
I can even see the sands at thirty
Or forty odd feet below
As I drift along a while to feel the
Oceans gentle pitching roll
When suddenly I am surrounded
By silver mackerel
In one massif frenzied silver shoal.
Then it’s in among the kelp forest,
A favourite place for me,
As the bottom of my kayak brushes
The brown and shining underwater canopy.
Then on past empty beaches where
I might stop for a ﬂask of tea
And were, even if I am hot, I am too
Lazy to pull my life jacket and
Spray bib off me
But always with one eye for the
The weather and moods of the sea.
Oh, and did I mention my partner
Who was kayaking right there next to me
Because I truly wanted to and meant to
But there is never much said between us
When we are in feasting in among
The powers of nature
And the sea’s awesome tranquility.
Aquapac Flip video camera case, Noatak Wet & Dry Bag and MP3 case.
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Holiday 2012 - Europe

Holiday 2012 - Africa

Joan Ribot

Julian Alps, Slovenia

Korita Soce

Calella
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Kingdom of Swaziland photographs

Enrico Caselli photographs

Costa Mogán, Grand Canary

Montse Cusell

Ayuntamiento de Mogán

Santa Susanna, Barcelona
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Lafodia Hotel, Lopud, Croatia

Swazi Trails
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Florida’s Space Coast

Babe Lake, Vietnam
Vietnam Open Tour photographs

Baikal

Sebastian Inlet

Gulf of Tonkin

Mekong, Vietnam
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Florida

Halong Bay, Vietnam
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KL Services Photographs

Asia Paciﬁc Travel and Vietnam Open Tour photographs

Kerala Tourism photographs

Minnesota

Lowry McKee Photography

Âuco photographs

Paul Stafford

Boundary Waters Canoe Area

Karnataka Tourism

India Tourism

Chilka Lake, Orissa

Chitrakote Fall, Chhattisgarh

Great Lakes photographs

India Tourism

Lan Han Bay, Gulf of Tonkin

Vietnam Open Tour

Holiday 2012 - North America
Buihonthang

Holiday 2012 - Asia

Reef Playacar
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Holiday 2012 - South America

Do you know

Peru

Lake Titicaca, Puno, Peru

Ucayali River, Peru

Administrator photographs

Combi helmets

Pacaya Samira National Reserve, Loreto, Peru

Holiday 2012 - The brochures

After a little while being disillusioned by politics of the coaching
kind I am enjoying bringing my son back to kayaking. At 27 he has a
settled life and now realizes what a great sport kayaking is all over again.
We have been building up his gear, buying new where it’s a matter of
safety and having a great time explaining to younger paddlers what
our retro boats and wooden paddles are all about. Do you have any
idea of a supplier who might still have a Wild Water Combi helmet in
stock? I tried Brookbank who have, it seems, bought out most of the
traditional shops. They say they are no longer available and pointed me
in the direction of, in my opinion, a poor substitute, but similar looking
helmet. I’d rather paddle in my faded red Combi!

Sean Harkin

CCA, who took over Wild Water, are now trading as the Body Group and
have the Combi for sale. Call 01204 528225.

Touring around Oxford

A friend has a canoe and wants me to share a bit of canoe camping
over a few days. Can you suggest some interesting places locally
(within shortish driving range)? I’d thought of the Thames being
more interesting than canals. We started hatching a plan for a two
day canoeing/camping trip down the Thames. What we’re thinking
of initially is starting somewhere like Wallingford, paddling one day,
camping overnight and canoeing again the next day to end up at
Marlow. Do you think something like that is realistic and do you know
of any campsites along that stretch of the river? I know Day’s Lock has a
campsite so maybe other Thames locks have them too.

Peter Tucker

Powered craft can get up the Thames to Lechlade but there is a right of
navigation from the old road out of Cricklade upstream of the A419. Launching
at the head of navigation is difﬁcult but there is a slipway between these two
road bridges. This upper section includes the odd gravel rapid to give a bit of
excitement but you will do it in a day and then be sharing with the bigger boats.
There are larger craft still below Oxford, stopped by a low bridge at Osney.
The further downstream you go, the busier it gets. Don’t think of just the
industrial canals. Rural ones such as the Oxford and the Kennet & Avon can
be very attractive. Bookings for boat hire are well up this year as people stay in

this country but these canals are worth considering seriously. You will need an
Environment Agency licence for the Thames and a British Waterways one for
the canals. How about Cricklade to Oxford on the Thames then through the
Duke’s Cut and back up the Oxford Canal to Marston Doles (before a long
lock ﬂight) or Cricklade to Reading on the Thames and then up the Kennet
& Avon Canal to Bath or even Bristol for a longer run? Alternatively, consider
the Wey Navigation from Godalming and then up the Basingstoke Canal to
Greywell (National Trust and Basingstoke Canal licences respectively). The
Basingstoke always has water problems and boat movements are strictly limited
by environmentalists. Wallingford to Marlow is 55km. This should be OK in
2 days for somebody reasonably ﬁt. Half way would put you around Reading,
which is not the best of places to try to camp, short of joining in the rock festival.
Camping used to be allowed at Sonning Lock for boaters, ideal for getting just
over halfway on the ﬁrst day, but that was some time ago. There are leaﬂets with
lists of campsites available over the internet. As they do not fully agree with each
other it may be worth checking in advance. In your position I would be tempted
to ﬁnd a campsite, check it is available and then ﬁx your start and ﬁnish points
to suit. Depending on how you are getting back to the start it will be worth
thinking about how you will play it if your progress on either day is not as good
as you hoped.

Hungarian marathon C1 racer

I am trying to track down some DW history and remember that in
the mid eighties, I think, a Hungarian paddled non stop in a sprint C1.
Do you have any recollections of or any record of this paddle?

Martin Norman

I suspect you mean Marcus Gohar who was a member of Richmond Canoe
Club and came 7th in the singles stage race in 1988 with a cumulative time of
18:09:18.

Paddling book retailers

Some years ago, I bought some paddling books from a couple who
specialized in these books. Can you help with their contact details?

Paul Caffyn

Try Dennis and Carol Davis, 9 Great Burrow Rise, Northam, Bideford, Devon
EX39 1TB or email dennisddesigns@gmail.com.

Camping at Day’s Lock during the last International Tour of the Thames.
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Mist on the river in the half light.

Dawn struggles to break through.

Paddling towards the dawn.

About to leave Loch Insh and still some light in the sky at 1am.
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The challenge was to canoe the whole of
the River Spey from Loch Insh to the sea,
95km in one day.
Shaun McMurchy, David Wilson, James
Green and I started from Loch Insh at 1am on
Sunday 19th June. 19 hours later, extremely
tired and wet, we arrived at Spey Bay. Over
£1,000 was raised for Macmillan Cancer
Support, Help the Heroes and an Ecuadorian
school building project.
I arrived at Kincraig church on Loch Insh
just after midnight to meet the other three.
They were already there and had an auspicious
start when, after arriving at 11.45, they saw two
tents and boats on a trailer; assuming they were
mine, they went over to the trailer and had a
look at the boats. This brought a head out of
the tent to ask them just what they thought
they were doing.
It took Shaun a bit of explaining to convince
the canoes’ owners that they were meeting
someone there who also had canoes and
they were about to go paddling; after a terse
conversation the three canoeists without a
canoe decided to wait at Kincraig bridge for
me.
After my arrival and a whispered getting
dressed so as not to disturb the already offended
campers we set off. The weather was perfect
with not a breath of wind; it had rained during
the day which brought the water level up a
little bit though not too high. It was cloudy
now and pleasantly mild.
I decided that I did not need my cag and

Quiet waters between rapids.
James even stayed in his shorts. As it was almost midsummer it was not
fully dark when we set off at 1 o’clock in the morning.
We were looking forward to a quiet night paddle as we approached
Aviemore; instead we were treated to the music from the Insider festival
at Inshriach House as we passed by though the music did not deter the
bats which ﬂew around us as we paddled in the night.
The temperature had dropped before dawn and a mist hung over the
water, chilling us; however, as the sun came up over the mountains at
about 3.30 am it was stunning and the warmth appreciated.
We had decided on as few stops as possible and, after a brief stretch

of legs just after Aviemore at about 3 am, we swapped positions in the
boat and continued. With two to a boat there was the opportunity to
have a rest along the way and let the partner paddle. However, David
got a shock when he woke from a doze to ﬁnd his boat tipping into the
water at the bottom of a rapid; it says a lot for his state of tiredness that
when, after emptying the boat and continuing, he was asleep again ﬁve
minutes later.
We rafted up for some of the ﬂat water sections to give each other
support. With all the moving around the boats, however, James’ glasses
were knocked into the river; with some backwards paddling and
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Leaving the Cairngorms behind.
More typical of Spey water.

The ﬁrst swim but not the last.

Amazingly, James ﬁnds his glasses in the river.
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good fortune we located the glasses and James
jumped into the water to get them back. This
was to be his ﬁrst dip into the water, though
not his last.
With no stopping or even eddying out, we
made good progress and it wasn’t until about
2pm when we had passed Knockando rapid
that we had our ﬁrst proper break. This was
for about twenty minutes but it made paddling
on afterwards a lot harder; it was from this
moment that fatigue began to kick in.
At Aberlour we picked up reinforcements,
my five year old daughter Daisy May, who
came with cakes and bananas from her mum
for us all. She kept us going for a couple of
miles past Craigellichie, which we reached just
before four. By this stage we were conﬁdent
that we were going to manage the challenge.
Daisy was set ashore and we continued.
As the day wore on tiredness began to take
it’s toll and rapids that otherwise would have
been easy were proving a challenge to the
team; after each capsize came the cold swim
and the emptying of the boat but the team
continued and at 8pm arrived at Spey Bay, tired
but proud of our achievement. After a quick
photograph it was time to put the boats to bed
and change into dry clothes and then sleep.

I have paddled the Spey many times in
the past and normally taken five days from
Loch Insh. Although I enjoyed the Crazy Day
immensely it was like running a marathon
through a city, a great challenge but not a good
way to explore a place. I would recommend
taking your time on this great river to enjoy
it and the surrounding area. I normally enjoy
visiting the towns on the way past and playing
on the rapids rather than just rushing through.
Next year there will be another Crazy
Day; we haven’t decided where yet. If you are
interested please look at my website, www.
otterstail.co.uk, to contact me.

Andy McNamara, Otter’s Tail Adventures.
Andy McNamara photographs

Daisy lends a hand.

Back to the same four who started, David,
Andy, Shaun and James.

Arrival at the Spey Bay ﬁnish.
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The Beale Park Boat Show had the usual mix of small craft showed by friendly
enthusiasts. Also as usual, there were plenty of canoes of all kinds.

An early 20th century Canadian Canoe Co double.

EllaJen is a woodstrip canoe, a product of the Boat Building Academy which trains boatbuilders.

Hands free canoeing in comfort.

Traditional kayak and canoe designs seen on the water together.

The former Exeter Maritime Museum’s boat collection, including
a range of kayaks and canoes, is largely intact and in the hands
of the Eyemouth International Sailing Craft Association. With
nearly 400 craft and over 300 models, exhibition space is at a
premium. In conjunction with EISCA, Beale Park’s tithe barn has
been converted into the Beale Park Maritime Centre and will have
a rolling exhibition of craft lent by EISCA. The fragility of some of
these craft was demonstrated by a Paciﬁc islands canoe, displayed
without outriggers, which snapped its mast in a gust of wind
which was force 6 at the most, partly deﬂected by trees and tents.

Wilderness Systems Tarpon powered by Torqeedo.
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The Wharram Amatasi 27 catamaran canoe was the 2010 winner
of Classic Boat’s design competition for an inshore ﬁshing boat.

Several coracles were on the water, always good for sculling skill.

Blackbird is a Tyne double, a regular visitor to the show.

A Sea Eagle and a Point 65˚N go aﬂoat.
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A model of the
Amatasi with sails.
These were considered
by the judges to
be particularly well
thought out, a large
sail area on a low
aspect rig.
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The Silent Explorer electric canoe.
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John Greenford of the Thames Traditional Boat Society rows Luing.

Chances for youngsters to get aﬂoat were offered by Pangbourne’s
Adventure Dolphin Centre.

A Northern Sound open canoe, not birchbark but good enough to fool many observers.

Muskoka in mahogany on oak was on offer from the Stanley &
Thomas brokerage of Windsor.
A TTBS replica Viking longboat.
An Iain Oughtred Stickleback built in ﬂax and linseed by Flaxland.

A ﬂeet of Seveylor inﬂatables displayed by Harleyford.

Henley Sales & Charter offered the 1948 Meakes at £2,495,
diagonally planked in mahogany on ash.
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The Astrid, a Solway Dory sailing canoe.
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A Peterborough Lake Queen of 1903 in oak, cedar and varnished
canvas, being restored by the Good Wood Boat Company.

Sit on tops from the Pontoon & Dock Company.
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The Cordless Canoe Challenge,
a marvellously eccentric new competition

The great new entertainment at this year’s Beale Park Boat Show was
the Cordless Canoe Challenge, thought up by Peter Greenﬁeld, editor
of Water Craft. Canoes, to use the designation loosely, had to be driven
round a 300m L shaped course in pairs on a knockout basis, turning
ability being important as well as speed in a straight line. There were a
dozen invited entries, powered entirely by cordless drills valued at under
£400, the winner to receive a £1,200 holdall of Makita tools. Take a
look at some of the entries and decide where you would have placed
your bet.

Mick Duff’s Berthon dinghy lookalike, FlipTail, not the most
streamlined model and driven by just a small longtail outboard.

Fast 3, Dennis Adcock’s craft, similar in style to Fred’s Folly but in
trimaran conﬁguration.
Gary Prisk

Fred Ball’s Fred’s Folly was a catamaran pulled through the water
by two marine propellers.

The nearest design to a conventional canoe, spaceframe with a
fabric skin, Jo Moran’s J2O was the winner on looks, powered by a
pair of drills driving marine propellers.

Jeremy Harris’ Aero contained no wood, being of aircraft fabric
over tin, driven by a propeller amidships, the load counterbalanced
by a weight suspended off the opposite gunwale.

The Yaksmith Bullet, a sprint K1 converted by Gerrard Borthwick
with twin outriggers for stability, twin drive shafts inboard of
them.

Tim O’Connor’s WotNext was clinker built, its Hobie ﬂippers driven
by a single drill.

Tobias Vokuhl in Canute, beautifully manufactured in tortured ply,
seemed to have taken inspiration from the International Canoe
with ﬁne entry lines but a low and ﬂat stern. In fact, this was the
winner, perhaps not obviously so beforehand. Yaksmith Bullet
was 2nd and Kleppie 3rd in the ﬁnal. Strangely, canoes driven by
model aircraft propellers generally did better than those driven by
marine propellers as long as they did not encounter weed. The
competition was the star event of the show and will be back next
year, hopefully with as much eccentricity.

A 1958 Klepper Aerius, Kleppie, was rigged by Chris Jones and
Jonathan Happs to be driven by a solid shaft carrying a marine
propeller.
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Little Lady K, a skiff by John and Joe Rutland, was driven by three
drills on the outboard motor shaft and steered by a wheel. On
the left note one of the stern wheels of Slade Penoyre’s Ayrspeed
One, which also had a bow wheel, allowing use on land like an
amphibious vehicle.
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Four Candles by Alan Craig, based on a wild water racer and driven
by three model aircraft propellers, one of which came adrift to put
him out of the running. These can be seen in the background of the
Klepper Aerius picture.
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Pool activity at the Outdoors Show at the London Boat Show.
Beware of the bear on Tipi’s stand.
Winner Kayaks had a range of sit on tops.

Linder’s Swedish aluminium canoes.

Kayak London’s stand at ExCeL.
Airis inﬂatables on display.

Johnson Outoors’ stand.

The ever present Nucleus.

Intersport Kayaks had plenty of accessories.

Canoe Man comes indoors for a few days.

Bic sit on tops were on show.

Nauticalia, Seveylor and Thames River
Adventures stands at the Outdoors Show.
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Tiderace sea kayaks attract attention.
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Johnson Outdoors and Nucleus ﬂying the ﬂag at the Southampton Boat Show.
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Test
Keen McKenzie and Owyhee

Rugged and comfortable

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

H

Rugged footwear from Keen includes two options for use
in and out of water. Both feature substantial all round rubber
protection including toes which have quite a square cut,
useful for those of us who tend to kick things in the water.
Webbing straps form an essential part of the integrity of the
upper. A heel loop aids pulling on and elasticated laces have
quick draw action, locked with a press button clip, the ends
tucked under the laces lower down to reduce the risk of
catching on anything.
The rubber outsole offers the usual heavy duty tread for
grip but in up to three colours. The EVA moulded footbed
supports an Aegis Microbe Shield to keep your feet attractive
to those around you, more effective in the Owyhee than in
the McKenzie which has a less open upper.
The unusual feature of the hybrid McKenzie is a polyester
mesh panel lining. Around the heel is a ﬁner mesh with an
even ﬁner elastic lining. Even though there are holes in the
mesh the shoe is surprisingly warm, on the way to wetsuit
foot warmth but with the rigidity of a sandal and the ability
to shed water.
The only difﬁculty I had with what is a very attractive and
practical item of footwear was some rubbing at the front of
the instep, this happening with both feet, meaning that they
had to be broken in like some new shoes.

Keen McKenzie and Owyhee.

Another colourful product from the Keen range is the Gorge
boot. With a 3mm neoprene upper layer and multi directional
tread pattern, it has an Aegis Microbe Shield treated lining on a
removeable EVA moulded footbed and a multi point adjustable strap
system.
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The Owyhee is similar in initial appearance and many
of the features but is a more conventional sandal, albeit one
which can be put in a washing machine on cold cycle. I have
used the Owyhee quite a lot this year, including some longish
walks when retrieving my transport, no tenderfoot this time.
For wet footwear I prefer a well reinforced upper, like on
these Keen models, rather than just a couple of straps across
although it comes down to personal choice. Indeed, these
work well even on days away from the water.
Sizes - W 4 - 12, M 8 - 12
Price - £74.99
Manufactured in China for Keen Inc, Oregon
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Protection
Rigidity
Warmth
(McKenzie)
Machine
washable
(Owyhee)

Rubbing
when new
(McKenzie)

Isle of Skye

Little Minch Coast
Where Flora

eading north across Loch Pooltiel (Apr 09
guide) from Lower Milovaig at the mouth of
the Hamara River brings more cliffs and more
high waterfalls down them. There are blackbacked and
herring gulls while gannets ﬁsh a little further out. The
view across the Little Minch is to the hills of North
Uist with the rest of the Outer Hebrides reaching away
to the north and south, just a line of peaks as the lower
land is hidden over the horizon.
The peninsula has a TV mast on Scoval, the land
rising through 202m Ben Ettow and 307m Ben Skriaig
to Biod an Athair where the 313m summit is only
250m from the coast and there is an overhang where
rabbits have burrowed away the soil. Dunvegan Head
itself is 300m high with at least 25 lava sheets on
top of each other. Golden eagles soar around the
cliffs. Offshore there may be pilot whales or exercising
submarines. Ahead is the Waternish peninsula.
A little way into Loch Dunvegan is the Am Famhair
arch. There is also a dry cave used by pigeons, the mess
and smell being rather less pleasant than even for a
typical sea washed cave occupied by cormorants.
Galtrigill was the birthplace of Donald MacLeod,
who knew the local waters and acted as pilot for
Prince Charlie. A monument on Gob na Hoe, however,
is to record that there was a piping college for the
MacCrimmons,
hereditary pipers
to the MacLeod
chiefs from
1500 to 1800.
Since 1975
there has
been the
Bor reraig
Park Piping
Centre
although
it takes
s o m e

ﬁnding along a remote lane. The MacCrimmons were
the ﬁrst composers, players and teachers of the pibroch.
The ﬁrst young MacCrimmon piper ﬂung down his
pipes in tears but a fairy offered him the choice of
being a celebrated piper or of being unknown but
great. He chose the latter and she gave him a silver
chanter. He became MacLeod’s piper, the head of
the college and the father of a ﬁne player. MacLeod
opposed the ’45 uprising, taking him along. Convinced
he would not return, he composed MacCrimmon’s
Lament. The payoff was that he was to go when the
fairy called, as she did. He gave his pipes to his son,
took the chanter and followed her
to the great cave at Harlosh
on Loch Vatten where he
disappeared. The same
tale is told about Mac
Coitir’s Cave 20km
away beyond Portree
on the other side
of the island,
it being
claimed
that the
t w o

MacDonald
brought
Prince
Charlie

NASA

Ty Milford

Green is Flodigarry.
Blue is the sea.
Born here the lassie
To guide our Prince free.
Weir

caves
connect.
D ù n
B o r re r a i g
is a broch
before Uig, where
there is another
museum. Beyond
Totaig are the Dùn Colbost
broch and a monument to the
Glendale Land Leaguers, 600 crofters who challenged
government forces and won, now owning the Glendale
Estate. In the cliffs beyond Leinish Bay is the Piper’s
Cave. Below Beinn na Crèiche is Colbost with a black
house preserved as a folk museum since 1965, behind
it a replica illicit whisky still. The Raven Press Gallery
sells wood engravings using an Albion handpress of the
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Flying buttress in Loch Dunvegan.

Isay, Mingay and Clett with the mountains of Harris
on the horizon.

More waterfalls north of Loch Pooltiel.

The headland which completes Camalaig Bay is
protected by Dùn Fiadhairt, a 2,000 year old Iron Age
broch with 3.7m thick walls, a 9.4m diameter space
inside and guardrooms in the walls each side of the
entrance.

The cliffs rise to a peak at Biod an Athair then drop to Dunvegan Head.
1840s. The head of the loch is dotted with islands used
for sheep grazing.
Beyond the islands is the cube of Dunvegan Castle,
its most revered artefact being the Fairy Flag, given to
Iain, the 4th MacLeod chief, by the fairy to whom he
was married. Another possibility is that it had belonged
to Harald Haardrada of Norway, beaten by Harold of
England in 1066. The fact that it was woven in the 7th
century in Rhodes using yellow silk from the Near
East supports the suggestion that it was brought back
from the Crusades by a MacLeod chief. If waved when
the MacLeods are in danger it will save them. It can
be used three times in this way. So far it has been used
twice.
Beyond the head of the loch the magniﬁcent view is
through to the Cuillins.
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The wall of arches at Roghead.

Another ﬁne fall, this one off the Waternish
peninsula.
Beinn Bhreac ridge separates Loch Bay from the
main part of Loch Dunvegan.
Although beaches are almost all storm beaches of
boulders, around Lampay and through An Dorneil
there are striking white beaches of coral sand, formed
by Lithothamniun seaweed. The water can be very
clear with local birds including snipes and herons and
there are also seals, otters and midges.
1.6km long Isay, named after the porpoises which
might be seen around it, belonged to Roderick
MacLeod in the 16th century. He wished it to pass to
his grandson but this meant having to murder the two
people next in line, done after treating them to a meal
as a preliminary to discussing the inheritance. It was
offered as a gift to Dr Johnson on condition that he
built a house on it and lived there at least one month
per year. He declined. More recently it was bought
by Donovan. Cottage remains include black houses.
In the intervening period, 1860 to be precise, the
neighbouring islands of Mingay and Clett with their
basalt cliffs were cleared of their residents.
Earth cliffs stand behind Ardmore Bay, where Robin
Lloyd-Jones spent three days waiting for suitable
weather to paddle across to Loch Maddy.
At Trumpan are the ruins of a church. The MacLeods
were at prayer in 1578 when they were discovered by
MacDonalds from Uist, who fired the church and
killed the escapers in revenge for the Eigg massacre.
One woman did get away and raised the alarm in
Dunvegan. It was one of the two occasions when the
Fairy Flag was used. The MacDonalds ran for their
eight boats at Ardmore Bay but the tide was out and
they were outnumbered. They were all killed and
buried in a dyke by felling a wall on top of them, the
battle being known as the Spoiling of the Dyke. A
more recent grave is that of Lady Grange, thought by
her husband, James Erskine, to be a Government spy
against his part in the 1715 Jacobite Rising, exiled to
St Kilda for 8 years by her husband, to die 3 years after
being discovered and brought back in 1742, initially
to a cave near Idrigill Point, eventually going insane.
She was buried here secretly after a cofﬁn of earth had
been buried in Duirinish, as another had been buried
in Edinburgh at the time of her initial disappearance.
The graveyard also contains the Trial Stone, in

which someone accused would be blindfolded and
have to throw a stone into a very small hole to prove
innocence.
At Roghead, just up from Ardmore Point, there is
a wall of natural arches. From Ard Beag the streams
are continuously south to Ardmore Point and north
to Waternish Point to 2km/h, from where the stream
becomes continuous westwards. Despite the 30m dark
cliffs at Ard Beag, submarine power cables run out
just north of the point across the Little Minch towards
Harris and South Uist.
The cliffs up the Waternish peninsula are about 80m
high but the land drops away from 284m Ben Geary
to be low at the point. Successive large cairns mark the
deaths of John MacLeod and his son, Roderick, in the
1530 2nd Battle of Waternish. Dùn Borraﬁach with
notably large stones and Dùn Gearymore are brochs
along the western side of the summit ridge. A waterfall
down the cliffs has eroded itself a dead end mini
canyon into the rocks at its foot, crossed by several low
arches, an interesting paddle at the right state of the
tide. Urchins may be seen on the seabed.
There are overfalls 2km off Waternish or Vaternish
Point, ﬂows running northeast from four hours twenty
minutes after Dover high water and southwest from an
hour and twenty minutes before Dover High water at
up to 5km/h. The point is marked by a 7m white light
tower.
It was the ﬁrst attempted landfall on Skye for Prince
Charlie on 29th June 1746, the island with which he is
so closely associated although he spent two months in
the Outer Hebrides and only a week on Skye, of which
two days were actually on Raasay. He was disguised as

The Ascribs from the mouth of the Abhainn a’
Ghlinne.

A cave picture which could belong in an anatomy
textbook.
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Isle of Skye - Little Minch Coast

Stac a’ Bhothain in Loch Snizort.

maid Betty Burke but this did not fool anyone and the
party had to move on after being ﬁred on.
East of the point are more caves at the start of Loch
Snizort, a loch with less spectacular views at its head,
this time, the seascape being more impressive the other
way to Harris and the rest of the Outer Hebrides
stretching away in both directions.
Caisteal an Fhithich is at the foot of cliffs where
golden eagles soar. Off it are Eilean Iosal, Eilean
Creagach, Eilean Garave, South Ascrib, Sgeir a’ Chapuill
and Sgeir a’ Chuainn, collectively the Ascrib Islands
3km offshore, used for grazing sheep and cattle and
with seals and seabirds including a large pufﬁn colony.
The islands provided the stone for Caisteal Uisdein.
Above Stack Aros is Gillen with a knitting workshop.
At Loch Losait the coast swings out to Oans Point and
there is extensive forest planted along the side of 298m
Beinn Sgùmain. Cliffs run 50 - 140m high with caves,
an arch and a 33m waterfall of the Allt Achaidh Bhig.
At the head of the loch are several small lochs, Loch
Diubaig, Loch Greshornish and Loch Shnizort Beag.
Hidden on the back of Greshornish Point is Dun na
h’Airde and the site where Ellen MacArthur is having
a house built, already having sailed her B&Q yacht
here. Loch Greshornish and Loch Snizort Beag each
have weak ﬂows in from an hour and forty minutes
after Dover high water and out from four hours
forty minutes before Dover high water, the two lochs
separated by Lyndale Point.

Looking across Loch Snizort from Greshornish
Point towards the Waternish peninsula.

rolled their heads down the hill into the loch. As they
rolled, the heads called out that they had almost won.
The name Almost Hill is still used. These days rusting
machinery, including the odd car, has been pushed into
a lochside gully instead.

An unexpectedly long cave at Cnoc Fadail.
A particularly long narrow cave cuts into Cnoc
Fadail. Herring gulls and oystercatchers frequent the
area.
At the back of Uig Bay is Uig, which means bay.
The A87 ends at the jetty serving ferries to East Loch
Tarbert and Loch Maddy. At South Cuil is a round
tower folly built by Captain Fraser. Of more interest
these days, Uig is home of the Isle of Skye Brewery,
set up in 1995 by two Portree schoolteachers and
producing such beers as Young Pretender, Red and
Black Cuillin and Avalanche in the winter, using
no artificial ingredients. Above the River Conon,
Balnaknock resembles a miniature Quirang. Inland,
for over 20km a line of cliffs runs north - south down
the centre of the Trotternish peninsula, its details not
obvious from the water and such peaks as 611m Beinn
Edra and 466m Bioda Buidhe being less conspicuous
than 174m Creag Liath with a mast on its shoulder
and a stratiﬁed cliff above a grassy scree slope down to
Ru Idrigill. Dùn Skudiburgh fort site on its northwest
ﬂank stands above Stack of Skudiburgh.
In 1732 the MacDonalds of Sleat built a fine
house at Monkstadt on a monastery site. It was in
the ownership of Sir Alexander MacDonald when 24
year old Flora MacDonald, a local woman educated in
Edinburgh, brought the defeated Prince Charlie from
Loch Maddy, landing at what is now Prince Charles’s
Point. However, the king’s men were guarding the
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house and they had to ﬂee. The house was used until
1795, when a move was made to Armadale on the far
corner of Skye and it is now a ruin. A little further
inland is Linicro, home of Whitewave’s outdoor centre
with kayaks, canoes and other outdoor activities, café,
accommodation and Anne Martin’s traditional Celtic
music. On the water, the accompaniment is more likely
to be the occasional jet.
The Càrn Liath chambered cairn was built on a
ridge overlooking the Cashel beehive dwellings on
Eilean Chaluim Chille, the name remaining despite the
draining of Loch Chaluim Chille in 1824.
The ruins of Dùn Liath are sited above Cairidh nan
Òb, the start of a striking stretch of coast with rock
columns rather than horizontal strata. Beyond Rubh’
a’Chàirn Lèith is Camas Mor with the Sgeir Lang
slipway at the back, serving Bornesketaig. Local Donald
MacDonald is reputed to have raced another clan for a
small piece of land. Seeing that he was going to lose,
he chopped off his left hand with his sword and threw
it ashore in order to touch ﬁrst. It is similar to the
Lismore story except that on that occasion the prize
was larger for a more noble cause and a smaller piece
of anatomy, making it more plausible. The crofting
township includes Beaton’s Croft House, a thatched
18th century house.
The bay ends at Ru Bornesketaig with a broch site
on top and caves at its foot. Flows begin northeast from
four hours twenty minutes after Dover high water and
southwest from two hours before Dover high water,

Ru Bornsketaig with a cliff of rock columns.

Loch Greshornish and Loch Snizort Beag separate
Eilean Mòr and Eilean Beag from the Trotternish
peninsula.

A cave has been eroded by the wind blowing this
substantial fall against the cliff.
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Trotternish is the last of the three great peninsulas at
the northwest end of Skye. Dùn Maraig hides in Poll
na h-Ealaidh behind Ard nan Eireachd but Caisteal
Uisdein is a prominent cube on the shore to the
southeast. The latter was built about 1580 by Hugh
MacDonald, who plotted against his chief, for his pains
meeting his end in Duntulm Castle with a piece of salt
beef and an empty water jug.
In one clash MacDonalds executed MacLeads and
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Ru Idrigill guards Uig Bay and Uig while Stack of Skudiburgh is conspicuous to its left.

Rubha Hunish seen across Lub Score. Tulm Island is just visible as a pale ridge.
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Guide

Isle of Skye - Little Minch Coast
reaching up to 5km/h off Ru Bornesketaig and Rubha
Hunish. Eddies in the bays, of which the largest is Lub
Score, run northeast from half an hour before Dover
high water and southwest from six hours after Dover
high water. The sand along the shore has a green tint
from the erosion of olivine from the cliffs.
Flora MacDonald was buried here and there is a new
Celtic cross monument to her, replacing the one taken
away in pieces by tourists. Prince Charlie and Flora
MacDonald relics are amongst the exhibits in the Skye
Museum of Island Life situated in seven 19th century
thatched black houses, including a weaver’s house and a
smithy. A young woman always puts an attractive gloss
on any campaign. Grace Darling is still the RNLI’s
best seller and Leila Khaled and Bernadette Devlin are
just two more recent campaigners who have attracted
media which might otherwise have shown less interest
in their causes. Flora MacDonald was the toast of
London for a while after her release.

Tulm Island offers more protection to Tulm Bay than
to Port Duntulm. It is less of an island than a ridge of
strata up on edge like a giant ﬁsh.
Rubha Voreven begins Loch Hunish, where the
former Meall Tuath coastguard lookout has become a
bothy. Rubha Hunish is the most northerly point on
Skye, from where Cape Wrath may be seen. Strong
southwesterly ﬂows come close to the point, as do
young basking sharks, and there are heavy overfalls
with a fresh wind against the tide, this being reputedly
the roughest place in the Minch. Runrig cultivation
strips are visible below the pinnacle near Port Lag
a’Bhleodhain. Rorquals, minke, killer and other whales
might be seen further out.
Standing off Lewis are the Shiant Islands. Much
closer is Fladda-Chùain with a chapel dedicated to St
Columba, its blue stone altar said to bring fair winds
to becalmed ﬁshermen, probably not often a problem
here. Sir Donald MacDonald is supposed to have

Looking into Port Duntulm with Tulm Island on the left and Duntulm Castle on the right. Cnoc Roll rises
behind Duntulm.
The A855 runs along the shore brieﬂy to Duntulm.
Below a transmission mast is Ru Meanish. The site
was used for the MacDonalds’ Duntulm Castle, built
with three sides falling sharply and a deep ditch on
the landward side, an Iron Age broch, Pictish Dun
Dhaibidh fort, Viking stronghold, used by MacLeods
then MacDonalds from 1539, visited by James V in
1540 and modernized by chief Donald Gorm in
the early 17th century but abandoned in favour of
Monkstadt House in 1732, either because of visits of
the ghost of Donald Gorm or because a child fell out
of a window when dropped by his nurse, who was
then cast adrift in a leaking boat or hidden while a
dummy was set adrift. It is now a ruin with a cairn to
the MacArthurs, their pipers.

A seal swims off Galta Mòr.
Ross appear across Inner Sound. The area around the
Aird was known as the Granary of Skye because of the
fertile basaltic soil. Behind, there are fantastic shapes,
horizontal slabs, rounded summit and rugged peaks
bursting upwards like a bolting lettuce, the Quirang in
the centre. The eastern fringe of the northern half of
Skye consists of Mesozoic rocks.
There are the remains of a church at the head of Port
Gobhlaig, the sheltered inner part of Kilmaluag Bay.
All along Bàgh nan Gunnaichan are stacks, rocks
and caves, the latter including a series of linked caves
Right: Looking northwest from Creag na h-Eiginn
towards Eilean Trodday and the Outer Hebrides.

hidden his title deeds here before joining the 1745
rising. Perhaps this is why large black rabbits dig here.
Closer inshore is Gaelivore Island, the Cleats, Gerran
Island and Lord Macdonald’s Table, all basalt columns
with ﬂat tops, Gearran with a cave running west to east
through it at the right tide level.
There is a wreck and probably an eddy in Lùb a’
Sgiathain, which extends towards Rubha na h-Airseig.
Off this latter point is Eilean Trodday, troll’s island,
which once supported a herd of cattle and still has
sheep and a 5m white round tower lighthouse. Flows
begin eastwards from four hours forty minutes after
Dover high water and west an hour and forty minutes
before Dover high water at up to 5km/h. The scenery
changes but is no less dramatic as the peaks of Wester

A young basking shark feeding just off Rubha Hunish.

Balmacqueen backed by Sgurr Mòr, Meall na Suiramach and the Quirang while Eilean Flodigarry stands
off to the southeast.
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Sgeir na Eireann and Eilean Flodigarry offer shelter to Poldorais. Beyond are some of the peaks of Wester
Ross during an autumn dawn.
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Reviews of new books
and publications

The sweep of Stafﬁn Bay with Brogaig, Glashvin and Digg backed by Bioda Buidhe, Dùn Mòr, Meall na
Suiramach, Sròn Vourlinn round to Rubha na h-Aiesig with Eilean Flodigarry off to the east, seen from
Stafﬁn Island.
White Water South Alps

Flora MacDonald’s cottage, now the turreted Flodigarry Hotel, stands below the Quirang.

FACT FILE
Distance
From Meanish Pier to An Corran is 84km.
Transport
Citylink 196 and Skyeways 12 buses serve Uig,
Kilmuir, Flodigarry and Stafﬁn.
Campsites
There are campsites at Kilmuir, Dunvegan,
Idrigill and Stafﬁn.
Youth Hostel
There is a youth hostel at Uig.
OS 1:50,000 Sheet
23 North Skye
Admiralty Charts
1794 North Minch - Southern Part
(1:100,000)
1795 Little Minch - Southern Part (1:100,000)
2210 Approaches to Inner Sound (1:50,000)
2533 Anchorages on the West Coast of Skye.
Loch Dunvegan (1:25,000). Loch Snizort
(1:25,000)
Tidal Constants
L Dunvegan: HW Dover - 5 hrs, LW Dover - 4
hrs 40 mins
Uig Bay HW Dover - 4 hrs 40 mins, LW
Dover - 4 hrs 20 mins
Forecasts
Marinecall: Ardnamurchan - Cape Wrath,
09014 737 474
Sea Area: Hebrides
Submarine Areas
Trodday, Dunvegan
Lifeboat
All Weather: Portree
Maritime Rescue Centre
Stornoway, 01851 702013/4
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and caves in the front of what looks
like a bulging kilt. It is a section of
coast which requires time to explore
in detail, as falcons and climbers do.
Shelter ing Poldorais from the
east are Sgeir na Eireann and Eilean
Flodigarry. The latter rises to 56m on
its east side but this has not stopped its
use for agriculture. It once had its corn
reaped in two nights by 150 fairies
who then asked for more work so the
owner set them to empty the sea. They
failed. This area of sea is often ﬁlled
with common seals.
A prominent building in Flodigarry
is the turreted Flodigarry House Hotel,
the much extended cottage of Flora
MacDonald after the uprising, where
she met Johnson and Boswell in 1773.
The cliffs which run down the spine
of the Trotternish peninsula now begin.
492m Sgurr Mòr and 543m Meall na

Suiramach are two of the higher peaks but the Quirang
is one of the most amazing rock formations in Britain.
Meaning pillared stronghold, it was used to hide cattle
during raids. It has the Table, a ﬂat topped rectangle
with a quartzite summit. plus pillars, gullies and teeth,
including the Needle and the Prison. Towards the shore
are Dùn Vàllerain, Dùn Mòr and Dùn Beag. Digg has
crofting land in strips. With strong westerly winds,
ﬁerce gusts sweep down over Glashvin, Brogaig and
Stenscholl where the Stenscholl River empties into
Stafﬁn Bay. The bay is protected to the east by Stafﬁn
Island, used for grazing and for nesting by curlews,
oystercatchers and gulls and with a ﬁshermen’s bothy,
off which are moorings. It was, presumably, a rougher
day when a Spanish Armada galleon was reputedly
wrecked near here. Some Spanish coins have been
found and there are locals who claim Spanish descent.
Ship activity now includes submarines exercising
offshore.
The bay and An Corran have sandy beaches, in
short supply in this area, the latter beach with adjacent
parking.

Stafﬁn Bay with Stafﬁn Island, seen from Creag na h-Eiginn, a headland riddled with linked
caves.
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Peter Knowles & Ian Beecroft
Rivers Publishing UK
978 0 9550614 4 8
3rd edition 2011
240 x 170mm
223 pages, paperback
The title is just about the only thing
which has not changed for the latest
stunning edition of this popular title. It
has been rewritten completely by Ian
Beecroft, who lives in Switzerland and has
been able to check that everything is up
to date. A much larger book than before,
it has been put together in the same
format as Pub Paddles, including layout by
Canoeist and extensive full colour pictures. With no false modesty, we
are delighted with it, a very attractive book and including new colour
cartography throughout. It also includes ten additional runs, the rivers
being broken up into bite sized pieces with all the information you
could need from where to go if the water level is wrong to where the
nearest hospital is if you get it wrong. Tables make it easy to ﬁnd river
sections with whatever appeals to you, from the grading to the scenery.
Even if you have an earlier copy of the book you will need the latest
stunning edition and you will have to look after it because it is too
smart now to wrap in your damp canoeing gear. It’s a must have book
for anyone who goes near the Alps or dreams of doing so.
Boats on Our Rivers Again
Douglas J M Caffyn
255 Kings Dr, Eastbourne, E Sussex
BN21 2UR
0 956 17116 8
Feb 2011
A5
24 pages, paperback
Send A5 SAE or download free from
caffynonrivers.co.uk
Although written in plain English with
sketches to make it more readable, this is
the distillation of the work on river access
for his Doctor of Philosophy and Master of
Laws degrees by Douglas Caffyn, the leading authority on river access
law. While being accessible for readers, it includes supporting legal
references.
The author makes some blunt statements. ‘It is now known that
the assumptions underlying the traditional understanding of the law
concerning the right of passage on non-tidal rivers were wrong. It
was thought that historically non-tidal rivers were private. It is now
known that historically all usable rivers were public. It was thought that
historically few rivers were used by boats. It is now known that most,
if not all, rivers which are now usable were used during the medieval
period.’
He divides up history from 1189 into periods for each of which
he gives the law, form and use of the inland rivers, before coming to
Humphrey Woolrych, the legal commentator. Caffyn lists out the errors
in Woolrych’s legal textbook which has misled subsequent lawyers.
This book has four clear conclusions on non tidal rivers:
‘1. From 1189 to 1600 there was a public right of navigation on all
rivers which were physically usable.
‘2. Rivers were more navigable in the period 1189 to 1600 than they
are now.
‘3. A right of navigation can only be extinguished by statute or because
the section of river becomes physically un-navigable.

‘4. There is, therefore, a public right of navigation on all rivers which are
physically usable.’
The author invites anyone to challenge any of these, knowing
that nobody at all has dared to take up his invitation to challenge his
previous work (Dec 04, p27), including DEFRA’s lawyers.
One problem has been the muddying of the waters over what is
meant by ‘navigable’ and ‘navigation’. Canoeists have been accused of
navigating on unnavigable rivers. He explains how modiﬁcations ‘to
make the rivers navigable in the sense that barges could use the rivers’ did
not alter the fact that smaller craft were already using them. ‘Many of
these Navigation Acts have been partially or totally repealed and others
have fallen into disuse. In these cases the rights of the public today are
the common law rights which existed before the Navigation Act was
passed.’
The author quotes an incident on the Sussex Ouse below Barcombe
Mills when a party of young ladies he was leading in canoes were
physically attacked. ‘What is required is conﬁrmation by the government
of the right of passage on rivers so that the unfortunate incident
described at the start of this section will not be repeated.’ Waterways
Minister Richard Benyon, an angler, refused to attend a meeting being
set up by another Government Minister with Paddlers International and
including Douglas Caffyn to address this issue. The Government cannot
go on indeﬁnitely avoiding the problem.
Atlas of Oceans
John Farndon
Adlard Coles Nautical
978 1 4081 3111 4
15th Mar 2011
290 x 220mm
256 pages, hardback
£25.00
Beautifully presented with
stunning photographs, this book
covers all of the world’s oceans
from the surface to the deepest
trenches. It is not an atlas,
however. A few maps are marked
up to show ocean currents or
where species can be found, there
are some globes to act as location
maps and there are computer
drawings to illustrate features but
little else in the way of maps or charts.
In practice it is an environmentalist’s book looking at the sea and
concluding that pretty well everything we do there is worse than
everything else. We can never have enough wildlife and we are left
with the uneasy feeling that the author would like a substantial cull
of humans to promote what are seen as the interests of wildlife.
Occasionally there is grudging acceptance that the oceans may be able
to make slight recovery from some problems but only the last page
gives a balanced view and this should be reread at intervals. The level of
ignorance about what already exists among those imposing regulations
is alarming. For example, 7,000 new species of zooplankton have been
found in the English Channel since 2004 alone.
There are some interesting questions implied by the book. ‘More
than three-quarters of American and European beaches are now
suffering serious erosion’ because of ﬂood defences and dredging. Is this
your experience? Where is all this material going?
Mid ocean mountain chains form as the tectonic plates move apart.
That being the case, why is the seabed between the mountains and
the coast each side ﬂat, having been part of the moving apart process
since opposing coasts were adjacent to each other but not subject to
signiﬁcant weathering since?
Apparently all our water arrived by meteorite. How much rock
would it take to bring that much water and why has it stopped coming,
assuming it has?
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The sea levels are at their lowest in 140,000,000 years, apparently.
We are told ‘The sea is now pretty much at its lowest ebb in geological
history,’ a diagram shows the sea levels to have been at their highest
(180mm above the present) 90,000,000 years ago and the author says
that at the end of the Cambrian era they were 400m higher than now
but at the beginning of the last Ice Age the ocean levels fell as much as
130m below their present level. Something doesn’t add up.
It is worrying when a technical book cannot get its units right. For
example, would you accept that the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is
9,843 feet deep? Crustaceans are deﬁned as ‘small sea creatures’. One
found last year is put at 25m long, a forgivable slip for 25mm but the
imperial conversion to 80 ft is not. That would put it at three quarters
of the blue whale’s length and probably make it heavier. Conversion of
tonnes to tons is consistently about 10% out (unless they are American).
The book claims ‘it is quite possible that 20,000 years ago, early
humans walked and canoed all the way from Europe to North America
along the edge of the Arctic ice’, much more extensive at the time,
something that might be questioned by those who have tackled short
sections of the Greenland coast in recent years but an interesting
concept.
Using this book as a guide to the state of the oceans might be like
trying to judge the state of society by reading crime reports. There are
some real problems but they need to be kept in proportion.
Don’t Shoot the Albatross!
Jonathan Eyers
Adlard Coles Nautical, 36 Soho Sq, London
W1D 3QY
978 1 4081 3131 2
4th Jan 2011
200 x 130mm
96 pages, paperback
£7.99
I have just once (Whit Deschner) met a better
disclaimer than the one which opens this book,
‘the publisher takes no responsibility for the use
of the products or methods described in the
book. Especially those that involve throwing
perfectly good alcohol overboard.’ Thus, the tone is set for a delivery
of superstitions (with examples where they were ignored) which it
would be better not to know, together with the occasional shot of
dry humour. It is fortunate that there are far too many examples to
be remembered. Even something as simple as the name of a boat may
not contain certain letters, certain numbers of letters, names which
challenge the gods or the elements, names which differ from those at
launching or a good deal more. There are rules for everything related
to boats and their users, even when nowhere near them, sometimes
contradictory. For example, it is unlucky to have a woman on board yet
a bare breasted woman calms the waves, hence the ﬁgurehead. Not all
issues are resolved so easily.
It is not helped by superstitions with a grain of truth, such as rats
leaving a doomed ship, red sky at night, St Elmo’s ﬁre, the Flying
Dutchman or an ear stud improving vision in the opposite eye if the
acupuncture point is hit.
This book is best read quickly, enjoyed to the full and then forgotten
equally quickly. As the author concludes, ‘Nowadays we also seem to
have replaced many superstitions with health and safety rules. But that
book wouldn’t have been quite so much fun to read.’ How true.
Essential Knots
Neville Olliffe & Madeleine RowlesOlliffe
Adlard Coles Nautical
978 1 4081 3276 0
4th Jan 2011
200mm sq
144 pages, hardback
£12.99
If you don’t like the effort of
coiling a rope after use then spare a
thought for those preparing this book
as every copy has a coiled line at the
front to practise the knots. Having a
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speckled line is no problem but in the colour photographs on which the
book depends heavily it is much easier to see what is going on in those
pictures using light coloured plain ropes. Arrows have faded sections
where one line passes behind another but nothing works better than
being able to see the shadows clearly.
Properties of cordage are given at the start of the book, including
whether they ﬂoat. The knots are graded according to how difﬁcult
they are to tie and mention is also made of those hard to untie, also how
they behave when tied in elastic material such as bungee cord. Many
knots include aspects of others and there are cross references through
the book. Guidance is given to suitable uses for each knot. A useful
feature not always included in such instructional books is how big to
make the initial loop or the working end, something easily got wrong.
An attractive book, it covers the knots likely to be needed for boats and
trailers.
Can Squid Fly?
Tony Rice
Adlard Coles Nautical
978 1 4081 3320 0
15th Feb 2011
230 x 160mm
153 pages, paperback
£9.99
There are so many cross references to
Do Whales Get the Bends? (Dec 2010, p50)
that you might think this sequel cannot be
read without the former, not necessarily so.
Again this is a collection of short articles
about anything related to the sea, from why
crabsticks usually contain no crab to how
29,000 plastic Friendly Floaters toys lost in
a container in the Paciﬁc in 1992 can be worth up to $1,000 each to
collectors for anyone ﬁnding one on a British beach, the ﬁrst reaching
the Hebrides in 2003. Most confusing explanation is about what
English and French ﬁshmongers call pollack and similar ﬁsh.
This time there are some black and white photographs and reference
to websites for further details. Other than promotion of environmental
campaign issues there is little pattern to what is included but there are
bound to be answers to various questions you have or have not asked
yourself about anything from when 8 bells toll to the Great Paciﬁc
Garbage Patch, from nurdles to marks on the surface of the ocean.
Reeds Knot Handbook
Jim Whippy
Adlard Coles Nautical
978 1 4081 3945 5
13th Jun 2011
160 x 100mm
128 pages, paperback
£7.99
Covering knots, hitches, bends, whipping and
seizing, this conveniently compact book is written
for sailors and ﬁshermen. Each knot gets two or four
pages with a photograph of the ﬁnished knot and then step by step
instructions using posterized photographs, often with the completed
knot magniﬁed. In fact, I needed some of the steps magniﬁed as well
as I was having to peer very hard at times to work out what passed in
front of what except when lines of different colours were involved, as
with so many other knot books. I ﬁnd that laid or speckled braided
ropes are not clear for instruction, even if they look more pretty. Use of
round white electrical ﬂex against a dark background or even hosepipe
with its texture running lengthwise would be easier to follow.
The introductory text for each knot packs a lot of information into a
small space when appropriate, including how secure it is, untying, how
it behaves in the wet and use with different rope types, not all of which
are suitable. Finally, the pages are colour coded so that a particular kind
of knot can be found quickly.
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Rivers of Britain

Reﬂections on San Fransisco Bay Vol 11

Stuart Fisher
Adlard Coles Nautical
978 1 4081 4656 9
19th Jan 2012
A4
304 pages, paperback
£25.00
Covering 70 tidal rivers and
estuaries from Carrick Roads to
the Kyle of Sutherland, this book
is very similar in style to Canals
of Britain.
Britain While some material
is based on Canoeist guides, the
content is mostly new. It ranges
from major r ivers such as the
Clyde, Tyne and Thames to minor
channels like the Afon Cefni and
Lochar Water. Indeed, it is possible
to pass within minutes from water with shallow rapids to water
carrying the largest container vessels, as on Southampton Water. Along
the way are a plethora of things of interest that will add signiﬁcantly to
your trips.
A collaboration between Paddlers International and the International
Sea Kayak Association, it covers waters which are often overlooked
in guidebooks relating to the sea or our inland rivers. Tidal rivers can
be more challenging than either the open sea or non tidal rivers but
that just adds to the interest and the need for careful planning. Here
are estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, ﬁrths and kyles, a fascinating
variety of waters for those who seek them.

John Boeschen
Boeschen & Associates, 25 Valley View Ave,
San Rafael CA 94901, USA
978 1 4564 7790 5
2011
200 x 140mm
200 pages, paperback
The 11th volume on the activities of an
irregular group of sea paddlers recalls what
they did in 2010 on their Thursday evening
outings. These happen every week and include
a ﬁre and gourmet meal, often on a beach not
permitted by the authorities. Mostly males in
their 50s and 60s, they are increasingly suffering such afﬂictions as Late
Onset Chrono Displacement Syndrome (getting the time wrong) and
CRS (can’t remember stuff). On the other hand they have the latest
technology. Their iPhones not only allow them to change their plans
but have tide tool, wind forecaster and compass apps and, particularly,
Ship Finder which locates the whereabouts of large craft in San
Francisco Bay so that they do not have to spend all the time looking
over their shoulders in the dark.
Even after more than a decade the author manages to come up
with new analogies and fresh ways of describing the activities week
after week, not least the Americans’ right to bare arms. Launch fees at
the favourite departure point take the form of a round or two at the
bar so that even those not intending to paddle may show up to pay
launch fees. The turnout does not correlate with the weather, even
double ﬁgures on a lousy day or only the author in ideal conditions
not being unknown. On the rare occasion John paddles alone he suffers
acrimonious accusations about his ability level in a dialogue with his
Greenland paddle. This is not a new concept and neither is use of the
term Lewinsky to describe the force of a wind blow.
In the past the group have been under surveillance from various
helicopters and boats, including a RIB with a machine gun on the
bows. This year they met three or four armed coastguard Zodiacs
and a cruiser escorting an LPG carrier. Attempting to discover what
warranted such a level of support turned up the suggestion that,
suitably wired up, a ship like this could be equivalent to a small nuclear
bomb, capable of altering the San Francisco skyline.
Written reports which make up these volumes are emailed to
recipients each week while the hard core also receive a photo comic
version, of which 28 colour pages show the presentation for a typical
week. Thin as bean poles they are, not the obese crew you might
expect from the gormet repasts they pack away each week. The week
in question features discussion of an advanced kayak instructors’
workshop including a whole week spent learning how to inﬂate ﬂoat
bags and also the need to know Shakespearean hyperbole for a Level 3
Instructor’s ranking, concepts which might ﬁnd sympathy elsewhere in
the world. As usual, this book does not take the ofﬁcial line but is rather
more entertaining.

The Sea
Nic Compton
Adlard Coles Nautical
978 1 4081 4665 1
19th Sep 2011
350 x 260mm
151 pages, hardback
£30.00
The subtitle says it well,
a ‘photographic celebration
of the ﬁrst wonder of the
world’. There is little in the
way of text beyond captions
but the photographs go
up to double page spreads
in this large format title.
Coverage includes ice, the
tropics, wilderness locations,
t h e s h o r e l i n e, a e r i a l
views, wildlife and boats
although these are hard to
pigeonhole and merge into
each other. The only canoe shot is of a pirogue in Papua New Guinea
although eight sea kayaks are visible on an aerial photograph of a beach
in New Zealand’s Abel Tasman National Park.
The pictures are from around the world although Brittany features
strongly. The British Isles are represented by the Giant’s Causeway,
Lyme Regis, Ludram Bay and tough conditions in the North Sea and
the English Channel. The photograph of Zakynthos is almost the same
as the one used on the cover of the Zakynthos brochure in this issue.
For the sea paddler one of the eyecatching pictures is of Australia’s
Horizontal Waterfalls. I suspect that there are a fair few stunning
pictures here which we would happily have framed on our walls.

Hidden Harbours of Wales
Dag Pike
Imray Laurie Norie &
Wilson, Wych House, The
Broadway, St Ives, Cambs
PE27 5BT
978 1 84623 373 9
Oct 2011
210 x 250mm
87 pages, paperback
£13.95
From Lydney to Connah’s
Quay, 39 small harbours
around the Welsh coast are
presented, the big harbours being ignored. Indeed, sometimes it is
stretching a point to call them harbours when they can be just inlets in
the rocks but nonetheless interesting for that.
Each gets a two page spread including a location map and a satellite
picture which is much more detailed. Photographs are usually taken
at low water, useful as this is when conditions are most challenging,
especially if launching or landing. Other pictures include local
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curiosities of interest. Although written for sailors, the suggestion is
often to enter by tender, giving an idea of the situation for paddlers.
In fact, the kayak user will probably get more from this book than the
small boat sailor.
The descriptive text is particularly strong on the commercial history
of each port, often used for exporting various minerals. Access by water
and by road are detailed, together with parking availability and any local
facilities.
Generally, these harbours will be visited as parts of longer trips but
the book draws attention to fascinating venues which are easily passed
unnoticed on a coastal trip. This is a most enjoyable book which ﬁnds
obscure Welsh inlets and explains why they were developed.

Cockleshell Heroes: the Final Witness
Quentin Rees
Amberley, Stroud
978 1 84868 861 2
250mm x 180mm
320 pages, hardback
This well ﬁnished book sets out to be the deﬁnitive account of the
raid by canoe on Axis shipping in the port of Bordeaux in occupied
France by Royal Marines in December 1942 and what happened to
these servicemen after the attack, code named Operation Frankton.
Quentin Rees has certainly undertaken a significant amount of
research, enabling him to present a much more comprehensive account
of the events leading up to the raid, the craft used, the assault itself
and the aftermath, both on the combatants and those of the French
population with whom they came in contact than any previous
publication in the public domain.
He has searched the ofﬁcial British, French and German records of
the time and traced and spoken to the survivors or the families of those
directly involved on both sides of the Channel, obtaining in the process
the use of family pictures and other material not previously published.
While the presentation of the book at ﬁrst sight is excellent there
are a number of otherwise minor ﬂaws which, through their frequency,
become annoying and detract somewhat from the overall enjoyment, of
this reader at least. The blame for the majority of these I feel lies with
the publisher.
The over use of abbreviations is exasperating, particularly to a reader
from a non-military background who has to constantly refer to the
incomplete list of explanations at the end of the book. I suspect a lack
of knowledgeable proof reading!
Some of the sketch maps and aerial photographs lack an indication
of north. Most people are used to reading maps north up but here
they are shown in haphazard orientation including some sharing the
same page and covering the same area, very bad layout design and most
confusing!
While the chapter on the canoes has some good pictures, there
is a lack of detail for those with a more technical interest in their
construction. It is very difﬁcult to convey this type of information by
words alone and some good quality arrangement and detail drawings
would have enhanced this section greatly. For instance, I cannot picture
in my mind the arrangement at the ends to tension the expanded craft,
despite the description; a simple sketch could have made this clear.
Although great care has been taken to obtain accurate information
from mainland Europe, I feel that cannot be said about some of the
pre-raid details, particularly geographical, provided for the more
northerly parts of the UK. For instance, in chapter 4 the sea loch
where the submarine depot ship HMS Forth was based is described
as a ‘secluded Scottish loch’. This two mile stretch of water lies only
four miles from the western railhead of the main Scottish east to west,
central belt, railway, where thousands and thousands of American troops
disembarked from the Queens Mary and Elizabeth and many other
transatlantic liners during World War II. It opens directly on to the
Firth of Clyde which was one of the largest and busiest anchorages
during that conﬂict. In addition to the depot ship this sheltered (not
secluded) loch could hold at the same time an accommodation ship
and up to ﬁve large merchant ships being unloaded simultaneously by
London Dockers into a large number of barges and coasters for onward
distribution, all as part of the Clyde Anchorages Emergency Port,
established in 1940 to augment the existing shoreside facilities on the
Clyde, which was catering for a far larger trade than normal owing to
the aerial bombardment of southern ports by the Luftwaffe.
I would have thought that the existence of the Hasler Trophy, the
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premier marathon canoe racing trophy in Great Britain and named after
Blondie, would have merited a mention.
It is worth noting in the passing that the memorial to the operation
proposed for Pointe de Grave in France and mentioned in the book as a
future event was indeed unveiled in March this year.
Despite the criticism in this review, this is a book that I will certainly
keep in my library. It has the most comprehensive coverage of Operation
Frankton to be published to date but it could have been so much better.

Duncan R Winning

Walking on the Isle of Mull
Terry Marsh
Cicerone, 2 Police Sq, Milnthorpe, Cumbria
LA7 7PY
978 1 85284 595 7
2011
180 x 120mm
206 pages, plastic cover
£12.95
Any walk on Mull is never far from the sea
or, sometimes, from an inland loch, the latter
particularly useful for when sea conditions are too
onerous. Some of these walking guides also feature the smaller islands,
Ulva, Gometra, Iona and Erraid. At times the trips are just begging
to be done by sea. Carsaig arches can only be reached on foot at low
water while the fossil tree involves scaling a 6m ladder although each is
by the shore.
The walk locations are on three maps scattered through the book.
Having had them on a single map would have acted as an easy index
for locating the ones near to water. An unusual and potentially useful
appendix is a map of all estates over 4km2, together with their contact
telephone numbers, Mull not being part of the Hillphones scheme.

The Speyside Way

978 1 85284 599 5
232 pages
£14.95

Alan Castle
Cicerone
978 1 85284 606 0
2010
180 x 120mm
221 pages, paperback
£12.95
Rather more comprehensive than even its title
subtitle suggests, this walking guide not only
covers the Spey from source to sea but variations
of the trail include Glen Roy (with a picture of
the Falls of Roy), Glen Gloy and Glen Tarff as well as the coast from
Findhorn to Cullen. Indeed, the coverage of the coast is probably better
than that of the river from the point of view of the paddler. Coverage
is generally downstream so that river left and right are as we would
expect.
As might be anticipated, whisky distilleries receive special attention,
this being the centre for the world’s best. Disappointingly, recreational
canoeing is dismissed in a sentence, followed immediately by a page on
angling.
Readers are told ‘The old Cromdale school is now an outdoor
centre.’ I am sure this is the former school building we used as our base
for our annual student trips in the late 60s, perhaps the highlight of our
paddling year, some great times.
The book uses the appropriate sections of OS 1:50,000 map and
introduces a rather special area of river and coast.

Walking on La Gomera & El Hierro

The Wye Valley Walk

978 1 85284 601 5
230 pages
£12.95

The Wye Valley Walk
Wye Valley Walk Partnership
Cicerone
978 1 85284 625 1
2011
170 x 130mm
174 pages, paperback
£12.95
Wire binding allows this guidebook to be
folded back on itself although the cover is more
vulnerable to damage than with Cicerone’s usual
formats. The book follows the designated footpath rather than the
valley, the two sometimes well apart, and, unfortunately, goes in an
upstream direction.
Useful is the marking of canoe hire centres on the OS 1:25,000 map
sections used, popular canoeing areas being mentioned in the text and
included in the photography. A brief history of boating on the river is
included, this being where tourism is claimed to have started, a ﬂeet of
passenger boats in operation by the early 19th century.
Ofﬁcial canoeing guides only cover the bottom end of the river so it
is useful to have an introduction to the valley higher up.

Walking on Tenerife

Walking on La Palma
Paddy Dillon
Cicerone
978 1 85284 604 6
2011
170 x 120mm
231 pages, paperback
£12.95
These are the ﬁrst three of ﬁve volumes which
will replace the two Walking in the Canary Islands
guides (Jun 03, p24), completely rewritten and
with more detailed maps. Rugged and relatively
recent volcanic islands, these were ﬁrst colonized
by canoe and offer great paddling potential, not
least because of the warm climate and the whales,
dolphins, sheerwaters and storm petrels, best seen
by boat, as is noted. The cliffs and shortage of
coast roads mean that there is little about the
coast written here but some views of the coast are
enough to whet the appetite. Radial walks often
stop short of the shore and, even when they do
reach it, there is little said about the sea. To be fair,
the walking instructions are extensive and features
of interest are pointed out but with a shortage of description of these.
For example, we are told ‘Mirador de La Peña overlooks El Golfo,
where half of El Hierro fell into the sea in a single cataclysmic event.’
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We want to know more but are not told what
caused it, what happened or what resulted.
Without wishing to see a guide to ﬂora, it would
be useful to have sample pictures of some of the
more important species such as laurisilva, banana
and heather trees which need to be identiﬁed as
they are used as route landmarks.
Where the books do score for us is as guides
to what resources are available in the few villages
passed and how to get away from them on land if
the need arises.

Ayrshire & Arran Coastal Paths
Keith Fergus
Cicerone
978 1 85284 632 9
2011
170 x 120mm
173 pages, paperback
£12.95
Although this is a walking guide it follows the
shore closely, covering the mainland from Glenarm
to Skelmorlie and the whole of the Arran coast. As
usual with Cicerone’s British guides the book
uses OS 1:50,000 mapping but this time the maps are broken up into
smaller pieces which means that they can be placed with the relevant
text but it is harder for a paddler to plan a route, for which a complete
map would be better.
The photographs are unusual in that quite a few are taken at dawn
and there are some winter shots, even with snow on the beach.
If you want to be enlightened about what lies beyond high water
while paddling this coast this book is highly informative.
Walking in Cumbria’s Eden Valley
Vivienne Crow
Cicerone
978 1 85284 634 3
2011
170 x 120mm
186 pages, paperback
£12.95
A series of circular walks down the River Eden
from its source to the Solway Firth introduce
not only the surroundings of the river but also
its tributaries. Here are sections of the Rivers
Lowther, Eamont, Gelt, Irthing and Esk and the Scandal, Lyvennet,
Hoff, Crowdundle and Raven Becks. A visit is also paid to Tees Head.
There is little about the rivers themselves although rapids are
mentioned at Armathwaite a couple of times but not the weir which
has featured in WWRs and slaloms in the past. The only reference to
paddling is in Carlisle where ‘kayakers mess around on the weir, otters
play on the muddy banks and kingﬁshers ﬂash by’, suggesting that
wildlife is happy to share with paddlers even if anglers aren’t.
The Eden valley is often overlooked as it lies in the shadow of the
Lake District, a more obvious target for visitors to the area, so a guide is
to be welcomed.
White Water Devils
Jack Boudreau
Caitlin Press
978 1 894759 46 5
Jan 2011
230 x 150mm
213 pages, paperback
£19.50 from Gazelle, White Cross Mills,
Hightown, Lancaster LA1 4XS
The title and cover of this book might
lead you to expect it to be about white
water kayak paddling of a more extreme
nature. Such is not the case. Of the 213
pages by an author who spent his working
life in British Columbia’s forest service, just
7 pages relate to white water runs by Ian Norn and friends, including
5 of the book’s black and white photographs. The ﬁrst part of an open
canoe trip across Canada adds another 15 pages, 21 pages cover other
open canoe activity, including some marathon races and an unusual
form of sweepstake where punters bet on the time a barrel would take
to cover a 232km river course, accompanied by canoeists to keep it out
of eddies and release it if snagged anywhere. The best of the canoeing
coverage has to be the trans Canada centennial canoe race, a 104 day
event for ten Voyageur canoes in 1967, a further 21 pages.
The author is clearly a canoeing enthusiast, with canoe logos used to
separate sections of text. ‘Of all my memories of the woods, canoeing
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is among the most special ones. If there is anything on earth more
peaceful than paddling along through the early-morning fog I am not
aware of it.’
So, what ﬁlls the other 70% of the book? Anecdotes and proﬁles
of people in the woods over decades since pre War days include jet
boating, industrial diving, ﬂying and shooting wildlife with cameras
and guns. Wildlife behaviour is a central issue and of interest to anyone
considering an outdoor trip in BC, in particular the change in behaviour
of wildlife, especially bears. Bears are becoming more numerous and
aggressive, which the author blames on environmentalists’ bans on
hunting them. A warning cough will no longer encourage a bear to
leave and pepper sprays don’t work. Bears which avoided towns and
vehicles in the past are more frequently found in built up areas and the
author describes grizzlies eating a roadkill moose while the vehicles and
people involved were still present, unconcerned by the audience while
they ﬁnished with a bit of lovemaking.
There is valuable material here for anyone heading for the outdoors
in BC and maybe elsewhere but not what it says on the cover.

the menu, places to stay with numbers of rooms of which types and
details of campsites, with prices in each case covering a wide range of
levels of afﬂuence.
Also in Trailblazer fashion it is heavily environment conscious. The
introduction, which occupies nearly half the book, leaves no doubt but
does contain one unfortunate statement, ‘Walking is the most intimate
way to explore a landscape’, which might be read as least intrusive.
People in small boats can reach places which walkers can’t and with
much less disturbance to wildlife, being not obviously human to wildlife
because the lower body is hidden. Even taking ‘land’ literally, a person
riding a walking horse will cause much less disturbance than a walker
with two legs, who will only cause less disturbance than someone
running or sitting still, such as an angler, which is why bird watchers
need hides or long lenses to see what we see close up. Some birds, such
as kestrels mentioned in the book, are much more comfortable with fast
road trafﬁc than with people on foot.
63 pictures in the book are arranged in blocks of colour photographs,
of which 46 are examples of fauna and ﬂora which might be seen rather
than views from the two routes.

The Legendary Seas

Landscapes of Mt Yuntai, the Most Spectacular on the Earth

Francesco Bevilacqua
Calabria Region Tourism
Board, Via San Nicola 8, 88100
Catanzaro
May 2009
A4
28 pages, paperback
The seas in question are those
of Italy’s Calbrian coast. Mostly
pictures of seascapes and rock
formations, its text is made up of
quotations from travellers from
different countries over more than
two centuries. Included are Ramage,
Lear, Gissing, Craven, Swinburne
and Douglas.

Mt Yuntai Scenic Area
140mm sq
58 pages, paperback
The Mount Yuntai national park is claimed
to be the most beautiful in China. What
comes across clearly in the pictures is the
deep blue and green water of the rivers and
the numerous waterfalls, including the Yuntai
waterfall, the highest in China at 314m. How
accessible these rivers are remains to be seen but one of the pictures
shows an inﬂatable kayak at the foot of frozen falls.
This booklet is in quaint English and in three other languages which
don’t use Roman lettering. Culture shock is still an issue and nothing
should be taken for granted. For example, in promoting the opening
up of the area for tourism the booklet says ‘the star-rated toilets make
going to washroom become an enjoyment with our free tissue.’

Unique Milos

It’s All About the Birds

Beaches Guide

Development
Corporation of
Local Authorities
of Cyclades SA,
Tsiropina Sq,
Hermoupolis, 84100
Syros
978 960 98805 4 1
A4
20 pages, paperback
A moods book, this
relies on plenty of
pictures up to full page
and only limited text, text which does not identify the locations in the
pictures.
Accompanying it is a 390 x 540mm map with plenty of drawings,
including two sit on top kayaks, but no detail other than roads and
village names, even the land fading gently into the sea rather than
showing a deﬁnite coastline.

Crystalscape Publishing
A5
32 pages, paperback
This guide to birds covers most of the
inlets and much of the coast of the Isle of
Wight. The venues each have a sketch map
(at widely differing scales), notes on the
area, bird species which may be seen and
photographs of some. Footpath routes are also
described although it is admitted some may
be ﬂooded at times. Ambiguously, it seems to
imply that it is river trafﬁc rather than those
on land which disturbs birds.
Pages at the back feature raptors, mammals, reptiles, insects and ﬂora,
all of which would be a little easier to read if the grammar was tidied
up.
The ﬁnal page is an index of nearly 80 species with advice on where
and when to ﬁnd them although they seem to be in a fairly random
order, certainly not alphabetical.

Ofﬁcina de Turisme, MN Cinto Verdaguer
4, E17250 Platja d’Aro, Baix Emporadà,
Coasta Brava, Girona, Catalunya
200 x 140mm
10 + 10 pages, paperback
This guide reads in English and French from
opposite ends with beaches around Platja d’Aro
on the Costa Brava. With one or two beaches
per page there is room to spell out some of
the delights on offer, including how close it is
possible to park a car. On occasion there are
kayaks for hire but some beaches have buoyed
200m exclusion zones with boats only allowed
to cross at approved points. The beaches are not in geographical order
but, as there are only seven of them, this is not much of a problem to
ﬁnd them on the sketch map.

Azores - Closer to Nature

Isle of Man One Stop Guide

Azores Regional Directorate
for Tourism, Rua Comendador
Ernesto Rebelo 14, 9900-112
Horta Faial
A4
20 pages, paperback
Each island gets a spread in this
booklet. Pico was noted for whaling
canoes, models of which are still
made, and it is a prime place for
whale watching. Whaling canoe
racing is a central part of Maritime
Week on Faial. Most of the islands
also have prominent surﬁng venues.

Dept of Tourism & Leisure
May 2009
A6
191 pages, paperback
Much of the interest in the Isle of Man relates to
its coast or close to it. This guide to the island has
entries for Adventurous Experiences and the Venture
Centre with sea kayak courses, also kayak hire from
7th Wave. The maps show where to watch basking
sharks, whales and dolphins and there is an extensive
introduction to leisure activities, motorcycle racing, railways, culture,
history and natural history plus maps of the bus and railway routes.

QuickTide South West
978 1 902830 49 0
QuickTide South East
978 1 902830 50 6
QuickTide North
QT International Ltd, 19 Canynge Rd,
Bristol BS8 3JZ
978 1 902830 51 3
13th edition
220 x 150mm
£7.99
The QuickTide charts are back, virtually
identical to last year. To use, you pick the
colour from the map section of coast of
interest, pick a code from the 2012 and
2013 tables and turn a dial to line them up,
thereby lining up the tide states with the
clock, no calculations, not even adjusting for
summer time.
The three tables cover the British Isles and
Europe from Vlissingen to the Mediterranean
with some overlap. If interested in the
Cherbourg peninsula use the SW chart as
some of the colours on the SE sheet are
confusingly similar to each other. The SW
chart uses different colours for the same
stretch of coast.
Times are usually accurate to within an
hour, good enough for our purposes as a
rule. Even if you need to calculate times
as precisely as the weather will permit it is
worth running a quick check with the chart
afterwards to ensure no major errors have
been made.

Crete - Harmony of Contrasts

Beaches
Patronat de Turisme de la
Diputació de Tarragona, C/ de
l’Ángel 6, 3a Planta, Ediﬁci Siboni,
43500 Tortosa
200mm sq
24 pages, paperback
Covering the Catalan coast around
the Ebro delta, this guide reveals
55 beaches from big city beaches
to secluded inlets in Catalan and
English. Each gets about 4 lines
of text plus a row of symbols to
show what facilities are available.
Unfortunately, the beaches are grouped by material type rather
than being in geographical order. Furthermore, the pictures are not
captioned to link them to their venues. Finally, the stencil cover is
rather fragile and inclined to break up.

Peddars Way & North Norfolk Coast
Alexander Stewart
Trailblazer Publications, Old Manse, Tower Rd,
Hindhead, Surrey GU26 6SU
978 1 905864 28 7
Feb 2011
180 x 120mm
189 pages, paperback
£11.99
It is the ﬁnal third of this book which will be
of most interest to paddlers. Although written for
walkers, there is description of the north Norfolk
coast and things to see along the way with sketch
maps at about 1:20,000. As usual with Trailblazer there is comprehensive
coverage of places to eat with opening times and samples of what is on
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Ministry of Culture & Tourism,
Greek National Tourism
Organisation
220mm sq
28 pages, paperback
With many pictures, the
booklet promotes marine tourism.
However, it says ‘Seas where
the winds never stop blowing
and an island surrounded by
ports, harbours, marinas, ﬁshing
shelters and small anchorages.
A combination that makes the
Cretan Sun ideal for watersports
of all kinds.’ Perhaps they could sell it better.
CANOEIST December 2011

Crete - Greece
Lioumbitsa Kardaki
Prefecture of
Heraklion
2010
300 x 230mm
48 pages,
paperback
Text accounts for
only about 10% of
this book, giving free
reign to the pictures,
some of which take
the form of double
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Playas

Promotional Material Production
Division, Marketing Services
Dept, Tourism Authority of
Thailand
Jan 2009
A4
25 pages, paperback
Free
Phuket’s surf is limited, normally
about 1m, sometimes to 2m, but
it does have the attraction of 28˚C
water, which it drawing ever more
surfers. This booklet describes the
board surﬁng scene in Phuket and
goes through it break by break.
Unlike many holiday brochures, it
gives the limitations as well as the
attractions of the breaks and so will
be seen as more honest by the reader.

Central Dalmatia - The Heart of Adriatic
Ivo Babic
Split - Dalmatia County Tourist
Board
290 x 210mm
44 pages, paperback
Although there are a number
of photographs of the coast, often
aerial shots, their value is reduced
by the fact that they are not
captioned, only grouped by area
or island name. Three 10 man
canoes are central to a river view
somewhere in Zagora and the
introduction talks of canoe safaris
on the Cetina River with its gorges
and canyons.

Zakynthos
Province of Zakynthos (Dept of
Tourism)
A4
32 pages, paperback
Pictures account for about three
quarters of this booklet, many of
them aerial views of the coast.
There is clear water and striking
geology and ‘there are also other
idyllic beaches, which, however,
require a boat of your own for a
visit.’
The island has turtle protection
measures, which are mentioned but
not explained. A map shows the
whole of the southeast end of the
island divided into different marine
zones and nature protection areas.
Before planning a trip here it would be wise to ﬁnd out what this
tourism booklet does not tell the potential visitor.
Rhodes
Rhodes Tourism
Promotion
Organization, 3
Plotarchou Blessa
St, 851 00 Rhodes,
Ellás
2009
A4
47 pages,
paperback
With four pages
to each town, this
booklet not only
describes the content of the pictures but cross references it to maps.
Afandou is the only place to show kayaks but Rhodes is no stranger to
paddling, even if the wind does favour some other watersports. This is
an update of Rhodos (Jun 07, p51)

Islands & Beaches
Tourism Malaysia, Ministry of
Tourism
Apr 2010
A4
55 pages, paperback
With more pictures than text,
this booklet shows sit on tops at
various venues and canoes heading
into mangroves, listing out some
of the places where kayaks can be
hired. Presumably the opening map
half in Italian is an oversight from
another edition.
Mar ine parks have a list of
approved activities, including
‘non-motorised boating eg sailing,
kayaking’ while the list of illegal
activities is headed by ‘Fishing or
killing ﬁsh’. Perhaps the Malaysians have something they could teach
this country.
Discount for students
Human Kinetics Europe are offering students 20% discount on their
titles. Their extensive library covers a vast range of knowledge on sports
and human biology subjects.
Digital almanac
Adlard Coles Nautical have launched a digital service to accompany
Reeds Nautical Almanac. This is a free version to download but can
then be accessed without getting online. It has Met Ofﬁce weather
forecasts and UKHO tidal data amongst other aids to those on the
water.
Advertising free
Congratulations to Paul Caffyn on completing 20 years as editor
of the Sea Canoeist Newsletter, produced for the Kiwi Association of
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North Americans go
professional
A year ago the American Canoe
Association stopped producing
Paddler and offered members the
choice of one of three Rapid Media
titles. Now Paddle Canada have
folded their longstanding Kanawa
and are offering members the same
deal. The biggest problem has been
deciding which dictionary to use.

S

Salou Costa Daurada, Passeig
Jaume 1, 4 Xalet Torremar, 43840
Costa Daurada, España
250 x 200mm
20 pages, paperback
Related to Salou on Spain’s Costa
Daurada, this guide covers nine
beaches, from small inlets to great
sweeps covered with awnings. Each
beach gets a page or two but says
little in Spanish, Catalan, English
and French. Up to 35 symbols are
used to show facilities, including one
showing a kayak for ‘rowing boats’.

Surf’s Up on Phuket

Sea Kayakers. Founded in 1988 by
Graham Eggar and published by
him until his death, it has survived
for 33 years without any advertising
input. Paul has compiled a full index
and also a four page index of books
involving military canoeing.

FI

page panoramas. Each city gets four pages of coverage with quite a bit
on lifestyle although pictures of the sea are never far away.

Enjoying the
Rivers & Lakes of
Wales

Editorial
Wessex Water’s last magazine of
2011 ran a cover feature on sprinter
Ed McKeever. A reporter visited
him at Bradford on Avon Rowing
Club, from which he trains.
Measuring the water level
In Position is a trade magazine
in English and German, issued by
Topcon Europe Positioning and
Sokkia in the Netherlands. The
cover story in the ﬁrst issue relates
to mapping the water surface on the
Broxbourne Olympic slalom course
to 4mm accuracy using 3D laser
scanning to see how it compares
with the 1:10 scale model.
When the paper work is done
The UK Hydrographic Office
have been moving away from
leisure users of their charts to
concentrate more on commercial
and military shipping. It seems they
are also shifting from paper charts to
electronic, expecting boaters to have
electronic navigation on board.
Loch Lomond update
The British Geological Survey
have prepared a new chart of Loch
Lomond based on sonar. It replaces one prepared in 1861 following a
lead line survey although there have been few subsequent changes.
Pesda move
Pesda Press have moved to Tan y Coed Canol, Ceunant, Caernarfon
LL55 4RN, tel 01286 872727.

2Rays
2011
18 mins
If this was a nor mal
country the advice given
on this DVD would be OK.
It relates to canoeing, wild
swimming and angling, talks
of wanting everyone to enjoy
the water and gives advice
on getting on and off, not
spreading invasive species
and not crushing fish eggs.
The movie includes a sound
introduction to paddling by
Nick Cunliffe and it makes
clear that the problems are
more the result of farming
practices than recreational use.
However, this is not a normal country. It is Wales, where the access
situation is the most repressive of any country in the world. The subtitle
is Reconciling Conservation and Recreation but there is no mention of the
very large elephant in the room, the access situation. Reconciliation
needs two parties but the only reconciling is to be done by recreational
users, not conservationists. The DVD is promoted by the Countryside
Council for Wales and EA Wales, both of whom have done more harm
than good for reconciliation in recent decades.
Although the movie is in English, there are also 2 minute
presentations in English and Welsh on the Waterside Code. This includes
advice to use guidebooks without mentioning the fact that most of the
content of canoeing guidebooks is to waters which apparently cannot
be paddled legally in Wales.
Finally, there are posters in English and Welsh on how to avoid
spreading invasive species, the text really too small to be read on most
screens.
Canal TV series
Julia Bradbury has presented four programmes on BBC4 with
walks along canal routes. She visited the Caledonian, Worcester &
Birmingham, Kennet & Avon and Llangollen Canals.

between the Broads Authority and other recreation providers. We have
had some very positive feedback. Much of its success was down to the
sheer quality of the Broads Authority’s volunteers and staff who ran
many of the events and the commitment of the partners.’
Free canoe taster sessions at the 10 Broads canoe hire centres were
1st Broads Outdoors Festival
extremely popular with 254 people paddling in one morning compared
The First Broads Outdoors Festival was a big success, getting hundreds of with 40 at a similar event last year. At Bank Boats at Wayford Bridge
people out walking, cycling and canoeing in Britain’s Magical Waterland.
ﬁrst time canoeists were queuing up before the gates opened at 8.45 am
Over 60 varied events were held over nine days from May 7 to 15th and 78 people paddled up the Dilham Canal compared with three last
in an effort to boost tourism during a traditionally quiet time between year. Salhouse Broad canoe centre had to turn people away when it was
two bank holidays.
swamped by 60 people turning up for trips in ﬁve canoes.
Bruce Hanson of the Broads Authority, who instigated the festival,
‘It was amazing,’ said Tony Urwin, chairman of the Broads Canoe
said ‘It was a really great start for what will be an annual event. I am Hire Association. ‘The majority of people had never been before which
very pleased with how it went. The people who came along thought the was the aim of the sessions. Only one man said it wasn’t for him so we
events were fantastic and we have got a very ﬁrm foundation to build are hoping most of them will come back.’
on. We will be looking for sponsorship for next year.’
The festival was partly funded by Sustainable Tourism in Estuary Parks
Nick Sanderson, education ofﬁcer, said ‘The festival was greeted with European funding.
an enormous amount of enthusiasm and it consolidated partnerships Hilary Franzen

Touring
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In the men’s K2 senior category, world champions Alvaro Fernandez
and Walter Bouzan (ESP) successfully defended their title with a
winning time of 2:05:46, ahead of Romain Marcaud and Edwin Lucas
(FRA) and Michael Odvarko and Jakub Adam (CZE) in second and
third places respectively. Twice K2 senior gold medallist Fernandez said
‘Our strategy today was to run as fast as possible on the portage and
conserve energy in the water and we did it. I am very happy to win my
second gold medal in the world championships.’
The intense humidity affected some of the teams competing in
the K2 women’s senior race. K1 women’s senior silver medallist Anna
Alberti and team mate, Susanna Cicali from Italy retired before reaching
the quarter mark of their ﬁrst lap. The K2 women’s senior race saw three
other crews, RSA, GBR and ESP, pulling out by the third lap as they
tried to manage the heat. There were also teams who thrived on the
challenging conditions with the Hungarians, leaders Renata Csay and
Ramona Farkasdi and team mates Krisztina Bedocs and Alexandra Bara,
putting up a strong performance in the waters and on the portage. Their
impressive feat led to a one - two ﬁnish for the Hungarians and the
Spanish duo of Maria Perez and Naiara Gomez added a bronze to their
medal tally. ‘It was a very hard race; my partner and I could have gone
at a higher speed and I am very happy to win my tenth gold medal.
I will be back next year,’ said Csay, whose latest win equals Spaniard
Manuel Busto’s career best of 10 gold medals in the marathon world
championships.
Hungary also ruled in the men’s C1 senior race as Attila Gyore and
Marton Kover beat second placed Eduard Shemetylo and Olek Shpak
(UKR) and third placed Mateusz Kaminski and Plawski Bartosz (POL)
with a winning time of 2:01:57.
The 19th marathon world championships saw a total participation
of 39 nations and a record of 12 Asian nations and also marked the
ﬁrst time a canoe world championship event has taken place in Asia.
‘The Singapore Canoe Federation, as a ﬁrst time host for a world
championship, has done a good job in organizing this event. The Marina
Bay, right in the heart of the city set against the beautiful cityscape of
Singapore is a perfect venue for watersports events like canoeing and
kayaking. We have enjoyed Singapore’s wonderful hospitality and hope
to return in the near future,’ said Istvan Vaskuti, 1st vice president of the
International Canoe Federation.
The 20th marathon world championships will take place in Rome,
Italy, from 18th to 23rd September 2012.

Lerina Bright

K1WJ: 1 D Lucz, Magyarország, 1:29:14. 2 V Kiszli, Magyarország, 1:29:27.
3 L Stensils, Sverige, 1:29:35. 4 V Croucher, GB, 1:29:57. 6 A Haws, GB, 1:31:39.
K1MJ: 1 B Bain, Australia, 1:40:04. 2 J Tye, GB, 1:40:09. 3 B Havas, Magyarország, 1:40:13.
K1MU23: 1 M Minde, Norge, 1:56:49. 2 E Llamedo, España, 1:57:17.
3 T Pendle, GB, 1:58:12.
K1M: 1 H McGregor, S Africa, 2:16:11. 2 P Jambor, Ceska, 2:16:12.
3 M Petrovics, Magyarország, 2:16:13. 12 B Brown, GB, 2:19:55.
K2WJ: 1 Czellai/Voros, Magyarország, 1:24:53. 2 Zeidler/Stensils, Sverige, 1:25:46.
3 Hagymasi/Takacs, Magyarország, 1:26:03.
K2W: 1 Csay/Farkasdi, Magyarország, 2:00:24. 2 Bedocs/Bara, Magyarország, 2:00:31.
3 Perez/Gomez, España, 2:00:32. 4 Lamph/Broughton, GB, 2:00:57.
K2M: 1 Fernandez/Bouzan, España, 2:05:46. 2 Marcaud/Lucas, France, 2:06:04.
3 Odvarko/Adam, Ceska, 2:06:08. 8 Simmons/Childerstone, GB, 2:12:22.
K2M50-54: 1 Pendle/Missen, GB, 1:43:47. 2 Strickland/Wenke, S Africa, 1:44:02.
3 Newton/Richard, Australia, 2:03:34.

Aldermaston Wharf parking to move

A development of 13 houses is proposed for Aldermaston Wharf on
the Kennet & Avon Canal. The visitor parking centre with 14 spaces is
to be relocated. However, race support crews will probably still park on
the roadside while seeing boats past the lock and across the A340.
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World Slalom Championships
After the wind subsided competition resumed at the world slalom
championships in Bratislava. With all previous results cancelled it
was a chance for paddlers to start anew; no doubt there were some
disappointments at this decision but there must have been more sighs of
relief than anything as the wind made it impossible for fair competition
to be held.
Men’s C2 is the cornerstone from which defending world champions
Pavol and Peter Hochschorner (SVK) have built their sturdy reputation.
In what must have been a breezy entry into the competition the
duo ﬁnished their second run in 3rd place, behind the morning’s top
ﬁnishers, Jaroslav Volf and Ondrej Stepanek of the Czech Republic
(who ﬁnished 2nd), and arch rivals and team mates the Skantar cousins.
It is worth noting that that the top 10 athletes ﬁnished within 3 seconds
of each others’ times.
Unlike the men, none of the ladies sat out of her second run,
preferring to secure her spot in the semi ﬁnals deﬁnitively. At the end of
the second run the top 5 from the ﬁrst run held their positions, Maialen
Chourraut (ESP), Corinna Kuhnle (AUT), Katerina Kudejova (CZE),
Jana Dukatova (SVK) and Fiona Pennie (GBR).
In the men’s K1 ﬁrst run the ﬁrst 25 paddlers went through the
course with zero penalties but it was hometown boy Martin Halcin
who conquered his challengers in what could only be described as a
breathtaking run; that time, however, was soon smashed by Beijing gold
medallist Alexander Grimm (GER) who pipped Mateusz Polaczyk
(POL) from the top spot. Polaczk had held the winning time for most
of the second run but eventually came 2nd with the man of the day,
Martin Halcin, coming in 3rd. Defending world champion Daniele
Molmenti (ITA) ﬁnished 4th with Vavrinec Hradilek (CZE) rounding
up the top 5 ﬁnishes.
The next day competitors took full advantage of the relatively calm
conditions on the course, posting some very good times. The morning
runs delivered some surprises, especially in the women’s K1 event where
former Olympians and world champions did not make the cut into the
ﬁnals.
In men’s C2 Slovakia ﬁelded three boats in the ﬁnals and two of them
walked away with medals at the end of the event. The Skantar cousins,
who had looked undefeatable the previous day, could only squeeze a
10th place ﬁnish in the semi ﬁnals. As if to make up for that lacklustre
performance in the semi ﬁnals they powered through the course with
purpose and, having kicked off the ﬁnals, they had to wait for the rest of
the crews to come through.
Five agonizing boat waits after, the Hochschorners came through
and smashed though all the timings, ﬁnishing with a 3 second lead over
the rest of the pack and, most importantly, taking the number one spot
from the Skantars. Not long after, Fabien Lefevre and Denis Chanut
Gargaud (FRA) came through the gates and looked to be the only
serious contenders to overhaul the Hochschorner brothers from a ﬁfth
world title (fourth in a row) and at one point held a 1.5 sec lead over
the brothers; it was not to be as they came in 1 second short of victory.
Asked what motivates them to keep winning in such a decisive manner
and what keeps them so humble and grounded, Pavol said ‘Every race
we win is a motivation and when we keep winning it serves the future;
maybe other people can look at us as heroes and want to achieve what
we have achieved.’
Brother Peter added ‘The Olympic Games, that is the biggest
motivator.’
Catching up with the Skantar cousins after the run was not so easy
but when it happened a single comment closed the chapter. ‘The
Hochschorner brothers are now number one so they will go to the
Olympic Games and not us.’ Pausing, he continued ‘Our second run
was very good but we had one touch but we have won a medal and this
is important for us.’
Lefevre and Gargaud had much to celebrate in their 2nd place ﬁnish.
Lefevre said ‘In the ﬁrst run we were very fast in the last upstream gates
but this time we were a bit wide; we did everything the same except
this time it didn’t work as well as the ﬁrst time but we are getting closer
and closer to the Hochschorner brothers. It is a great honour to race
them here but we give them a meeting for the next year at the Olympic
Games.’
The women’s K1 event was truly a clash of the titans; it had the
current world champion, double world champions, a European
champion, a double Olympic champion and a junior champion and the
accolades could go on and that was just the semi ﬁnal! The previous day

saw Maialen Chourraut end the day with top time in the heats and pull
out a convincing 4th place ﬁnish in the semi ﬁnals. Asked whether she
felt any pressure going into the ﬁnals Chourraut said ‘The pressure I had
was mine; I want to do the best I can but this is slalom. I did mistake in
the upper course, in the middle I made many little mistakes and I wasn’t
happy with my ﬁnal run but now I am happy with my bronze!’
Jana Dukatova was similarly happy with her 2nd place ﬁnish even
if the gold medal was the ultimate goal; she said ‘The beginning of
the course was good, ﬁrst split time was good, lost a bit of time in
the middle section and at the ﬁnal gates but for me today the result is
almost like winning because this race was very important to me not
only for world championships but also for the possibility to go to the
Olympic Games.’
The gold medallist and now the twice (consecutively) world
champion explained ‘I wanted to have a safe run in my semi ﬁnals and
in the ﬁnals I tried to do my thing. I try to enjoy it but I didn’t know I
touched a gate; it was not a perfect run. At the bottom drop I went into
the wall but you don’t need to have a perfect run to win a race. I knew
that and I am happy with my performance.’
The much awaited men’s C1 heats did not disappoint, garnering the
most cheering and applause and generating the most excitement from
the crowd, especially as Slovakian national hero Michal Martikan came
paddling through with a suitable soundtrack carrying him through the
course. In these heats there would be no big surprises as Martikan took
1st place from Stanislav Jezek (CZE) and Sideris Tasiadis (GER).
In the non Olympic women’s C1 event the Australian ladies have
a strong hold and Leanne Guinea and Jessica Fox held 1st and 2nd
positions after the second run. Claire Jacquet from France held 3rd
position. Surprisingly, Rosalyn Lawrence, who currently is 1st in the
ICF ranking this season, only managed a 6th place ﬁnish.
It was a dramatic following morning in Bratislava as 4 of the top 10
men from the semi ﬁnals failed to advance to the ﬁnal, including medal
hopeful Martin Halcin.
Halcin succumbed to the lower technical stretch of the course
between gates 14 and 16 where he incurred a 50 point penalty. Holding
his head in his hands at the ﬁnish line, Halcin was obviously painfully
aware his error had cost him a berth in the ﬁnal.
Defending world champ Daniele Molmenti said the gate 8 - 9 10 series and 14 - 15 - 16 were the toughest parts of the course this
day but he gave the edge to the lower gates as the most technical and
potentially dangerously penalty laden stretch of the course.
Another surprise from the morning was the rise to the top of the
leader board of unheralded Frenchman Boris Neveu. Neveu is not
entirely unknown. He’s had a string of 2nd place ﬁnishes to his name,
including from the 2009 world and European championships and in
Markkleeberg in this year’s World Cup circuit, so he’s hungry for his
ﬁrst big K1 win at international level.
Finalists joining Neveu included Peter Kauzer (SLO), Alexander
Grimm, Mateuscz Polaczyk, Daniel Molmenti, Simon Brus (SLO),
Fabien Lefevre,Vavrinec Hradilek and Sebastien Schubert (GER).
Benjamin Boukpeti (TOG) said ‘It was very tough. I got injured this
winter. I came back to training quite late. I have not made one race at
a good level this year. However, I did some good qualiﬁcations so I felt
conﬁdent. This was the ﬁrst round under a great pressure and I have to
admit this is my level right now. I need to work more to improve myself.
It is not dramatic but it is not enough to earn a quota for the Olympics.’
Fabien Lefevre said ‘I was given a 50 seconds penalty for not passing
a gate properly, which really surprised me because I was not under
the impression that I did any mistake. Then the judges admitted it was
a judgment error and removed the penalty. I think now it should be
enough to be in the top 10 and get to the ﬁnals.’
Peter Kauser said ‘It was safe for the ﬁnal. The result in the semi ﬁnal
does not mean anything because everything starts again in ﬁnal. I still
have some time to gain because I made a few mistakes, especially on
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Marathon

Florence/Hounslow knocking on the door

No encore for Brown

World Marathon Championships
The shifting conditions and heat did not deter the world’s juniors and
under 23s.
Australia celebrated Bill Bain’s claiming gold in the men’s K1 juniors,
winning in a time of 1:40:04. The Australian pulled away with a 20m
lead ahead of his closest competitor and was conﬁdent of his strategy
right from the start. He led in the ﬁrst couple of laps and stayed ahead
in the lead pack. Celebrating his ﬁrst win, Bain expected a fast race
but did not expect the extremely fast pace. ‘I wanted to ﬁnish on the
podium but this is much better, my ﬁrst canoe marathon juniors win in
Singapore; it was a good race,’ said the young Australian.
The day’s biggest upset saw race leader Vold Eivind of Norway
capsized as he attempted to embark his kayak at the fourth portage. The
Norwegian could not believe his luck to ﬁnd out his rudder had broken,
earning a did not ﬁnish. ‘I felt strong and in control throughout the race.
I was the fastest in and out of the portage; even the heat was ﬁne for
me. I could not continue racing as a kayak had slammed in and broke
my rudder off as I was coming in for the fourth portage, no steering, no
race,’ said a disappointed Eivind.
In the women’s K1 juniors, the race’s two Hungarian paddlers, Dora
Lucz and Vanda Kiszli, kept changing their lead but managed to work
together to take gold and silver. Finishing in 1:29:14, a jubilant Dora
Lucz said ‘I was conﬁdent throughout the race and the gold medal win.
This is my best year in kayak, winning the 5,000m ﬂat water race early
this year and now a win in canoe marathon in Singapore.’
Victoria Croucher of Great Britain was slowed down forcibly, unable
to go around the massive men’s K1 juniors’ pack in her third lap. Linnea
Stensils of Sweden took a short lead in the fourth and last lap but the
determined Hungarian duo of Lucz and Kiszli sped away for the lead.
In the men’s K1 juniors, Portugal’s Nuno Quintela, a silver medallist,
stormed past the start line, holding on to the leader’s position for the
ﬁrst two gruelling laps. Eventual C1 junior winner Wiktor Glazunow
and Joshua Drojetzki of Poland paddled smartly, conserving their energy
as the morning’s temperature rose. Glazunow rode on the Portuguese’s
wash, slowly but surely gaining speed and the win in a time of 1:31:04.
‘There never was doubt in my quest for the C1 junior gold. I did not
think of anything else except to paddle hard, said Wiktor Glazunow.
The women’s K1 under 23 race began under the heat of high noon
but ﬁnished underneath a spectacular heavy downpour. The epic race
was a duel between race favourites Susanna Cicali of Italy and last year’s
bronze medallist, Eva Barrios. Cicali played her cards just right as heavy
rain descended at the beginning of the fourth lap. The unrelenting rain
was a bane to the trailing paddlers who had drifted even further behind
the leaders. Despite the adverse conditions, Cicali managed a smile as
she ran through her fourth and ﬁfth portages, leading both segments
a full ﬁve seconds in front of rival Barrios. A disqualiﬁcation after the
race removed Susanna Cicali totally from medal contention. The Italian
broke down in tears when she received news of her disqualiﬁcation. Eva
Barrios won the race in 1:48:42.
The talent in the men’s K1 under 23 race was evident as
representatives from Italy, Spain, Norway, Hungary and South Africa
were joint favourites. Cam Shoeman of South Africa quickly ﬁzzled
out, simply unable to keep pace with front runners Morten Minde of
Norway and Emilio Llamedo of Spain. Minde was the most efﬁcient
in the water with a relaxed paddling style, maintained a constant high
speed using as little strength as possible. ‘I am more conﬁdent in my
portages than in the water but today is my day; this is my best win,’ said
a thrilled Morten Minde, who won the race in 1:56:49.
Spain’s Emilio Llamedo conceded that Minde was far better in the
portages and that had an effect on the results. ‘Minde is a difﬁcult
rival; he shot ahead in the ﬁfth lap but I am still happy with silver.
The race was hard, hot and difﬁcult, my hardest to date,’ said the 2011
marathon European champion, who came home in 1:57:17. Minde’s
win illustrated the importance of the portage section in marathon.
Norway’s success in the portage was evident in the recruitment of
specialist coach Henrik Lemel of Sweden. Tim Pendle of Great Britain
was happy with his time of 1:58:33, despite not working as hard from
the fourth lap onwards. ‘I am absolutely knackered but I am happy with
the bronze win, especially in this heat and humidity.’
In the men’s C1 under 23 race Manuel Garrido of Spain won the
gruelling race in 1:52:34 with a close second place for Hungary’s Kristof
Zoltan Szabo in 1:52:39.
The ﬁnal day of the championship came to a close in Singapore with
the K2 men’s senior, K2 women’s senior and C2 senior titles awarded to
Hungary and Spain.
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gate 15. I was a little bit low and I was slow on 16 and 17; the rest was
quite OK, maybe a little bit secure on the top but I didn’t want to get
the penalty. I’m happy to be in the ﬁnal and I will try to do my best
there. I am the ﬁrst competitor to myself because you need to beat
yourself if you want to beat the others.’
Boris Neveu said ‘It went well this morning. I had to get into the
top 10 and I did it. I did a really good race but it does not really
matter because coming 1st or 10th is the same thing to be qualiﬁed
for the ﬁnal. Psychologically, though, it is important to show to the
other athletes what you are capable of. I have been constant at the
international level these last few years so it is good to rely on this
constancy here at the world championships.’
Martin Halcin said ‘I feel very disappointed. It is not a good day for
me. I don’t know what happened. Sorry.’
Daniele Molmenti said ‘I feel all right. I was very nervous before.
During the warm up I thought that it was the only chance for Italy
to get an Olympic quota so I wanted to do it. I didn’t take any risk to
be sure to ﬁnish in the ﬁrst ﬁfteen. In the end I did a good time but I
didn’t feel really good this morning, to be honest. The goal of the day
is reached, the goal for the nation. Now I have my personal goal; it’s to
beat my opponents and get a new world medal. It will be hard to get
the gold again because they are really good. I didn’t do a really good
jump. If I do, I can ﬁnish ﬁrst, of course.’
Alexander Grimm (GER) said ‘I am feeling good. I knew the course
was really hard today, much harder than for the qualiﬁcations. I was
nervous, like for any semi ﬁnals. I am very happy to be in the next
round; everything can happen now. I need to paddle against the water
and myself to win the ﬁnal. Here, you need to be all the time on the
right line, without touches; that is quite difﬁcult.’
In what could be the ﬁrst signs of a new world order there were
entirely fresh faces on the men’s C1 podium.
In a decisive win, Denis Gargaud Chanut won his ﬁrst world title
with a sizzling time of 101.14, a commanding 2.69 seconds ahead of the
next fastest paddler, Nico Bettge of Germany. Rounding out the medals
was rising Slovak star Matej Benus.
Noticeably absent from the podium were longtime rivals Tony
Estanguet (FRA) and Michal Martikan, the overwhelming hometown
favourite and insiders’ top pick for gold. Estanguet failed to make the
cut to the ﬁnal. Martikan entered the ﬁnal in 4th place but ﬁnished well
out of contention in 7th.
Chanut was not the most obvious threat this morning, coming into
the ﬁnal in 8th place. In fact, with all eyes on Estanguet and Martikan.
Chanut clearly wasn’t feeling any pressure to perform. Chanut says two
tactics may have played a role in his winning run, a change of tactic
at gates 9 and 10 and his unorthodox switch at the last upstream gate.
Chanut explained that in the semi ﬁnal he spun his boat through gates
9 and 10 but decided to go straight at them in the ﬁnal. Such tactical
changes aren’t that unusual in slalom but one other technique certainly
is. Chanut switched sides to get through the last tricky upriver gate
that immediately followed the signature ﬁnal big drop on this Cunovo
course.
Chanut explained that the day’s course was similar to the previous
year’s European world championship course set here. Chanut said he
has been working during the past year on a special technique designed
speciﬁcally for this course which included strengthening his right side
shoulder muscles and training focused on both paddling the right side as
well as the switch.
While he was not sure he’d continue with the switch technique in
C1, Chanut said he may continue it in C2 where it may also have been
a factor in the silver medal he and partner Fabien Lefevre took the
previous day.
Bettge was clearly the dark horse for a medal. Coming into the
ﬁnal in 6th place, few insiders besides his coaches and fellow athletes
in the German team were picking Bettge to take a medal. By taking
silver, Bettge improved dramatically from his best ever result in a world
championship which was 6th place in 2007.
In taking bronze this day, Benus took a step toward coming out from

under the large shadow cast by the iconic Martikan, who has near hero
status here in Slovakia. Benus is clearly on an upward trend in results
so the bronze shouldn’t be all that surprising. He was 4th at last year’s
world championships and won L’Argentière-la-Bessée on this year’s
World Cup circuit.

Joanna Greenﬁeld

K1W: 1 C Kuhnle, Österreich, 110.05. 2 J Dukatova, Slovensko, 113.33. 3 M Chourraut, España,
113.58. 5 F Pennie, GB, 114.10. 15 L Blakeman, GB. 16 E Neave, GB.
C2M: 1 Hochschorner/Hochschorner, Solvensko, 106.76. 2 Lefevre/Gargaud Chanut, France,
107.49. 3 Skantar/Skantar, Slovensko, 109.86. 4 Florence/Hounslow, GB, 110.33. 6 Baillie/Stott,
GB, 114.80. 20 Davies/Lister, GB.

Florence storms it

Tacen Slalom
A full day of heats ended with Kauzer 3.64 seconds faster than his
closest rival in the ﬁrst runs, Andrea Romeo (ITA). Because he was so
fast in the ﬁrst run he did not need to start in the second run but still
remained on top after all the competitors crossed the ﬁnish line.
In the second run Czech paddler Vavrinec Hradilek improved his
time and was only 1.66 seconds behind Kauzer while William Forsythe
(AUS) was 3rd at the end. Young Simon Brus (SVK) paddled very well
in his ﬁrst ever World Cup and was 10th after the ﬁrst run while at the
end he managed to ﬁnish just in the middle of those who qualiﬁed for
the semi ﬁnal; he was 20th. Interestingly enough, all the Slovenians in
this category qualiﬁed for the semi ﬁnal; Jure Meglic (23rd) and Dejan
Kralj (35th) secured themselves places in Saturday’s semi ﬁnal.
A bronze medallist from last year’s World Championships in Tacen,
Meglic commented ‘I was fast. Penalties were the only problem but I
was fast enough so that it didn’t affect me much. I wanted to have a
clean run. I hope I will manage to do so tomorrow. If I do not get any
penalties I will be among the fastest. I will do my best as always and with
a good run I can make it to the top.’ Probably the biggest surprise of the
K1M heats came with Benjamin Boukpeti of Togo, a medallist from
the Beijing Olympics, and Helmut Oblinger (AUT), 2005 European
Champion in Tacen, both failing to advance to Saturday’s semi-ﬁnal.
In men’s C2 the famous Škantar cousins from Slovakia were the
fastest, their compatriots Peter and Pavol Hochschorner were 2nd and
Polish duo Marcin Pochwala and Piotr Szczepanski were third.
Canoeists did very well in the heats as well. In this category the
Slovenians also managed to qualify all their competitors into the next
round of competition; the best Slovenian athlete was Benjamin Savšek
who came in 7th. ‘I was pleased with my ﬁrst heat; it turned out as I
planned and I ranked amongst the ﬁrst 30 which was my goal. The
second heat did not go exactly as planned but is was good as I already
qualiﬁed after the ﬁrst heat. For tomorrow’s semi ﬁnals I will prepare
better and my goal is to reach the ﬁnal. My performance tomorrow
will have to be a bit more composed as the course in Tacen does not
allow too much rushing’ said Savšek. Matej Benuš (SVK) was the fastest,
Stanislav Ježek (CZE) was 2nd and David Florence (GBR) 3rd.
Amidst extreme weather conditions, rain pouring constantly with
thunder storms through the day, the K1 girls did very well to brave the
weather. Austrian Violetta Oblinger Peters was the fastest, Jana Dukatova
(SVK) was 2nd and another Austrian, Corinna Kuhnle, was 3rd. All three
of them advanced to the semi ﬁnal. A nice surprise for the local crowd
was 17 year old Ajda Novak’s ﬁnishing 27th in her ﬁrst World Cup. She
got an opportunity to start after Nina Mozetic had to resign owing to
a wrist injury which would keep her off competitions for at least two
weeks.
At the conclusion of Day Two it was once again the Slovenians who
had much to celebrate. Slovenian canoeing history is based on several
wins from world and European championships and World Cups but
from now it would be even richer. Local heroes Peter Kauzer and Jure
Megalic were best in the men’s kayak ﬁnal of this year’s ﬁrst World Cup.
There were many loud fans who came to support all competitors but
they especially supported the double win.
With an amazing time of 95.48 Kauzer secured himself his second
win at a Tacen World Cup slalom (he was the best here also in 2008)
while Jure Megalic, who was best at a World Cup slalom in Tacen in
2007, was 2nd this time. ‘I think I have run out of bad luck now and it
is time to win. The run was not as good as it could be. I could go even
a second faster but for today’s win this was enough. I was not as calm as
I could be when I ﬁnished because I knew it is possible to go faster. I
know the course and I know myself and it is possible to ﬁnish this race
in 94 seconds. If I would compete in the ﬁnals as I did in the heats the
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time would be better but I have ups and downs in Tacen; this year I am
glad I won; too bad that this was not the world championships. I am glad
to be on the winner podium and that my teammate is standing beside
me,’ said Peter Kauzer, who was supported by his fan club. He added
‘The main goal of my career now is to win an Olympic medal; it is the
only title I am missing.’
Jure Megalic, who was very fast but received 2 penalty seconds, said
‘I did not think about the result. I was focussing on preparation. I knew
I can be faster than the winner but in some places it did not work out
well for me. I am pleased with the 2nd place. I have managed to be
2nd on the home ground. Standing on the podium here is better than
anywhere else. I knew in the European championships that I am fast and
if I complete the race without mistakes then the good result is inevitable.
Today I was able to come 2nd.’ German Sebastian Schubert was 3rd.
One of the biggest disappointments of the semi ﬁnal was reigning
world champion Daniele Molmenti (ITA) who missed the ﬁnal by 0.10
second.
In the men’s canoe event David Florence took 1st place and the
intensive off season preparations in Australia paid off. ‘It was really good.
I had all the control. I am really pleased that it came out as the medal
and to score a gold is fantastic. It is a really exciting place to race. On
top of the big drop you can see all the crowds. It is a great place to race,
a good venue. Now I am looking forward to the rest of the season,’ he
said. Stanislav Ježek was 2nd and Alexander Slafkovsky (SVK) was 3rd.
Eleven canoeists started the ﬁnal because two paddlers shared 10th place
after the semi ﬁnal.
In the women’s canoe event Australian paddlers Rosalyn Lawrence
and Leanne Guinea held the top two spots while Slovakian Katarina
Macova was 3rd. ‘It was a tight race to the end. I had a little trouble at
one of the upstream gates but it all turned out well. It is a great course.
I was enjoying myself. Slalom is mentally tricky because it is different
every time you race but that is what makes it such a fun sport. I think it
is very important to have gender equality in our sport; we need to have
as many opportunities for women as there are for men and women are
more than capable of paddling C1; it is great fun so everyone should
give it a try,’ said Lawrence.
A strong crowd came out to support the competitors on the ﬁnal day.
Melanie Pfeifer (GER) was the fastest on the Sava River with a 0.52
second advantage over Dana Mann (SVK). ‘The ﬁrst eight gates were
very difﬁcult but I managed to paddle through. I was nervous at the last
gates but everything went well in the end.’ The bronze medallist from
last year’s European championships and former junior world champion
Urša Kragelj (SLO) ﬁnished 3rd in the women’s kayak ﬁnal while her
team colleague and also former junior world champion Eva Tercelj
ﬁnished just behind her.
There were a few surprises in the semi ﬁnals when reigning European
champion Claudia Baer, 3rd placed from last year’s world championships
in Tacen, Violetta Oblinger Peters and former world champion Jasmin
Schornberg (GER) all failed to advance to the grand ﬁnale. Kragalj’s
progress from semi ﬁnal to ﬁnal was endangered until the last competitor
in the semi ﬁnal, Violetta Oblinger Peters, came through the ﬁnish line

but when it was clear that the medallist from the Olympic Games in
Beijing, Violetta Oblinger Peters, was too slow for the ﬁnal it became
apparent that the local crowd would be rewarded for their loyalty by
having two Slovenian paddlers in the ﬁnals with the other Slovenian,
Eva Tercelj, being 2nd after the semis.
In the second run Kragelj paddled even better and secured herself a
ﬁrst World Cup podium position; she was really satisﬁed at the end. ‘This
is fantastic. Before the race I did not believe something like this could
happen. I managed to have a decent run so I was pleased. I managed
to relax which is why I could show what I am capable of. I got some
additional motivation from Eva (Tercelj) who had a great run today. I’m
sorry that she touched the gates otherwise she could be on the podium
but she would supersede me so I’m happy with the way things turned
out. Incredible! I cannot believe it! I’m 3rd in Tacen. Fantastic! I could
not have wished even in my dreams for such a great start of the season.’
In the men’s C2 final the twins Pavol and Peter Hochschorner
once again showed why they are considered one of the best C2 crews
of all time, if not (now) the best team ever. The three times Olympic
champions were 2.69 seconds faster than Hugo Bisso and Pierre Picco
(FRA) while Ladislav and Peter Škantar were 3rd. ‘We were happy. This
is our ﬁrst World Cup win after a long time. Last year we did not have
any victories in the World Cup. The course was difﬁcult because the
water here in Tacen is changing all the time so it is very hard to produce
two good runs. We are very happy to start the season with two wins,’
said Peter Hochschorner.
The main goal of the season for these excellent paddlers is without
a doubt the world championships at their home course in Bratislava.
‘The world championships is at our home course this year so it is going
to be hard because of the pressure of all the spectators but still we have
a great opportunity to secure ourselves the Olympic nod,’ said Pavol
Hochschorner. Slovenians also had high hopes in this category but all
three boats ﬁnished this competition in the semi ﬁnal. Luka Božic and
Sašo Taljat were 11th and just missed the ﬁnal but at the same time
they repeated their result from last year’s world championships here at
the Sava River. ‘We hit the last gates but did not come right in the one
before already. Our tail got carried away but the mistake was made even
before that when we had problems with the upstream gates. The run in
the heats was good; today we would be in the ﬁnals if we had a clean
run. L’Argentière World Cup and U23 are ahead of us now,’ Luka Božic
said.

Joanna Greenﬁeld

Drac course washed away

Ian Beecroft notes that the Champsaur slalom course on the Drac
4km above St-Bonnet is no more. A ﬂood has destroyed it.

Fairnilee Sawmill abandoned

The SCA Slalom Committee have not renewed their lease for
Fairnilee Sawmill. They feel they can no longer operate a facility
without somebody present on site and their requirements have now
changed.
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World Freestyle Championships
The day has ﬁnally arrived when a woman has topped the men’s score
in white water paddling. Claire O’Hara (GBR) scored 1,950 in the
women’s squirt class at the freestyle world championship preliminaries.
The top score in the men’s division was Jamie Austen, also of Great
Britain, with 1,766, nearly 200 points less than O’Hara.
O’Hara, the defending women’s world squirt champion, was
understandably pleased with the day’s results which included ﬁnishing
in 3rd place in the women’s kayak division behind reigning world
champion Emily Jackson and 2007 world champion Ruth Gordon. ‘I’m
thrilled,’ said O’Hara, noting she still had to focus on winning the next
rounds in both divisions.
Advancing with O’Hara to the ﬁnal round were Motoko Ishida
(JPN), Islay Crosbie (GBR), Devon Barker (USA) and Lou Turner
(GBR).
The US men made big inroads to the traditional British stronghold
of squirt. Three of the top ﬁve ﬁnalists were Americans Colin Kemp,
Jeremy Laucks and Dane Jackson, competing in the second of four
events for which he was qualiﬁed here at these worlds. Joining Austen
and the Americans in the men’s ﬁnal was Austen’s team mate, Seth
Ashworth.
Brother and sister Dane and Emily Jackson came out on top in their
respective classes in preliminary rounds at the opening day.
Emily Jackson, the defending women’s world champion, put together
an impressive routine with lots of high scoring moves to tally 1,043
points, more than 400 points ahead of 2nd placed Ruth Gordon (CAN),
Jackson’s friend and training partner. Claire O’Hara came 3rd with 563
points.
Jackson said she was pleased with her rides. ‘The water level was
pretty similar to what we’ve been practising on for the past two days so
it was just a matter of executing the routine I’ve been practising and not
letting my head get in the way.’
Twenty of the forty ﬁve women advanced to the quarter ﬁnals.
In C1 Jackson’s little brother, Dane, had a bit of a close call on his
way to ﬁnishing on top of his division. German C1 champion Philip
Hitzigrath’s ﬁrst ride scored higher than either of Jackson’s two rides but
the American’s combined score after two rides was higher, 1,293 points,
to Hitzigrath’s 1,140. Rounding out the top three spots was veteran C1
competitor Igor Juanikorena of Spain.
Jackson said he would have to focus on throwing his moves a little
more quickly in order to keep ahead of Hitzigrath in future rounds; a
total of ten men advanced to the next and semi ﬁnal round.
It was a night that was as unpredictable and tumultuous as the weather
for the men’s and women’s quarter ﬁnal round.
Peter Csonka (SVK) entered the quarter ﬁnals dead last, in 25th
place, yet, according to one American observer, ‘killed it’ to end up
on top with a daunting score of 1,763. The day’s previous high score
was American Stephen Wright’s 1,696 in prelims. Wright ﬁnished the
quarter ﬁnal in 7th place with a score of 1,268.
Equally surprising was the upset of four times world champion Eric
Jackson (USA). Jackson came into the prelims 2nd only to Wright with
a score of 1,490. Jackson’s showy 630 point third ride in the quarter
ﬁnals was not high enough to compensate for two earlier low scoring
rides. In quarters, paddlers get three rides and the best two count.
Jackson’s 1,093 point total put him in 11th place, 5 points behind
Martin Koll (GER) whose 1,036 was just enough to earn him the last
semi ﬁnal berth.
Koll attributed at least some of his success to the boisterous crowd
of countrymen who cheered loudly for him and the other Germans in
the quarters, brothers Seppi and Simon Strohmeier. Simon Strohmeier
advanced to the semi ﬁnals with a 5th place quarter ﬁnal result while
Seppi did not.
Wright and Koll agreed that the energy of the night time crowd
helped make the event more fun despite occasional downpours of rain.
‘It’s great to have so many people out watching this late,’ Wright said
around 11.30pm shortly after the quarter ﬁnals ended.
The day had begun some 16 hours earlier at 7am when the organizers
were forced to compress the competition schedule in order to prepare
for the fact the event might have to end earlier than it was scheduled
for on Saturday if the Isar River reached ﬂood stage on Friday, as
government ofﬁcials predicted.
On the ladies’ side of the quarter ﬁnals weather chaos broke out
before the start of the ﬁnal heat as a ﬁerce wind and rain storm blew
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through the venue, compelling everyone in the judges’ tent and a few
volunteers to hold onto the tent to be sure it didn’t blow into the river.
‘I think the chaos before our heat might have actually helped
everyone relax because we were all just wondering if the whole place
was going to blow away,’ said Ruth Gordon. It certainly seemed to help
Gordon who had a spectacular 710 point ride to help her tally 1,105
points and land at the top of the results sheet.
‘I certainly appreciated the low water; it helps the moves go bigger,’
Gordon said, a reference to the fact river levels dropped from earlier in
the day, ‘but I think all the ladies really stepped up their game.’
Also enjoying a stellar ride was Claire O’Hara with 1,083.
Rounding out the top three was another Brit, Emily Wall, with 1,000
points. Defending world champ Emily Jackson (USA) had some
uncharacteristically loose rides but still made semis in 4th place with
920 points. ‘They certainly weren’t my best rides,’ Jackson said. ‘My
Phonix Monkeys and McNastys aren’t scoring so that deﬁnitely adds a
challenge.’
Anne Huenber, the only German woman to survive the semis, was
super stoked on the rides she put together to ﬁnish in 9th place with
526 points.
The 2011 world championships could be referred to as ‘Dane’s Party’;
Dane Jackson was the ﬁrst and only person ever to compete in all four
freestyle categories and also take top honours in three of the four and
bronze in the other. The 17 year old won the squirt, C1 and K1 classes
and took bronze in OC1.
Asked after his ﬁnal competition if he was tired at all, Jackson said he
was feeling pretty full of energy and pretty happy with his performance.
‘I feel pretty consistent in K1 and was ﬁred up about the high scores in
C1 and deﬁnitely didn’t expect such a high score in squirt,’ Jackson said.
Though not an ofﬁcial part of the ICF sanctioned event, Jackson also
won the stand up paddle downriver race held here.
Jackson’s father, four times world champion Eric EJ Jackson, said
Dane’s results here this week are a testament to his desire to ‘paddle
anything, anytime.’ Teammate Clay Wright, who has known Dane since
he was a baby, said ‘Dane has a better understanding of how a boat
moves in water, any boat on any water, but until now he hasn’t cared
about scoring points but now that he’s put his mind to it he’s going to
be tough to beat.’
Other headline news from this competition was the success of the
British and Spanish teams. Brits Claire O’Hara and James Pringle
Bebbington accounted for three more of the event’s gold medals.
After successfully defending her squirt title O’Hara went on to upset
defending women’s K1 champ Emily Jackson for a second gold medal.
Bebbington prevailed in men’s K1 against finalists who included
defending champ Nick Troutman (CAN), 2007 silver medallist Peter
Csonka and 2009 bronze medallist Stephen Wright.
Jamie Austen earned his team a silver medal in squirt and bronze
medals were brought home by juniors Gabby Bates and James Benns.
Spain celebrated gold and silver in the OC1 division from Adria Bosch
and Odei Areta respectively. Junior Joaquim Fontane added silver to the
medal count while Aitor Goikoetxea added a bronze in the C1 class.
Three countries, the US, Spain and Great Britain, took home 17 of
the 24 medals including all the golds. In all, some 225 athletes from
nearly 30 countries competed in the world championships. Since
freestyle is not yet an Olympic discipline, world championships are the
loftiest stage on which canoe freestylers can compete.
The following are the highlights by division from the day’s ﬁnals.
In women’s squirt Claire O’Hara rebuffed any thoughts of an attempt
on her squirt title in a decisive win with a ﬁrst round ride of 946 that
proved to be too huge a lead for anyone to catch, providing a massive
cushion in front of Motoko Ishada with 580 points. Devon Barker took
bronze with a third ride that scored 356.
O’Hara, also seeded 2nd heading into women’s K1 ﬁnals, credited
her team of volunteer coaches with her commanding win. O’Hara’s
training team includes two coaches, a team of three on video analysis,
a physio team, personal trainer and Team Great Britain’s strength and
conditioning trainer. ‘I’m so lucky to have such support; it’s made a
massive difference,’ she said. ‘The biggest difference in the past few years
in freestyle is that ‘It used to be you just had to be a boater; now you
have to be an athlete.’
In men’s squirt Dane Jackson earned his ﬁrst gold medal of these
championships with a 1,293 point second ride that surprised even
himself and was too tough for top seed Jamie Austen to overcome. With
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Freestyle

O’Hara tops the men

the pressure on for his last ride, Austen improved from 1,103 on his ﬁrst
ride to 1,173 but fell short of the gold medal. Toru Ishihara, who hails
from squirt powerhouse Japan, ﬁnished with a 903 point bronze medal
ride and his country’s only medal.
Team Spain notched their ﬁrst medals of these championships in the
open canoe class with gold and silver. 4th seeded Adria Bosch, appearing
in his second world championships, scored 131 points in his ﬁnal gold
medal winning ride to top countryman Odei Areta’s 108 point ride.
Areta had been tied with Dane Jackson at 103 points but on his last ride
got just enough points to avoid a tie breaker.
15 year old Lauren Burress (USA) had the best ride of her ﬁrst
world championships when she needed it most. Youngest of the junior
women’s ﬁnalists, Burress’ third ride, that included a big scoring loop
and a Space Godzilla, scored 196, good for gold. Joining her on the
podium were Courtney Kerin (NZL), whose best ride was 166, and
Gabby Bates with 110 points. Burress attributed her success here to
mentally treating worlds like the other competitions in which she’s
been since she ﬁrst started kayaking when she was 9. So far this season
on the US circuit Burress has won all the junior women’s events she has
entered and ﬁnished in 4th place in the women’s division of the Teva
Mountain Games, the US equivalent of an Olympic Games for outdoor
adventure sports. She also credited the support of her family and her
coach, Team USA alternate Jud Keiser.
Dane Jackson scored his second gold medal of these championships
in the C1 class with a score of 686. Jackson’s ﬂurry of high scoring
moves on his second ride included a McNasty, back loop, Felix, Space
Godzilla and a splitwheel link to a cartwheel, the only combo thrown
by any of the C1 competitors. With stands full of wildly cheering
German fans, Philip Hitzigrath earned silver, Germany’s only medal of
these championships, with a 640 point ride just 7 points ahead of Aitor
Goikoetxea.
In the junior men Dane Jackson proved why he was the heavy
favourite to win this class. Consistently scoring the highest of all but the
ﬁnal round, juniors or men, Jackson took a 1,020 point ride to earn his
third gold medal and fourth trip to the podium of these championships.
Joaquim Fontane had to put everything on the line after his ﬁrst two
shaky rides scored only 313 and 196, well below what he’d been scoring
leading up to the last day of competition. Fontane looked focussed and
determined as he entered the hole on his third and ﬁnal ride and put
up a 773 point ride to earn a silver medal. Great Britain’s Bren Orton
ﬁnished close on Fontane’s heels with a 733 point ride.
In the women’s class with a gold medal already ﬁrmly in hand from
the morning’s squirt ﬁnals, Claire O’Hara changed boats and mental
gears for the women’s K1 ﬁnals. O’Hara had her work cut out for, as
defending champion, Emily Jackson had been throwing consistently
high scoring rides earlier in the week that sent the message that she was
intent on keeping her crown. O’Hara’s second and winning ride of 663
was one that she’s been training and performing before the competition
began. ‘It just felt tight from the ﬁrst move and everything just ﬂowed
after that,’ O’Hara said, beaming. Looking ahead to defending her title
in 2013, O’Hara said she’d be working on more links and combo moves
to close the gap on the difference in performance between men and
women. ‘The women’s ﬁeld has already come a long way toward that
this year and I’m just so excited to be part of it,’ she said. Jackson, who
enjoyed much stronger rides earlier in the competition, settled for silver
with 583 points while Ruth Gordon took bronze with 450 points.
After nearly being eliminated in semis and a lacklustre ﬁrst ride in
the men’s ﬁnals James Bebbington put together the high ﬂying high
scoring rides he needed to win when it counted most. The 23 year old
video boater who spends winters in Uganda really hadn’t though about
competing until three years ago. Bebbington explained the work he put
into his mental game over the past year might have worked too well
in the earlier rounds where he was so calm that he struggled to ﬁnd
his stride. For the ﬁnals he decided he needed to pump himself up and
in so doing posted his highest single ride score of 1,020 on his second
ride. On his third ride Pringle’s favourite routine, consisting of an entry
move, McNastys both ways, Phonix Monkeys both ways, loops, Space
Godzilla and a lunar orbit bested his score to 1,053, averting a tie with
Peter Csonka. Csonka, whose powerful paddling dominated quarter
ﬁnals and semis, settled for silver with 1,020. Finishing 3rd, as he had in
2009, was Stephen Wright with a 940 point ride.
The freestyle championships in Plattling concluded with the pomp
and ceremony with which they have become synonymous. Athletes
and freestyle enthusiasts can now look to the southeastern US where
the next world championships will take place in 2013 at the Nantahala
Outdoor Center.

Joanna Greenﬁeld
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Sprint

Silvers for McKeever and Schoﬁeld/Heath
World Sprint Championships
The weather was nearly as flawless as the running of the first
heats of the men’s paracanoe events that kicked off the sprint world
championships. Under a hot sun with just the lightest breeze, 45 men
from 27 countries raced toward the next day’s ﬁnals in K1 200m LTA,
TA and V 200m LTA.
The competition matched the intensity of the temperatures in men’s
V1 200m paracanoe LTA class, where less than half a second separated
the top three ﬁnalists. Inserting himself in the longstanding rivalry
between Patrick Mahoney (GBR) and thrice V1 500m champ George
Thomas (NZL) was the unheralded Brazilian De Jesus Da Conceicao.
Despite a missed paddle stroke that he said temporarily took him out
of his rhythm Mahoney ﬁnished with the top time of the day, 54.183,
followed by Conceicao’s 54.535 and Thomas’ 54.42.
The nine top finishers from the day would join the women’s
paracanoe and the men’s paracanoe A for ﬁnals the next day.
Sizzling times were also a feature of men’s K1 200m paracanoe LTA
where Romanian Julian Serban, 42.265, finished ever so narrowly
ahead of Andrea Testa (ITA), 42.537. In 3rd place was Poland’s Mateusz
Surwilo with a time of 44.152.
The competition wasn’t nearly as tight, relatively speaking for a world
championship, among the top ﬁnishing men in the day’s K1 200m
paracanoe TA. Austria’s Markus Swoboda posted a 43.854, nearly 6
seconds ahead of Tomasz Mozdzierski (POL) who crossed the ﬁnish line
in 49.774, followed some 2 seconds later by Marco Re Calegari (ITA)
with 51.899.
No matter how they ﬁnished, all competitors agreed conditions were
perfect this day and, as Mahoney put it, ‘the Hungarians know how to
put on a show.’
Paracanoe will make its debut at the 2016 Olympics in Brazil.
A berth in the Olympics served as a powerful motivator that
intensiﬁed the competition as the early rounds of the championships
continued.
The competition was as sizzling as the day was hot, especially in
Olympic events including men’s K1 and C1 1,000m, men’s K2 1,000m
and women’s K4 500m.
In K1 1,000m thousandths of seconds separated 1st from 3rd place
overall. The fastest times were etched in the third heat with Aleh Yurenia
(BLR), 3:25.275, Fernando Pimenta (POR), 3:26.829, and Anders
Gustafsson (SWE), 3:26.883.
Gustafsson, who advanced to the final by a mere 0.005 second,
predicted the key to success in the next day’s ﬁnals would be mental.
‘You have to stick to your plan. I always try for even splits,’ Gustafsson
said. ‘I don’t try to go too hard in the ﬁrst 50 or 100 metres but it’s
tempting when you have a young guy like Fernando Pimenta right
next to you. He starts super fast and you just have to trust he’s not super
human.’
Though not superhuman, the fastest time of the division and the only
one sub 3:26 was notched by Yurenia with 3:25.275.
Hungary’s Bence Dombvari ﬁnished 4th in his semi with no chance
to advance. A short time later, the partisan home town crowd had plenty
to cheer about in the C1 1,000m class where Szeged native son Atila
Vajda posted a blistering 3:51.664, which was more than a boat length
and 3 seconds faster than 2nd placed Mathieu Goubel (FRA) and nearly
2 seconds faster than the next fastest time in the division, 3:53.277,
posted by defending champion Vadim Menkov (UZB).
Wearing his girlfriend’s ring around his neck for luck,Vajda explained
its signiﬁcance. Their son was born this past March, less than a month
after Vajda’s beloved father David passed away. Vajda named his son after
his father and further explained his commanding performance this day
was a sort of belated birthday present to his father.
Olympic dreams also created a hot contest in men’s K2 1,000m
where Russia and Germany are ﬁerce rivals. The Russian team of Vitaly
Yurchenko and Vasily Pogreban posted the fastest time of the semi with
3:11.873. Germany topped their semi with a more relaxed time, just
enough to stay atop their heat. Meanwhile, Slovakia and Spain also
topped their heats, raising hopes for medals for those two countries. The
Hungarian pair of Rudolph Dombi and Roland Kokeny also advanced
to the next day’s ﬁnal, keeping Hungarian medal and Olympic quota
hopes alive.
The other Olympic event contested this day was women’s K4 500m.
Topping their semi ﬁnal heats were Belarus, 1:31.662, and Portugal,
1:32.731. The Belarussians said the semi was actually easier than their
ﬁrst round heat where they had to stave off a charge by Hungary which
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failed to make the ﬁnal. The Belarussians said their game plan for the
ﬁnal was to try their best but they were quite happy with where they
were so far, also especially happy to be advancing to the ﬁnals. Though
configured less than two months ago, the Australian K4 made it a
mission to earn an Olympic quota for their country.
‘Mission accomplished,’ said Martin Marinov, Australian head coach.
‘We knew it was going to be tough but it’s the best time this crew has
had, so all is going according to plan.’
Finals for all the paracanoe divisions and their raucous awards
ceremony were also held this day. Topping the headlines were George
Thomas and Patrick Mahoney in V1 LTA. Young challengers in the
previous day’s heats stoked the competitive ﬁres of the two seasoned
athletes who, once again, claimed 1st and 2nd although this time, for
the ﬁrst time, it was Mahoney who took home the gold. ‘I’ll never hear
the end of it,’ Thomas laughed. When asked what made the difference
for him today, Mahoney thought for a second then said ‘I just wanted it
more than anyone. The water was kinder today, there was less of a breeze
and I dug deeper and found something within that had been there
during training that I just hadn’t brought to the surface until now.’
The next day was Vajda Day in Szeged. Attila Vajda, the 2008 Olympic
champion who enjoys a national hero status among Hungarians, thrilled
a partisan home town crowd with a momentous display of power and
determination to stave off a last minute charge by Spaniard David Cal
and claim his second world title.
‘I had energy from my father; this medal is dedicated to him,’ Vajda
said of his beloved father. ‘He was holding my hand and he gave me
more power the whole way.’
In a nail biting sprint in the last 100 metres of the C1 1,000m race,
Vajda said he saw Cal on the charge but said to himself ‘No, David, this
is not your race, this is not your course and this is not your medal.
In an event where ranking has been decided by thousandths of a
second, Vajda’s ﬁnish time revealed a decisive win, though it looked like
a photo ﬁnish to those in the raucous grandstands. Vajda’s 4:04.749 was
nearly 1.3 second faster than Cal and 3.4 seconds faster than defending
champ Vadim Menkov.
Adding more gold to Hungary’s treasure chest were Tamara Csipes
in K1 women’s 1,000m and the K4 women’s 500m. Hungary’s K2
women’s 1,000m and C4 men’s 1,000m crews reeled in two bronze
medals for the daily catch. The day also held a few surprises. Canada and
Slovakia both dealt upsets to defending German champs.
After winning the K1 1,000m, Canada’s Adam Van Koeverden
admitted he had been all nerves the previous 24 hours, wracked with
all the emotions that go with feeling like he had ‘already won, already
lost and everything in between.’ In the end, he said he followed his own
game plan, not jumping out to too hot a start, staying calm, keeping
his head down and just seeing where it would take him. In this case it
led straight to the top of the podium. Van Koeverden, whose mother is
Hungarian, said he has always loved Hungary but it now has an extra
special place in his heart.
No one was more surprised by Slovakia’s upset victory in the men’s
K2 1,000m than the winners themselves. Still in a state of somewhere
between shock and elation even after the medal award ceremony Peter
Gelle, half of the K2 1,000m team, said ‘It’s unbelievable that we are
number one.’ Part of disbelief stems from the fact Gelle and partner Erik
Vlcek have been partners a mere ﬁve weeks. Today was just the 14th
time the pair ever paddled together.
In the medals race Hungary edged out Germany, 5 – 4 including
three gold medals.
The hunt for medals race for all 94 countries would continue the
next day, when a ﬂurry of fresh faces were sprinkled in among the many
decorated veterans.
Among Olympic events, the Austrian women’s K2 500m pair may
have pulled off the biggest upset of the day, defeating a ﬁeld dominated
by a veritable who’s who of sprint powerhouses such as Germany,
Hungary, Russia and Romania. Yvonne Schuring and Viktoria Schwarz
screamed, cried and couldn’t stop smiling as they absorbed the enormity
of their ﬁrst world championship win.
‘All we wanted was a top six ﬁnish to qualify for the Olympics. We
never thought about gold; all we did was give it all with no looking left
or right,’ said Schuring.
‘I still can’t believe it,’ Schwarz said, nearly speechless.
In a country best known on the international sports stage for its
skiing prowess, Schuring and Schwarz hope their victory here helps spur
interest in their sport and gets more people involved in kayaking.
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Also shocked to ﬁnd themselves atop the podium were the relatively
young Hungarian K2 men’s 500m pair. Tamas Kulifai and David Toth
were quick to credit a change of coaches with their success. Paddling
together just since the start of this season, the duo have been working
with Hungarian coaching legend Katalin Rozsnyoi. The six time Coach
of the Year (2001 - 2006) is strict, they said, noting the day’s result makes
all that hard work and discipline worthwhile.
Like other Hungarian medalists during these championships, Kulifai
and Toth acknowledged the palpable power of the fans as a big help
in their race where the margin of victory was so thin; 1st to 3rd places
were separated by little more than half a second.
Indeed, crowd noise was a factor even if one wasn’t a Hungarian
athlete. Canadian gold medalists Laurence Vincent-LaPointe and
Mallorie Nicholson still seemed nearly as awed by the atmosphere of the
race as they were by their underdog victory in the C2 500m division.
‘I was pretty overwhelmed the last 200 metres with the crowd
cheering. I’ve never experienced anything like that in my life,’ Nicholson
said.
Vincent-LaPointe added ‘The crowd was so loud I couldn’t hear
myself think.’
Crowd noise wasn’t able to help Hungary’s K4 1,000m men’s crew
in the ﬁnal Olympic event of the day. In this gruelling distance race
Australia led until the last 250 metres when Germany turbocharged its
pace and edged ahead for the gold. The Australian team, happy enough
to improve from 5th place at last year’s worlds, vowed they would have
to just ‘go one better next year,’ meaning at the London 2012 Olympic
Games. Russia eked out 0.744 second ahead of Slovakia.
Other Germans topping the podium this day included Nicole
Reinhart in K1 500m and Tom Wylenzek and Stefan Holtz in C2
1,000m. Reinhart’s world championship medal count now stands at an
even dozen, seven gold, ﬁve silver. For the men, Holtz now holds eight
world medals and a chance to earn his ﬁrst Olympic medal next year in
London. Wylenzek’s newest gold medal garnishes an impressive array of
international medals including a trio of Olympic medals from Athens
and Beijing. In all, by the end of the day, Germany had notched two
more golds and seven more Olympic qualiﬁcations for a total of eight
medals to date, giving them a scant one medal over Hungary with one
day left of competition. In third place for overall medals was Belarus
with ﬁve.
At ﬁnal count, 25 of the 94 participating countries went home with
at least one medal. The lion’s share of medals was snared by the usual
suspects: Germany and Russia tied for 1st with 11 each, Hungary got
runner up with 10 and Belarus went home with 8.
The following is a roundup with some of this championships’ ﬁnal
gold medalists.
Poland’s Piotr Siemionowski won the formidable and crowd gathering
men’s K1 200m race. Edward McKeever, who was the expectant winner,
came in 2nd, unable to defend his world champion status acquired last
year in Poznan. ‘It’s funny to win a silver medal and be disappointed but
races like this are down to ﬁne margins,’ he said.
Shortly after, the British duo of Jon Schofield and Liam Heath
upgraded their medal from last year (a bronze) to a silver medal by
ﬁnishing behind France in the 32 second dash. The London Olympic
Games is the ﬁrst time the men’s K2 200m event will be included in the
Olympic programme for kayak double.
Lisa Carrington (NZL) looked fast all week long and there was a
reason for it; she is fast. In her heat, Carrington ﬁnished more than
a boat length ahead of her nearest competitor, Timea Pasky (HUN).
She said her victory this day was ‘a bit unreal,’ especially since it’s her
ﬁrst year racing this distance. She surmised her gold is a pretty big win
for New Zealand. ‘It’s good for the girls and I hope it makes the sport
bigger at home.’
With today’s gold medal,Valentin Demyanenko (UKR) kept his world
championship medal streak, winning medals in each of the four worlds
in which he’s competed, three gold medals and one silver.
Laurence Vincent-LaPointe captured her second gold medal of these
games with a win this day in the women’s C1 200m ﬁnal. While she
admits she likes basking in the limelight of victory, Vincent-LaPointe
explained her love affair with canoe sprint. It all started one summer
when a friend introduced her to both canoeing and kayaking. ‘From the
ﬁrst time I tried canoeing and kayaking, I knew I’d be canoeing even if
I was always in the water because I tipped too much,’ she laughed. ‘It’s a
really nice sport. I feel free when I do it. Even if I’m tired and my body
is hurting, it feels like you did something great; it makes you feel strong
and accomplished.’
Katalin Kovacs and Danuta Kozak added the ﬁnal gold to Hungary’s
cache of 10 gold medals over these ﬁve days. After a rare miss of the

podium in the previous day’s K2 500m event (4th), Kovacs came
charging back this day with Kozak to claim gold in the K2 200m event.
Hungarian head coach Botond Storcz seemed content with his team’s
results this week when the focus was squarely on securing Olympic
quotas. To that end there were some personnel changes, some of which
worked out better than others. The gold medal performance by relative
youngsters David Toth and Tamas Kulifai was a ‘pleasant surprise,’
albeit in a non Olympic event. On the ﬂip side, Storcz said it was
disappointing that all the work put into the men’s K4 1,000m crew this
past year didn’t pay off as hoped. ‘There are still some gaps that need to
be ﬁlled next year and that’s the main task at hand,’ the thrice Olympic
gold medallist said.

Joanna Greenﬁeld

McKeever wins but Brabant misses ﬁnal

Poznan Regatta
There was a fantastic start to the 2011 World Cup in Poznan! Almost
400 athletes from 34 countries were present to launch their season’s
campaigns on the panoramic Malta regatta course. Indeed, there could
not have been better weather to begin the season and this opinion was
shared by Iranian athletes Ahmadreza Talebian (K1 1,000m) and Naberi
Shahou (C1 paddler) who said that after four trips to Poznan this was by
far the best weather they had experienced.
The races on Friday were all preliminary and the day kicked off with
the 1,000m and 500m races. This was the ﬁrst day that the new start
system was used; it is no longer a 10 second countdown and a ‘Go’ but
rather a ‘Ready, Steady, GO!’
Viktoria Schwartz (AUT) said ‘I think the new start system is more
accurate because with the other system the ‘go’ always came before the
ten seconds ended.’ Newcomer Jasper Hoogers (NED) explained that
for him this World Cup is to serve more as a barometer to test where
he is in relation to his competition and the goal is to work through the
World Cups and towards the European Championships where he hoped
his team would do well.
In the women’s K1 500m Nicole Reinhardt (GER) and Natalya
Sergeyeva (KAZ) had ﬂying starts to the season when both qualiﬁed
directly to the final. Teresa Portela (POR) joined Inna OsypenkoRadomska (UKR) after going through the semi ﬁnals. South African
dynamo Brigitte Hartley, always a fan favourite, went through but
would later explain that she felt weak during the semi ﬁnal and was
struggling with an illness; she joined Max Hoff (GER) in the sickbay
list. Hoff, though, elected to stay home to shake it off and ready himself
for Racice.
In the men’s K1 1,000m Anders Gustafsson (SWE) paddled
comfortably into the ﬁnal, which would also include Eirik Veraas Larsen
(NOR) and Aleh Yurenia (BLR); this was one event for which the fans
will want to get out of bed but the major talking point of the day must
have been Tim Brabant’s (GBR) failure to progress past the semi ﬁnal
stage. After a rather laboured sprint in the last 200m of the race people
were guessing that he was saving himself for his inaugural race in the K4
1,000m event later in the day.
The crowd was evidently pleased to see local boy Tomasz Kaczor
qualify directly to the men’s C1 1,000m ﬁnal but he would also need
their unrestrained support in the ﬁnal when he went against the very
motivated and equally focused Sebastien Brendel (GER) and 2010
world champion Vadim Menkov (UKR). Menkov posted the fastest
time, letting the fans know he was still the man to beat. Later on
Brendel commented the overall target for him was qualiﬁcation to
London 2012 and this was just the ﬁrst step this year.
If there was a pleasant surprise package this day it came in the canoe
of the Cuban duo of Torres and Aguilar; these two posted the fastest
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K2 200m winners Hybois/Jouve of France.
Yiuri Cheban of the Ukraine took the C1 200m race.
time in the men’s C2 1,000m and were followed by the Polish and
French duos of Skowronski and Grzybowski and Goubel and Buegnet.
In the men’s K2 1,000m Hybois and Jouve (FRA) pushed their
limit in their semi ﬁnal and would meet Steven Ferguson and his new
teammate, Darryl Fitzgerald (NZL), who came second in the ﬁnal.
There to spoil the party could be the high ﬂying Serbs Stanojevic and
Pajic.
The men’s K1 500m is no longer an Olympic distance but there
was no way to tell as it remains a fan favourite. It seemed that Anders
Gustafsson never quite left the course since last season because with
effortless strokes and a conﬁdent composure he won the men’s K1
500m semi ﬁnal and was all set to meet another high ﬂyer, Aleh Yurenia,
in the ﬁnal.
It was apparent that Mathieu Goubel meant business as he was a
contender in every race he had contested that day but, after posting a
good time in the men’s C1 500m, he would have to ﬁght it out with
local favourite and crowd pleaser Pawel Baraszkiewicz.
The early start to the season that the New Zealand athletes have by
partaking in national competitions certainly paid off in this competition.
In the men’s K2 500m Ferguson and Fitzgerald qualiﬁed and would
be tested later by the Belarus duo of Makhnev and Piatrushenka and
Phillips and Bird (AUS).
A champion in the men’s C1 1,000m, Menkov was gearing up for
more accolades with his C2 500m partner, Medetov, who headed up an
eastern European ﬁght against the Belarus’ Rabchankav and Auchetski
and Romanian Dumitrescu-Lazar and Mihalachi duos.
In the men’s K4 1,000m ﬁnal the next day, Belarus qualiﬁed two
teams and would face strong opposition from Portugal and France. Tim
Brabants and the British team just squeezed into the ﬁnal.
Women’s K4 500m saw the ﬂying Kiwis qualiﬁed with the fastest
time for the next day’s ﬁnal but they faced an upward battle with
Belarus and Polish teams.
The day ended with the sun still high in the sky and the hope
that the next day would bring another day of glorious weather and
excellent competition. Nela Klimas of the Poznan organizing committee
concluded that, while she was very satisﬁed with the preparations for
the event, she wanted to see the spectators turn out for the ﬁnals in
large numbers.
What a way to start the second day; it really was a great continuation
as many of the previous day’s contenders solidiﬁed their positions by
claiming positions on the podium. One cannot underestimate the effect
the headwinds had on the morning’s races and many of the times posted
were slower than they would have been under normal conditions.
It was under such conditions that the women’s K1 1,000m event
started. Natalya Sergeyeva opened Kazakhstan’s World Cup account
by winning. She was followed in the distance by local girl Edyta
Dzieniszewska with silver and Agnes Brun-Lie (NOR) with bronze. It
is worth mentioning that Jo Bridgen-Jones (AUS), who usually does
well in this event, came in 4th. She later explained that this World Cup
in Poznan is really a bid to get her stride back after an off season spent
recovering from surgery. ‘I want to take it a race at a time,’ she said. ‘I
want to work towards the World Championships in Szeged where I
hope to see a greater improvement in my race time.’
In the women’s K2 1,000m credit has to be handed to the Belgian
delegation as the team experienced a bronze medal in this event.
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Ed McKeever, still the man to beat in K1 200m.
Ahead of these two ladies were the two Polish duos of Pawelczak and
Krukowska who claimed silver and the winners Naja and Wardowicz, a
good start for the host nation.
It really looked like the Belarus team were the ones to beat. In the
very competitive men’s C4 1,000m race Belarus managed to creep past
a very competitive Uzbekistan team to win, leaving the Uzbek’s out in
the wind with silver and the crew from Kazakhstan close behind.
For a good 10 minutes before the race event started it seemed that the
venue was at a standstill and everybody had congregated at the starting
point of the K1 1,000m. ‘Aleh, Alehh, Aleee!’ were the frantic calls by
this young athlete’s legion of supporters. In a race of three it was really
all about Eirik Veraas Larsen, Anders Gustafsson and Aleh Yurenia. With
Larsen maintaining his 2nd position for most of the race, it was a duel
between Gustafsson and Yurenia and the youngster Yurenia sealed the
gold spot by pulling away in the last 200m of the race. Larsen claimed
silver and Gustafsson bronze. Gustafsson said ‘I am happy to be back in
Poznan where I won the world championship last year. It is a course I
like very much and I am very happy to begin my season on the up with
the bronze.’
Vadim Menkov this day started his gold collection; this high achiever
completely dominated the men’s C1 1,000m race and picked up the
gold medal 4 seconds ahead of silver medallist Sebastien Brendel and
bronze medallist Tomasc Kaczor.
The women’s K1 500m was won by German Nicole Reinhardt who
dominated the race along with Alana Nicholls (AUS) who came 2nd.
Soﬁa Paldanius (SWE) came in a not so distant 3rd but it was Olympic
champion Inna Osypenko-Radomska who was the surprising 4th as she
was always a contender during the race but could not break into the
winning pack of the three up front. Another disappointed ﬁnalist was
Teresa Portela who felt she has had a slow start to the season and that
the headwinds did have an impact on her race. She said ‘I have to train
harder this year and do well in the next World Cups, especially in the
world championships, and qualify for London 2012!’
Men’s K2 1,000m took to the waters but neither of the top canoeists
from the previous day’s semi ﬁnals made it to the podium. There was no
Hybois and Jouve or Ferguson and Fitzgerald but, rather, it was the duo
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of Stanojevic and Pajic who managed to claim bronze. Pannecoucke
and Cauwenbergh (BEL) took silver and the Portuguese, Pimenta and
Ribeiro sealed the gold spot with some style.
After the medal ceremony Dusan Stanojevic said that they were
disappointed with their race because they didn’t have a good start
because of the headwinds; however, he optimistically concluded ‘A
medal is a medal and it is important to keep winning podium places and
keep in good form.’
In the men’s C2 1,000m, Bezugliy and Prokopenko (AZE) were the
proud winners and celebrated on the podium with Goubel and Beugnet
and another Belarus duo, Rabchanka and Vauchetski, who came in 3rd.
Teresa Portela was much happier later in the day as her K4 500m
crew took 2nd place in the ﬁnal with the Belarus women claiming their
ﬁrst medal of the competition with 3rd place and the overall winners
being the very strong local team.
It was about time for the Portuguese team to be rewarded with a
gold medal in this World Cup as they were one of the most improved
teams from last season and had produced some good results so far this
weekend. Two Belarus kayaks came through, taking silver and bronze!
At the close to the medal competitions for Saturday Belarus led the
table with 6 medals, host country Poland with 4 and Portugal with 3
medals. It had been a great morning of competition and the ﬁrst medals
of the World Cup series had been settled.
After a short break at midday the World Cup picked up later with
cooler temperatures and more wind.
In the men’s K1 200m race World Champion Ed McKeever (GBR)
started on the right foot when he qualiﬁed directly for the ﬁnals along
with Ronny Rauhe (GER), setting up a cracking ﬁnal, as was the case
throughout 2010.
For the women’s K1 200m Reinhardt and Waiczyiewicz (POL) also
qualiﬁed directly for the ﬁnal, with Portela and Osyrenko-Radomska
ensuring the ﬁnal would be a replay of the women’s K1 500m race.
In the mix of the men’s K2 200m was Heath and Schoﬁeld (GBR),
Straume and Numjancevs (LAT) and Oztrom and Svensson (SWE).
All three qualiﬁed directly for the ﬁnal and Hybois and Jouve qualiﬁed
through the semi ﬁnal. This promised to be another enticing ﬁnal.
Going to the women’s K2 200m, Lovell and McGinny (AUS) and
Roos and Eerde (NED) both qualiﬁed directly to the ﬁnals.
Finally, in the women’s K2 500m, Mikolalczyk and Konieczna (POL)
and Schuring and Schwarz won their races and were tipped to be on
the podium the next day.
That rounded up the day in sunny but windy Poznan!
The skies were grey, the winds were strong and the day was cold but
crowds came out in their numbers on the third and ﬁnal day.
First into the water were the C1 200m ladies who didn’t seem to
mind the wind too much as Sophie Cordelier (FRA) went clear to win.
Staniliya Stamenova (BUL) came 2nd and Maja Madziewicz (POL) was
3rd in this developing class.
In the much awaited thriller in the water, men’s K1 200m world
champion Edward McKeever showed that he is still the man to beat as
he came from the middle of the pack to claim the gold medal. Polish
superstar Piotr Siemionowski came 2nd and said ‘I am quite happy with
my race today because last year, in the same race, I had the same time
but didn’t qualify for the ﬁnal. This year in the ﬁrst World Cup of the
season I win silver. It’s a great start to my season!’ The bronze medal
went to Oleg Kharytonov (UKR).
After his race Edward McKeever said that he had had a bit of a poor
start but he was happy that he was able to pull it together in the middle
of the race for a win. His goal now is to ‘keep focused for the next three
months until the World Championships in Szeged and then qualify for
London 2012.’
With the GB team doing so well in the weekend’s competition Jon
Anderson, Elite Performance Director at GB Canoeing, was asked what
his team were doing to keep the momentum from last year going. ‘We
had a very good winter. We were at a preparation camp in Australia for
8 weeks and came back to the UK in March. We are now settled into
our new base at the Lee Valley Whitewater Course (one of the Olympic
Venues for London 2012) which is an excellent facility for our training.’
The men’s C1 200m race was pure quality. From the start of the
race the fans were treated to top line C1 racing and they showed their
appreciation by enthusiastically cheering on the athletes. Nobody could
have guessed who came 1st, 2nd or 3rd but, thanks to photo ﬁnish
technology, it was announced that Yiuri Cheban (UKR) had picked
up the gold, Jevgenij Shuklin took silver and Sebastien Brendel bronze.
After the podium ceremony Shuklin said ‘This channel has big waves
and it does affect my boat, mostly because of my weight, but I like that
I took 2nd place.’ He went on to say ‘I am not fully prepared as yet; this

World Cup for me is part of my preparations towards Szeged and the
London 2012 qualiﬁers.’
The ladies on the podium for the women’s K1 200m medal ceremony
had made a real success of their weekend in Poznan. After winning the
previous day in the 500m race, Nicole Reinhardt was back in the thick
of things as she took bronze behind Alana Nicholls, who was also having
a very good weekend. The gold medal went to local favourite Marta
Walczykiewicz (POL) who had taken the lead at the beginning of the
race. Inna Osypenko-Radomska was always playing catch up in the race
but never quite broke into the ﬁrst three.
The men’s K2 200m race lived up to its reputation as the fastest canoe
race on the schedule! With immaculately synchronized movements and
very high stroke rates, the race was as fast as it was beautiful to see. Great
Britain took the early lead but the duo of Arnaud Hybois and Sebastien
Jouve managed to nick past in the moment where it mattered to claim
ﬁrst position. Liam Heath and Jonathan Schoﬁeld came 2nd and the
Serbian duo of Ognjen Filipovic and Dragan Zoric reached the ﬁnish
line 3rd.
The women’s K2 200m race could be likened to the men’s C1 200m
race that took place earlier; it was fast, it was furious and, in the end, the
ofﬁcials had to engage the photo ﬁnish technology as there was no way
they or the fans could tell which boats came in 2nd or 3rd. With many
contenders in this race, it was Yvonne Schuring and Viktoria Schwarz
who secured gold whereas Femke Roos and Rowdy Eerde could only
settle for silver. Nikolina and Olivera Moldovan (SRB) had to battle the
Polish duo of Agnieszka Kowalczyk and Paulina Wiewiora to claim their
bronze medal. Schuring would later say that she was very happy with
their off-season preparations and that it was a good beginning to the
season for them. ‘We are very motivated to keep winning.’
Another clean start in the day’s competition (there were 5 false
starts mainly owing to the wind conditions) the men’s C2 200m race
kicked off manically. The Brazilians took the early lead and the fans
were rearing for a surprise win but the Lithuanian duo of Raimundas
Labuckas and Tomas Gadeikis made a late but successful bid for the gold
medal. The Lithuanians beat Sergey Bezugliy and Maksim Prokopenko,
who took silver, and Dzmitry Rabchanka and Aliaksandr Vauchetski
took bronze.
In the men’s C1 500m Mathieu Goubel continued his successful
streak this weekend when he took on Paweł Baraszkiewicz and Evgeniy
Safronov (KAZ), who only just managed to slip past Tomasz Kaczor of
Poland. Goubel claimed gold and Baraszkiewicz silver as Safronov took
bronze.
In the men’s K2 500m Belarus increased their gold count when
Raman Piatrushenka and Vadzim Makhnev surged past event favourites
Vincent Lecrubier and Philippe Colin of France, who came in 2nd.
The local duo of Jakub Cebula and Tomasz Olszewski earned a bronze,
medal much to the delight of the crowds in the stand.
Sergey Bezugliy and Maksim Prokopenko were at their best this
day, achieving the remarkable feat of defeating World Champion Vadim
Menkov and Merey Medetov to win the men’s C2 500m. They not only
won the race but they did it convincingly. Liviu Dumitrescu-Lazar and
Victor Mihalachi successively overcame the Portuguese duo at the very
last second to take bronze.
In the ﬁnal events of the World Cup, Aleh came out ahead; this
was Aleh’s weekend and it could very well be his season if he keeps
on topping the results sheet. The finish required the photo finish
technology again, the men’s K1 5,000m. Aleh Yurenia overcame Oevind
Soelberg (NOR) and Fernando Pimenta (POR), 3rd.
In another very tight race the women’s K1 5,000m captivated the
audience. Maryna Paltaran (BUL) came 1st, Eefe Haaze (NED) ﬁnally
took an elusive medal this weekend and Lisa Sheriff (NOR) came 3rd.
In the ﬁnal race of the day, men’s C1 5,000m, Eduard Shemetila
(UKR) took the gold medal ahead of Matej Rusnak (SVK) who took
silver and Vincent Slominski (POL) in 3rd place.

Lerina Bright

200m: K1M: 1 E McKeever, GB, 37.794. 2 P Siemionowski, Polska, 37.998. 3 O Kharytonov,
Ukraina, 38.506.
K2M: 1 Hybois/Jouve, France, 34.606. 2 Heath/Schoﬁeld, GB, 34.938. 3 Filipovic/Zoric, Srbija,
35.246.
500m: K2M: 1 Piatrushenka/Makhnev, Belarus, 1:39.880. 2 Lecrubier/Colin, France, 1:40.036.
3 Cebula/Olszewski, Polska, 1:41.976.
1km: K1M: 1 A Yurenia, Belarus, 3:41.865. 2 E Larsen, Norge, 3:42.805. 3 A Gustafsson, Sverige,
3:43.481.
K2M: 1 Pimenta/Ribeiro, Portugal, 3:26.888. 2 Pannecoucke/Cauwenbergh, België, 3:27.556.
3 Stanojevic/Pajic, Srbija, 3:28.720. 6 Boyton/Wycherley, GB, 3:33.060.
K4M: 1 Portugal, 3:08.888. 2 Belarus, 3:09.872. 3 Belarus, 3:11.696. 8 GB, 3:15.960.
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Racice Regatta
The heats and semi ﬁnals for 1,000m and 500m were completed on
the ﬁrst day of the second World Cup at Racice in the Czech Republic
with sunny condition and calm waters. This lovely course in the north
of the country is appreciated by all the athletes as a world class venue. A
total of 45 countries and over 550 athletes competed over the weekend.
Racice saw the Canadians, Italians, Danish, American and Russian
teams join the World Cup circuit, adding extra competition to the event.
It was going to be a full weekend of ﬁerce competition.
In the K1 women’s 500m Carrie Johnson (USA) and Soﬁa Paldanus
(SWE) qualiﬁed with strong performances. The evergreen Josepha Idem
(ITA) just missed out on qualiﬁcation. Australian Alana Nicholls made
a good showing and would be in the mix in the ﬁnal. Henriette Engel
Hansen (DEN) qualiﬁed fastest of all and, after a disappointing year,
would be looking to start this year with a bang with a medal in the
World Cup.
Ken Wallace (AUS) had returned home during the week with a
chest infection and Max Hoff (GER) decided not to participate after
his time away from the water recently. However, the quality of the K1
men’s 1,000m remained very high at Racice. The man to beat was Aleh
Yurenia (BLR) who put in a time of 3:28.18 to get to the ﬁnal but, with
the likes of Adam Van Koverden (CAN), Anders Gustafsson (SWE) and
Rene Poulsen (DEN), the ﬁnal was going to be a close call. Also to be
watched was Eirik Larsen (NOR) who had had a good race two weeks
earlier in Poznan.
Another great ﬁnal was in store for fans in the C1 men’s 1,000m.
Italian Sergiu Cracuin qualified fastest; however, Mark Oldershaw
(CAN) showed impressive form and the world champion and winner
in Poznan two weeks before, Vadim Menkov (UZB), was also in the
running for medals the next day.
Bizarrely, Mathieu Goubel (FRA) during the race had a freak
accident, snapping his paddle just before the ﬁnish line and capsizing as
he could not control his boat any more. He was ﬁshed unceremoniously
out of the water by the rescue boat.
In the K2 men’s 1,000m David Smith and Murray Stewart (AUS)
would start as favourite in the ﬁnal as they showed some impressive
racing credentials in qualifying. Russian duos dominated in the form of
Yurchenko and Pogreban as well as Medvedev and Ryakhov. Local duo
Pavel Davidek and Lukas Treﬁl were very happy with their qualiﬁcation
for the ﬁnal. Davidek said ‘we are very happy as to ﬁnish 2nd in the
semi ﬁnal was extremely unexpected for us’.
The C2 men’s 1,000m would be an interesting ﬁnal with the local
team of Jaroslav Radon and Filip Dvorak qualiﬁying and challenging
Victor Melantyev and Nikolay Lipkin (RUS) for medals. The Canadians
would have a strong presence in the ﬁnal, qualifying two boats, as well as
Brazil, who continue their development at world level.
The K4 women’s 500m had a great ﬁnale with the Belarus team
(Pamialova, Papok, Khudzenka, Paltaran) continuing from their Poznan
win, easily qualifying and probably in the mix for a medal here. Mexico
(Alanis, Montemayor, Salinas, Mar) also showed great promise to get to
the ﬁnal. Also qualifying were the British, Portuguese and Australian
quartets which should have set up a great ﬁnal on the Saturday.

Hansen of Denmark, 2nd in women’s K1.
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The afternoon saw the 500m events being contested. These events are
always popular with athletes and spectators alike.
In the infamous K1 men’s 500m the surprise of the day was Aleh
Yurenia’s not making the ﬁnal, ﬁnishing a lowly 6th in his semi ﬁnal.
Anders Gustafsson continued his good form to qualify for the ﬁnal.
Barry Watkins (IRE) and Rene Poulson would also contest a good ﬁnal
on the Sunday.
In the C1 men’s 500m Evygeniy Safronov (KAZ) qualiﬁed the fastest,
ahead of Paolo Buccione (ITA). Helder Silva (POR) also put in a great
performance to reach the ﬁnal.
Aliaksandr Liapioshka and Taras Volko (BLR) looked ﬁrm favourites
in the K2 men’s 500m. The duo are among a number of Belarus
paddlers who are making their mark this year on the sprint circuit. They
could still have stiff competition from Russia and Hungary.
The C2 men’s 500m would be dominated by the eastern European
countries. Russia qualiﬁed the two fastest boats (Melentyev and Lipkin
being the fastest). Vadim Menkov and Merey Medetov (UZB) would be
in close contention as well. The French duo Goubel and Beugnet could
also not be discounted from reaching the podium.
The K4 men’s 1,000m was one of the most impressive events of the
weekend. The local team would be contesting the ﬁnal on live TV and
this motivated them to produce a good performance to give them a
medal chance. Russia and Portugal were in the mix for medals with the
race set to be a great climax to the ﬁnals.
The scene was set for some great battles in the ﬁnals.
Early morning mist gave way to blue skies in time for the Saturday
ﬁnals, perfect conditions for the athletes to race. The venue was buzzing
in anticipation as racing got under way.
The ﬁnals got off to a fast start with the C4 men’s 1,000m. The
Belarus team (Rabchanka, Bahdanovich brothers and Vauchetski)
dominated the race. Uzbekistan took silver and Kazakhstan bronze.
In the K1 women’s 1,000m Kristina Zur (USA) put her injuries/
illnesses of the last couple of years behind her and came through to
win. Natalya Sergeyena (KAZ) led for the majority of the race but
the American overhauled her into the ﬁnal section of the race. Austria
picked up the bronze through Anna Roxana Lehaci.
Austria would continue their medal winning ways by comfortably
winning the K2 women’s 1,000m (Yvonne Schuring,Viktoria Schwarz).
They said they were concentrating on the K2 500m on Sunday and
so took the 1,000m races as a warm up event. Poland (Kowalczuk,
Wewiora) took silver and USA (McElroy and Burke) bronze.
There was a pulsating race in the 1,000m K1 men’s event. It was good
to see a very strong lineup but ﬁnally Rene Holten Poulsen took the
winner’s medal, consolidating his good form for the weekend. Fernando
Pimenta (POR) finished 2nd and Aleh Yurenia collected another
medal for his collection with bronze. There were some well known
athletes behind these three in the form of Adam Van Koverden, Anders
Gustafsson and Eirik Larsen.
Another Danish medal was won in the women’s 500m K1 with
Henriette Engen Hansen ﬁnishing 2nd behind Alana Nicholls. Engen
Hansen did not have a very successful 2010 competitionwise and this
medal would surely galvanize her for 2011. Young Rachel Cawthorn
(GBR) ﬁnished 3rd with a very solid performance.
Mark Oldershaw and Vadim Menkov had a pulsating ﬁght throughout
the 1,000m and had the spectators on their tiptoes to see who would
win. In the end Oldershaw beat Menkov with the world champion
having to settle for 2nd. Piotr Kuleta (POL) picked up a bronze medal
in a very enjoyable race.
The 1,000m K2 ﬁnal was dominated by Vitaly Yurchenko/Vasily
Pogreban, who were convincingly ahead of David Smith/Murray
Stewart. Portugal picked up another bronze in the form of Joao Ribeiro
and Emanuel Silva.
The C2 men’s 1,000m was also dominated by the Russians with
Victor Melantyev and Nikolay Lipkin winning ahead of the Canadians
(Gabriel Beauchesne-Sevigny, Andrew Russell). Local favourites Jaroslav
Radon and Filip Dvorak took the bronze medal, pleasing the crowd.
In the K4 500m women’s ﬁnal the start was spectacular and exciting.
The new force in this event and surprise package of the year so far was
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Golds for McKeever and Belcher despite confusion

Goubel of France, overdoing the weight training.

Aleh Yurenia of Belorus had mixed fortunes this regatta.

Gustafsson of Sweden won the K1 500m.

The Czech men’s K4.

the Belarus girls. They did not disappoint and took the gold medal with
some ease. The British quartet (Edmonds, Walker, Hayleigh, Sawers)
ﬁnished in a very respectable 2nd. 3rd place went to the consistently
high performing Portuguese team (Rodrigues, Portela, Sousa, Gomes).
The last ﬁnal of the day was the exciting K4 men’s 1,000m and it
lived up to its billing. The race was done at a fast pace and was a very
close affair, so close that it took a photoﬁnish to separate the Belarus
team (Miadzvedzeu, Strelchanka, Findziukevich, Bialko) from the
Australian crew (Tate Smith, David Smith, Stewart, Clear). Finally,
Belarus just took the gold by a couple of centimetres. Portugal took
another bronze with an impressive race from Pimenta/Ribeiro/Silva/
Fernandes.
The ﬁnals were of the highest standard and most enjoyable to watch.
Saturday afternoon saw many torsos on display around the venue
as the weather was balmy and the 200m heats and semi ﬁnals began.
The 200m races always attract a good number of spectators and this
afternoon was no exception.
In the K1 200m men’s event Ed McKeever (GBR) continued his
domination of this event by qualifying the fastest for the ﬁnal. Without
Ronnie Rouche (GER) participating perhaps this would be an easy
medal for McKeever. However, Victor Zavolskiy (RUS), Peter Molnar
(HUN) and Jimmy Bojsen (DEN) might have something to say about
that as they all qualiﬁed with good times and set up an interesting ﬁnal
on Sunday.
The C1 men’s 200m ﬁnal would be contested between two Canadian
boats (Richard Dalton, Aaron Rublee) and two Russian boats (Evgeny
Ignatov, Ivan Shtyl). In the mix was likely to be Belarussian Dzmitry
Vaitsishkin. Another close ﬁnal was expected with little between these
athletes.
The K1 women’s 200m would see several medallists from the
weekend contesting the ﬁnal. Krisztina Zur, Teresa Portela and Jessica
Walker would be going for their second medal of the weekend.
However, the fastest qualiﬁer, Jenni Mikkonen (FIN), would be likely to
ﬁgure in the medals.
The K2 men would have a hotly contested ﬁnal. Arnaud Hybois
and Sebastien Jouve (FRA) were likely to contest the ﬁnal against
Liam Heath and Jonathan Schoﬁeld (GBR) for the top of the podium.
Latvian duo Krists Straume and Aleksejs Rumjancevs also qualiﬁed with
a good time and it would be nice to see them do well in the ﬁnal.
The old favourite men’s 500m K1 saw a very strong ﬁeld qualify for
the ﬁnal. Anders Gustafsson qualiﬁed strongly, as did Matthew Urquhart
(AUS). Rene Holten Poulsen would be looking to add to his good
results on the Sunday as well. This ﬁnal would be one to watch.
The K2 women’s 500m ﬁnal would be an interesting affair. Yvonne
Schuring and Viktoria Schwartz would be going for their second gold
medal, stating this was the event in which they were targeting to do
well. However, young Sabrina Hering and Stefﬁ Kriegerstein (GER)
screamed with delight as they crossed the line to qualify for the ﬁnal.
Lani Belcher and Angela Hannah (GBR) could also feature highly in
the ﬁnal.
The ﬁnal day of competition saw the shorter distances of 500m and
200m being contested. Again, the weather was balmy with a slight
headwind.
The ﬁnals got off to a good start with the canoe single women’s
event. Canada dominated the race with Laurence Vincent-Lepointe well
ahead of her compatriot, Nicole Haywood. Sophie Cordelier (FRA)
came 3rd.
The men’s K1 200m proved to be as hot as the weather. It was a
fantastic race and went to the photoﬁnish to decide the winner. Ed
McKeever just nicked it with two hundredths of a second to spare over
Victor Zavolskiy to maintain his run of unbeaten races. Michele Zerial
(ITA) came 3rd.
Russia would do well, winning several medals on the Sunday, and
Ivan Shtyl proved why he has a cupboard full of medals by winning the
C1 men’s 200m race. It was another exciting race with Richard Dalton
taking a very creditable 2nd place, followed by Evgeny Ignatov.
Teresa Portela was a popular winner in the K1 women’s 200m and
said she was ecstatic to win the short race as she had been in a lot of
competitions over the weekend. Jenni Mikkonen said she was very
happy to take a silver medal as it was a competitive ﬁnal. Jessica Walker
had a smile on her face as she collected the bronze, resulting in three
very happy ladies.
In probably the most exciting race of the weekend the kayak men’s
double turned into a battle between the world champions (Arnaud
Hybois, Sebastien Jouve) and their closest rivals, Liam Heath and
Jonathan Schoﬁeld. It was neck and neck the whole race until the
end where the French just scraped the victory. Krists Straume and
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Joanna Greenﬁeld

200m: K1W: 1 T Portela, Portugal, 41.970. 2 J Mikkonen, Suomi, 42.250. 3 J Walker, GB,
42.276.
K1M: 1 E McKeever, GB, 36.537. 2 V Zavolskiy, Rossija, 36.557. 3 M Zerial, Italia, 36.963.
K2M: 1 Hybois/Jouve, France, 32.371. 2 Heath/Schoﬁeld, GB, 32.757. 3 Straume/Rumjancevs,
Latvija, 33.031.
C1M: 1 I Shtyl, Rossija, 40.570. 2 R Dalton, Canada, 41.196. 3 E Ignatov, Rossija, 41.436.
500m: K1W: 1 A Nicholls, Australia, 1:52.749. 2 H Hansen, Danmark, 1:53.542. 3 R Cawthorn,
GB, 1:54.022.
K2W: 1 Khudzenka/Paltaran, Belarus, 1:44.757. 2 Schuring/Schwarz, Österreich, 1:45.863.
3 Belcher/Hannah, GB, 1:47.023.
K2M: 1 Piatrushenka/Makhnev, Belarus, 1:30.638. 2 Lecrubier/Colin, France, 1:31.311.
3 Stroinski/Bertz, Deutschland, 1:31.411.
K4W: 1 Belarus, 1:33.524. 2 GB, 1:35.558. 3 Portugal, 1:36.124.
1km: K1M: 1 R Poulsen, Danmark, 3:29.220. 2 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:29.906. 3 A Yurenia,
Belarus, 3:30.406.
C1M: 1 M Oldershaw, Canada, 3:53.177. 2 V Menkov, Uzbekistan, 3:53.564. 3 P Kuleta, Polska,
3:58.323.
K2M: 1 Yurchenko/Pogreban, Rossija, 3:15.241. 2 Smith/Stewart, Australia, 3:19.934. 3 Ribeiro/
Silva, Portugal, 3:17.081.
K4M: 1 Belarus, 2:55.896. 2 Australia, 2:55.923. 3 Portugal, 2:56.456.
5km: K1W: 1 L Belcher, GB, 17:43.9. 2 A Adamová, Ceská, 17:45.1. 3 J Egan, Ireland, 17:46.7.
C1M: 1 M Oldershaw, Canada, 21:17.2. 2 L Koranda, Ceská, 21:29.3. 3 T Hall, Canada, 21:38.6.
6 J Train, GB, 22:35.8.
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The ICF have issued some all time sprint medal tables, usually the
top 10, including overall country, country since 2000, top canoe and top
women’s kayak, all with Hungary at the top of the list. Only in men’s
kayak did they slip to 6th place with Germany in the lead. Overall best
is Katalin Kovács with 38 world medals for Hungary, 29 of them gold,
just edging out Germany’s Birgit Fischer with 37 and 27 respectively.
Britain does not feature in any of the lists.

ICF pay for talented youngsters

A feature of the junior world sprint championships was the ICF’s
Talent Identiﬁcation Programme. While it has been running for 20
years, this is the ﬁrst time it has paid for ﬂight and hotel costs of talented
youngsters to attend and compete regardless of the status of their
national federations.

Canoeing in Paralympics

Paracanoe and paratriathlon are to be added to the Paralympics at
Río in 2016. Five other applications were rejected. The ICF have been
campaigning for this for two years, backed by the International Va’a
Association.

Patrick Mahoney is Paracanoeist of the Year

Great Britain’s Patrick Mahoney has been voted the ICF 2011
Paracanoeist of the Year; he is the current world champion in the
V1 LTA category, a title he won in August at the sprint world
championships in Szeged, Hungary.
The LTA category is for a paddler with a disability who has functional
use of his legs, trunk and arms for paddling and who can apply force to
the footboard or seat to propel the boat.
In August the ICF nominated Mahoney, along with Sandor Szabo
(HUN), Fernando Fernandes (BRA), Julian Serban (ROU), Christine
Gauthier (CAN), Christine Sellinger (CAN), Katalin Kajdai (HUN) and
Sandra Truccolo (ITA) for best paracanoeist at Szeged, the biggest event
for paracanoeists this year. Voting was conducted on the ICF Facebook
page and was based on their results and achievements at the sprint world
championships. This was the ﬁrst time the international media were
invited to cast their votes.
Mahoney’s canoeing started in outrigger racing on Hamilton Island,
Australia, in 1984 and he immediately fell in love with the sport. Since
2003 he has been a member of Outrigger Canoe United Kingdom.
‘The most enjoyable aspect of my canoeing is that it’s you versus
Mother Nature and the elements,’ Mahoney said. ‘The passion for the
sport within the club is infectious and as the only adaptive paddler
I can’t praise my fellow members and coach enough for all of their
assistance, perseverance and the sharing of my passion with the sport.’
Many years of dedication and perseverance have paid of for Patrick
Mahoney and he is right where he wants to be; he is a member of the
GB paracanoe squad and now a world champion.
Asked what is next on his busy schedule, Mahoney said ‘With winter
training schedules being put in place, the objective is to be in Poznan
next year to defend my title. The Paralympic Games (Río 2016) is not
in the distant future. I want to be at my best and be there!�
He was winner of silver and gold medals in the V1 500m and V12
500m adaptive event at the 2006 IVF world sprints held in New
Zealand. He was also the V1 500m adaptive event silver medallist at
the 2008 IVF world sprints held in Sacramento, California. His athletic
abilities are not limited to paddling alone as he has been a member of
the GB paralympic rowing team and trained for seat selection for the
2008 Beijing paralympics.

New Welsh event for children

Gemau Cymru
A new multisport event for young children, Gemau Cymru, took
place in Cardiff between 8th and 10th July 2011. This event showcased
nine different competitive sports, namely athletics, gymnastics, swimming
and canoeing. Cardiff was chosen as the ideal setting for the ﬁrst ever
Gemau Cymru and captured the spirit of the London 2012 Games
whilst delivering a lasting sporting legacy for Wales.

Julie Holmes

Inaugural solo winners repeat successes

Wicked Wolf Triathlon
This year’s Wicked Wolf (Saturday 23rd July) was an amazing success,
doubling the amount of money raised last year, with a total of £8,000
going to Cancer Research UK.
The Wicked Wolf Triathlon is a 5km kayak at Lochindorb, a 30km
mountain bike from there over moors and through woodlands to
Carrbridge and a 10km run around the village. This year the organizers
also added a separate 10km and 5km run to the day, which attracted a
really impressive turnout.
Organizer Gemma Powell said ‘The 2011 Wicked Wolf has been a
massive success with £8,000 going to Cancer Research UK as a result
of entry fees, sponsorships, a rafﬂe and, of course, the Wicked Wolf
Ceilidh with Ewan Robertson and friends on Saturday night. Amazingly,
people still had the energy for dancing!
‘We owe a massive thank you to our supporters, whether their
donation was in kind or in cash, but especially Dulnain Bridge Garage,
Landmark Forest Park, the Cairn Hotel, Carrbridge, Heilan Loos,
Walkers of Aberlour, DR MacLeod and David Ritchie & Sons.
Fellow organizer Lisa Campbell added ‘The Wicked Wolf is now a
ﬁrm ﬁxture on the adventure sports calendar and we very much look
forward to next year. None of it of course would be possible without
the support of the entire community who never fail to give their time
so generously to support this very important cause.’

Karen Archer

W: 1 K Seddon, Kincraig, 2:58. 2 F Bain, 3:04. 3 T Smart, 3:21.
M: 1 S McFarlane, Dollar, 2:14. 2 A Reid Thomas, 2:22. 3 E Dickson, 2:25.
WT: 1 Lady Gagas, 3:07.
MixT: 1 Doing It for the Ceilidh, 2:44.
MT: 1 Stravaigers, 2:38.

Care International
ran a foot, bike and
canoe marathon
on Cannock Chase
for teams across
the construction
industry to raise
funds for their ﬁght
against poverty.
Winners were
Bam Nuttall and
£63,000 was raised
by 22 teams for
starving people in
east Africa.

Problem-struck Bournemouth reef

The Bournemouth artiﬁcial surf reef was due to have work done on
it to improve its poor performance. However, in March it was discovered
that it had been damaged by an unknown boat and the funding put
aside for improvement will now have to go on repair instead in 2012.

Spalding dragon boat course

The Spalding Waterspace Study has been published by South Holland
District Council. It includes a number of proposals to keep the tide out
and to develop boating around the town, including using long straights
on the Welland for dragon boat racing.

Forthcoming world championships

Overall winner Sean McFarlane in the white kayak.

The ICF have allocated the 2013 world sprint championships to Río
de Janeiro with 2015 in Milan. As has become something of a trend in
post Olympic events, the world slalom championships are to return to
London in 2015.
2013 will see the world WWR championships at Solkan in Slovenia.
The world slalom championships in 2014 will be in Deep Creek (USA)
and the world polo championships in Thury-Harcourt (France) with the
under 23 and junior world slalom championships in Sydney (Australia)
and Foz do Iguacu (Brazil), the corresponding sprint championships in
Szeged (Hungary). 2015 will see the world marathon championships
back in Gyor and the under 23 and junior world slalom championships
in Montemor-o-Velho (Portugal).
The IDBF are running the world club crew dragon boat
championships in Hong Kong next year with the world nations
championships in Tehran in 2013.

ICF president elected to IOC

José Perurena López, the ICF president, has been elected to the
International Olympic Committee. At 66, he has previously been
president of the Spanish canoe federation and had served four years as
ICF general secretary.

Lerina Bright

Americans buy Olympic tickets for parents

Memories to share?

Tessa Smart, third fastest kayak.

Do any of the trips you have done deserve a larger
readership than your club newsletter alone can give? More
space? More coloured pictures? We are pleased to hear
from those who wish to share memories of their trips with
others.
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Winner Kirree Seddon.

Alison Hepburn of Lady Gagas.

American company Procter & Gamble are to sponsor purchase of
tickets so that parents can watch their offspring compete at the 2012
Olympic Games. The tickets will be handled by the BOA.

BOA take dispute to IOC

The BOA decided that their dispute with the London organizing
committee over 2012 funding should be taken to the IOC. When
Canoeist approached the IOC over the way Olympic press passes were
allocated, the BOA were furious, claiming it was an internal matter.
Unlike world championships, where the organizers decide which
journalists can attend, for the Olympic Games the BOA make the
decision on who may go. Canoeist has only ever been allocated an
Olympic press pass once, even though I have probably covered more
canoeing world championships than anyone, ever, anywhere.
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Multisport

Medal record tables

Jas Hepburn photographs

Aleksejs Rumjancevs ﬁnished 3rd. The British duo said ‘We like the
Racice course as it is not affected too much by the wind. We are now
going home to put in a serious block of training for the European
championships.
Two of the members of the successful K4 Belarus team, Volha
Khudzenka and Maryna Paltaran, carried on their winning form,
nailing the gold medal in the K2 women’s 500m ﬁnal. Great Britain also
continued their podium presence with a very creditable 3rd from Lani
Belcher and Angela Hannah.
Schuring and Schwarz were back on the podium, winning the K2
women’s 200m ﬁnal as well, making them probably the most successful
athletes of the weekend.
Russian dominance in the C2 200m was evident. Evgeny Ignatov
and Ivan Shtyl were too strong for the competition and showed why
they are so successful in this event. Dzmitry Rabchanka and Aliaksandr
Vauchetski took silver and Russia had a second duo on the podium
with Victor Melantyev and Nikolay Lipkin.
After a false start in the men’s K1 500m the cool head of experience
told and Anders Gustafsson led from the start to the ﬁnish. Rene Holten
Poulsen rounded off a successful racing weekend with the silver and
Peter Gelle (SVK) made it a competitive 3rd place.
The C1 men’s 500m ﬁnal, although a non Olympic discipline, still
produces some good racing. This race was no exception. Ilya Shtokalov
(RUS) won in a close battle with Thomas Hall (CAN), Helder Silva
ﬁnishing 3rd.
The Belarus powerhouse of Raman Piatrushenka and Vadzim
Makhneu took the gold medal in the K2 men’s 500m, beating off the
French boat (Vincent Lecrubier, Philippe Colin).
The K1 women’s 5,000m final kicked off the final section. The
5,000m are popular vents and this was no exception. Quickly a group of
5 girls broke from the ﬁeld, headed by Lani Belcher, Jenny Egan (IRE),
Anna Adamová and Kristina Zur. Anna Lehaci could not keep up with
the pace so it was a four person ﬁght for the medals. However, due to
a miscalculation the bell for the ﬁnal lap was sounded early, confusing
the athletes leading the race. Eventually all the athletes completed the
full distance with Lani Belcher sprinting to the gold medal. Due to the
confusion two silver medals were given to Adamová and Egan with
bronze going to Zur.
The C1 men’s 5,000m ﬁnal was led from start to ﬁnish by Mark
Oldershaw, giving him his second gold medal of the weekend in
emphatic style. Local boy Lukas Koranda gave the crowd something to
cheer by ﬁnishing 2nd. Thomas Hall made up the medals in 3rd place.
The K1 men’s 5,000m brought the curtain down on a great World
Cup. With a very strong lineup of 38 boats it was going to be an
exciting race, so much so that 2 athletes capsized immediately at the
start as they collided. Adam Van Koverden led the ﬁeld out on the ﬁrst
lap. A group developed at the front of the pack for the main part of the
race. With one lap left 4 paddlers were in the mix, Van Koverden, Max
Benassi (ITA), Fernando Pimenta and Poulsen.
Pimenta punched the air when he crossed the finish line first,
followed by Van Koverden who just could not overhaul Pimenta. 3rd
place was taken by Benassi in a thrilling sprint for the line.

The 1969 style
of cockpit pod.
The later form of
pod.

The ski tree, as
sketched and as
built.

A sit on top on signiﬁcant white water.
It is with some trepidation that I return to a subject which has
generated more heat than light in the past and in relation to which
ﬁngers have been burned, mine included. Perhaps the superheated air
meant that I did not dig as deeply as I should have done.
To me, as to many, Alan Byde’s pod was a kayak liner. In 1969, when
the ﬁrst prototype appeared, white water kayaks were of glassﬁbre and
were variants of the 4m long slalom kayak, increased buoyancy being
the main change although many ran white water in actual slalom kayaks.
There had been occasional fatalities where kayaks had become pinned
and had folded across the legs of the users, preventing exit or, at best,
causing serious leg injury.
One solution to the problem was the keyhole cockpit, appreciated by
some of us with longer legs even for normal usage. Another was a line
of weakness across the rear deck, encouraging the kayak to fold in a safer
place, an idea which did not take off.
Alan Byde’s solution was the pod, an inner liner from the feet to
the back of the seat. The added strength of a double skin reduced
the likelihood of folding around the legs and body. It had the added
advantage of limiting the amount of water coming into the kayak
through the cockpit, a pinned heavy boat being likely to slip to a worse
position and being harder to recover. It also had disadvantages, however,
including making the kayak much heavier and more expensive, being
difﬁcult to ﬁx a footrest in the best position and move it for other users
and preventing access to the ends and under the seat for repairs, kayaks
being most likely to get damaged in those positions and needing to be
repaired from the inside.
There was not a great deal of support for the pod by manufacturers
or users although Nick Padwick used it for the Sea Tiger. Somebody
had offered the sea sock in the 1950s, like the pod but in a material like
Nylon, light and able to keep out water but not prevent folding. It did
not enjoy market success.
Polyethylene kayaks came into use. A C Canoe Products were
Perception’s British manufacturers at the time and the top seller of the
day was the Dancer. Alan tried to get the pod incorporated, without
success after some heated exchanges of correspondence.
The swamping problem was largely addressed when paddlers were
encouraged to ﬁt airbags, even to competition kayaks, a solution which
was cheaper and lighter while allowing repairs to be undertaken by
removing them. In fact, internal repairs were less likely to be required
for polyethylene kayaks and these were less likely to fold with their
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Back then
50 years ago

* For the ﬁrst time White Water had too much material for one issue, enough for three, in fact.
* Included was the Spuhlerized version of the ICF slalom rules, noted for being understandable.
* A sketch showed launching for the Severn Bore, bows in the water and somebody sitting in a tree holding the stern
as the large breaking wave approached the paddler from behind.
* Oliver Cock was appointed the ﬁrst national canoeing coach.
* There had been 41 fatalities involving canoeists in the previous year, none wearing lifejackets.
* Slalom competitors were to wear crash helmets and/or buoyancy aids if required by organizers.
* A slalom C2 should have its highest points within 300mm of the two ends of the canoe.
* There were calls for a ladies’ division in slalom.
* The Continentals were using curved blades for slalom.
* Slalom judges should be accompanied by people to deal with the technology, from pencils to phones.

20 years ago

* The RSPB were failing to explain why birds should take precedence over all human activities. The
Countryside Commission (now Natural England) launched the Countryside Stewardship scheme which
included £50/ha/year for farmers for providing public access.
* Barry Deakin and Peter Weynberg built a sailing canoe in 54 minutes at the Southampton Boat Show.
* An SCA membership survey drew a 24% response and showed Canoeist to be more relevant than the
BCU’s magazine.
* American safety writer Slim Ray was paralyzed from the waist down after an accident on the Green River.
* Paddlers International circulated an international petition to stop damming of the Bío-Bío in Chile. BW
were now encouraging canoeing on the Gloucester & Sharpness Canal, reversing their policy after pressure
from Canoeist.
* The BCU were proposing to operate a national licensing scheme for the NRA (now EA). Canoeist was
trying to get a Greenpeace judicial review on the NRA’s record on pollution opened out to examine their
navigation record.
* The Derwent case was going through the Lords, Canoeist readers having sent donations to Water Heritage
and letters of complaint to the WWF.
* Splashsport and Scanro were in ﬁnancial trouble but Outdoor Leisure Supplies and JJ Coaching were
moving into larger premises. Marsport had become bored with the recession and were restocking.
* The Society of Motor Manufacturers & Traders had circulated 150 technical committee members following
a Canoeist editorial, accepting that gutterless car roofrack safety was not satisfactory.
* Steve Cox, Simon Discombe and Ian Plumridge were world surﬁng champions at Thurso.

10 years ago

* Sprint racers were increasingly ﬁnishing major races by throwing themselves backwards at the line, capsizes
and rescues not being infrequent.
* 1968 Olympic sprinter Mark Whitby was installed as president of the Institution of Civil Engineers. The
SCA’s national sprint coach, Shaun Cavan, was employed in Nottingham by the BCU.
* The EA were to install kicker ramps to restore some of the attributes of Hambleden weir lost as a result of
renovation work.
* The UK’s ﬁrst Paddle Film Festival was held as part of the Scottish Paddlesports Festival in Perth, a show with
an almost total absence of competition boats.
* Brighton University’s ﬁrst report on access was to support the points canoeists had been making for decades.
The EA, now under Barbara Young, formerly head of the RSPB, were still to oppose access reform.
* Seabird numbers in northeast England were declining signiﬁcantly following reduction of sewage levels in
the sea.
* A Cambridge lecturer who capsized off the Isle of Wight phoned his father training troops in Dubai, who
rang Swansea coastguard, who rang Calshot, who sent a helicopter in 12 minutes.
* Peter Bray became the ﬁrst person to paddle a kayak across the Atlantic.
* Ian White developed the KataKanu.
* Illness and heavy conditions kept the British wave ski team from world championship wins in Bakio but
Peter Hart was world middle distance quadrathlon champion in Sedlcany.

Paul Caffyn

The pod
which worked

tougher walls, especially as designs got shorter, pinning became less
frequent and the problem largely went away.
Recently reading Alan’s Canoe Building in Glass-Reinforced Plastic,
published in 1974 before these previously-mentioned pod issues, I
came across a drawing clearly labelled ‘Cockpit pod.’ To me this was
a fundamentally different product, two hull layers but no deck, a selfdraining design. While I had felt the disadvantages of the internal
pod outweighed its advantages, here we have something much more
important, something we have forgotten. We have thrown out the baby
with the bathwater. Surely, isn’t this a prelude to the sit on top, now used
throughout the world?
Californian Tim Riemer had been moving in this direction since
1971 with a modiﬁed surfboard, so claiming precedence, but I suspect
Alan was the ﬁrst person to include his idea in a book. It would not be
the ﬁrst time a new idea has been developed independently by different
people in different places. In his book Alan apologizes for the fact that
it is an untried idea, suggesting he did not know of developments in
California.
The cockpit liner style of pod had been designed at Oxford’s
Riverside Centre in 1969 but let us concentrate on the sit on top
version. The original direction pursued by Alan was with the wave ski.
He collaborated with Gareth Lucas on the development of the Swift.
Gareth took out a patent on the ski cockpit, for which Alan’s workshop
had been used to develop the tree, a T shaped knee grip. It was the
earliest design of ski shown by Australian Roger Shackleton in his
inﬂuential All About Wave Skis, published in 1985. Long sit on top surf
rescue skis had been around and Alan Byde Canoes offered a 5.5m solo
surf ski for sale with a tree.
The sit on top, such as the Bellway Beaver (Sep 83, p30), was initially
seen as a kayak for the disabled but then spread to general use, just
as thermal underwear started with the elderly and then spread to the
outdoor enthusiast.
The Byde style of sit on top had a more recessed seating area and
lower centre of gravity than the models which just had ﬂat decks with
heel and seat indentations. His required less skill to use. Eventually
the pod idea was used by Perception, as by most of the other major
manufacturers, but it was the deckless sit on top style, not the cockpit
liner which Alan had tried to promote. Let us give Alan credit for the
idea that did work rather than lament the one which didn’t.

Classified
Associations

Alan signing books in New Zealand recently. The yellow book is
Canoe Building in Glass-Reinforced Plastic.
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Association of Canoe Trades, 85
Edgedale Rd, Shefﬁeld, S Yorks S7 2BR.
British Canoe Union, 18 Market Place,
Bingham, Notts NG13 8AP.
British Dragon Boat Racing
Association, 13 The Prebend, Northend,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
British Quadrathlon Association,
2 Highview Gardens, Jersey Farm, St
Albans, Herts AL4 9JX.

Canoe Association of Northern
Ireland, House of Sport, 2A Upper
Malone Rd, Belfast BT9 5LA.
Canoe-Camping Club, 64 Westbank
Rd, Birkenhead, Merseyside CH42 7JP.
Canoe Wales, Frongoch, Bala,
Gwynedd LL23 7NU.
Historic Canoe & Kayak Association,
48 Russell Way, Higham Ferrers NN10
8EJ.
International Sea Kayak Association,
Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston,
Malmesbury, Wilts SN16 0HH.
Open Canoe Association, 12 De
Verdun Ave, Belton, Leics LE12 9TY.
Open Canoe Sailing Group, Cobwebs,
Woodhouse Lane, Heversham, Cumbria
LA7 7EW.
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Paddlers International, Longcroft, Mill
Lane, Corston, Malmesbury, Wilts SN16
0HH.
Scottish Canoe Association, Caledonia
House, S Gyle, Edinburgh EH12 9DQ.
Young Explorers’ Trust, Royal
Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore,
London SW7 2AR.

Free

I have about 20 old copies of the
Paddlers International magazine Paddlers
World dating from the mid 1990s. Would
prefer to give them away rather than bin
them.Dave Chambers, Burnells, Rusper
Rd, Horsham, W Sussex RH12 5QW, tel
01403 275651, mobile 07910 208602, email
dave4risk@hotmail.co.uk.
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Developed from the guides in
Canoeist, this book is similar in format
to the best selling Canals of Britain.
Featured are the tidal sections of
rivers, estuaries, tideways, havens, sea
lochs, ﬁrths and kyles, an amazingly
varied range of waters.
Covering well known tidal rivers, the
picturesque, the industrial and small
rivers off the beaten track, this book
looks at the navigation aspects of waters
which often get overlooked, especially
if they have challenging conditions.Yet
they teem with wildlife, are steeped in
history, have dramatic engineering and
stunning architecture and are where
inland rivers morph into the open sea.
Of necessity they have been used by
invaders and traders since the mists
of time. Here there are history and
folklore, places of interest, waterside
pubs, villages, towns and cities and
navigation features from rapids and
weirs to vast open reaches of water,
from Carrick Roads to the Kyle of
Sutherland.
Size A4
304 pages
70 maps
716 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4081 4656 9
1st edition January
2012
Price £25.00

Based on the acclaimed canal guide
series in Canoeist, this is a comprehensive
and absorbing survey of Britain’s canal
network and provides a fascinating insight
into the linked up waterways as well as the
isolated cuts and quiet waters which may
not be navigable by larger craft.
From Tiverton Basin on the Grand
Western Canal to the Beauly Firth at the
end of the Caledonian Canal, Britain has
a unique canal network. Inﬁnitely varied,
it passes picturesque open countryside,
wild moorland, coastal harbours, historic
industrial buildings, modern city centres,
canalside public houses and abundant
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is
examined, their construction, rich history,
stunning scenery, heritage, incredible
engineering, impressive architecture and
even their associated folkore, wildlife and
art. Enticing photographs give a ﬂavour of
each place and places of interest close to
the canals are included.
For anyone enjoying the canals for
recreation or transportation, for boaters,
walkers, bikers, holidaymakers, riders and
everyone who uses the towpaths and banks
throughout the year, this is a book to be
treasured and revisited like an old friend.
Size A4
304 pages
61 maps
739 photographs
Soft cover
978 1 4081 0517 7
1st edition April 2009
Price £25.00

This is a beautiful book, and in an age when
we are becoming used to far more, and far
better, guides to waterways, this book has to
stand amongst the best produced... Stuart
has remained... absolutely painstaking in
his background research... the production is
beautiful and the book fills a gap for those
wanting a detailed description of the geography
and history of inland Britain. A great present
for those collectors of all things watery. - Eddie
Palmer, Scottish Paddler
This is a must for anyone interested in our
canals... this book could be your perfect
companion - Jules Hudson, Countryfile
‘required reading for all canal buffs... a
magnum opus’ - Yachting Life
‘must have been a life’s work to research...
Anyone with an interest in Britain’s canals... will
find this an attractive and engaging addition’
- Yachting & Boating World
‘This tome... provides a fascinating insight’ Chris Cattrall, Canals & Rivers
‘Gives a wonderful sense of what it is like to
glide through a quiet stretch of canal... There is
also plenty of history’ - Maggie Hartford,
Oxford Times

Based on the acclaimed coastal guide
series, this is the book which has been most
often requested from Canoeist. The most
detailed boater’s guide available to the British
coast in a single volume, it is appropriate
for those making day trips as well as those
undertaking circumnavigations. Full of
sound and practical advice, it gives essential
guidance on aspects of safety and has an
exhaustive directory of useful information.
The text is fully illustrated with coloured
mapping and photographs. This is an
invaluable resource for anyone venturing out
onto Britain’s coastal waters.
Foreword by Sean Morley.
‘For anyone planning a small boat/kayak
journey, anywhere around the coastline of
Britain, I suggest this book is absolutely
essential reading.’
- Paul Caffyn, Sea Canoeist Newsletter.
‘Bigre, quel pavé!... Toute la Grande
Bretagne est là, à porteé de pagaie, plus
belle qu’on aurait pu le penser.’
- Canoë Kayak.
‘makes for absorbing reading.’ - Ceufad.
‘A good read for all those interested in
Britain’s long and varied coastline.’
- Dave Robertson, Scottish Paddler.
Size A4
357 pages
724 photographs
63 maps
Soft cover
0 85288 906 0
1st edition June 2006
Price £19.50

